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Requirement documentation form one of the important artefacts of the requirements 
engineering process. One of the downturns of using natural language in the context of 
requirement specifications is its natural tendency to ambiguousness. A simplified 
assessment on phrases that influence ambiguity has the potential to be beneficent for the 
analyst writing requirements documentation to stay away from the obvious pitfalls. The 
paper introduces the idea of a lightweight tactile check that annotates weak and strong 
phrases that are know to influence ambiguity. The performed assessment validated the 
ability to identify these phrases without any context analysis. The used finitie dictionarys 
that contain the weak and strong phrases are based on previous work (Carlson & Laplante, 
2014; Femmer et al., 2014; Wyatt, DiStefano, Chapman, & Aycoth, 2003). The annotated 
phrases are evaluated by field experts and labeled to indicate if ambiguity is influenced and 
if the annotation is perceived as helpful to further reduce ambiguity. Finaly discussing the 
the quality of detection and the perceived helpfulness of annotating weak and strong 
phrases leading to the research conclusions and proposed future research. 
 
 
1.1 Categories and Subject Descriptors 
[Software Engineering] Requirements specification 
 
1.2 General terms 
Requirements Engineering, Quality Assurance, Natural language, Dumb Tooling 
 
1.3 Keywords 
Business requirements; Requirements engineering; Software quality; Natural language; 





Requirement documentation form one of the important artefacts of the requirements 
engineering process. One of the downturns of using natural language in the context of 
requirement specifications is its natural tendency to ambiguousness. A simplified 
assessment on phrases that influence ambiguity has the potential to be beneficent for the 
analyst writing requirements documentation to stay away from the obvious pitfalls. The 
objective of this research is to understand the ability of a light tactile check approach to give 
useful feedback about the influence of weak and strong phrases on the ambiguity in 
requirement documents. The main research question is worded as follows: 
 
The research in this thesis is performed as an embedded single case study. Where the case 
subject is KLM Engineering & Maintenance with two different, Business IT related projects as 
subject of analysis. Based on the defined dictionary with weak and strong phrases, a 
‘lightweight tactile check’ tool is designed to identify and tag these phrases in a given 
requirements set. Three domain experts assessed the annotated phrases to determine if the 
annotation is performed correctly, what the effect on the ambiguousness is in the given 
context is and if the assessment is perceived useful. This resulted in data to calculate the 
precision, recall and F-score values as an indication of the reliability of the annotation 
process. The assessment on ambiguousness influence and perceived helpfulness provided 
data to assess the overall usability of the tactile check method. 
In this case study two requirements sets where used containing a total number of 293 
requirements. With 87 weak phrases and 367 strong phrases annotated. All weak phrases 
and a selection of the strong phrases where assessed. With an average F-score of 84% for 
weak phrase annotation and 94% for strong phrase annotation this is considered sufficient 
to assert that, the tactile check is reliable enough to be practical in annotating the weak and 
strong phrases. Annotating the weak phrases is perceived as helpful in further reducing the 
ambiguity level of the requirement. And although the strong phrases were recognized with 
high accuracy, the experts considered the annotation of strong phrases as not helpful and 
without potential of further reducing the ambiguity.  
The fact that the experts rated the annotation of strong phrases as little helpful was a slight 
surpise: We expected that the annotation of strong phrases would indicate maturity of 
requirements and help to focus on improving the less mature ones. One reason for this 
outcome may be that our study is based on final versions of requirements documents after 
the requirements engineering phase, instead of during the requirements engineering. As 
future work, we therefore propose to repeat this study in a setting with a reference 
measurement performed on a document in an early stage of requirements engineering, 
which contains more ambiguity. Comparing the results of this reference measurement with 
the same measurement taken from a later version of the requirements document could 
establish whether applying the tactile check approach throughout the requirements 
engineering phase can be more efficient.  
How do business analysts perceive the effectiveness of a lightweight tactile check used 
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The requirements engineering process covers all elements, from business requirements 
elicitation to detailed baseline build definition. Requirement documentation form one of the 
important artefacts from this process. Requirements describe the product services within its 
given boundaries (Sommerville, 2016; Wiegers & Beatty, 2013). Where Business 
requirements form the top level within the requirements process. Previous research 
(Carlson & Laplante, 2014; Davis et al., 1993; IEEE Std 830, 1998; Wilson, Rosenberg, & 
Hyatt, 1997) established quality attributes for requirement documentation. The 
accompanying1 literature study identified unambiguous which influences understandable, 
correct and complete as an important factor that influence the overall quality of 
requirements written in natural language. 
Natural language allows us to express our ideas in many ways. One of the downturns of 
using natural language in the context of requirement specifications is its natural tendency of 
ambiguousness. As ambiguousness limits the precision of the specification this is perceived 
one of the problems influencing requirements quality. Syntax and grammar influence if a 
word in a given context is ambiguous. For computers to learn all rules and variants within a 
given context is virtual impossible, at least for day-to-day business usage. Taking the Syntax, 
grammar and context out of the equation and assigning this part of the assessment to us 
humans makes simplification feasible. The automated tool merely indicates suspicious 
words; an analyst then uses his domain knowledge to assess the finding. He then has the 
option to change the wording to mitigate a possible design flaw in the specification. 
This research proposal is a continuation of the research performed in the field of 
requirements engineering and requirements specification. Based on previously conducted 
studies this research project seeks to combine two known research concepts: 
 The NASA automated requirements measurement tool: a reconstruction (Carlson & 
Laplante, 2014) 
This study explores the original NASA ARM tool to check for ambigiouty in the form 
of Weak and strong Phares by a finit dictionary approach(Wilson et al., 1997). 
 Rapid Requirements Checks with Requirements SMELL: Two Case Studies (Femmer 
et al., 2014) 
This study explores the detection of various subjective and non-verifiable terms as 
ambiguity forms whiteout the objective of being 100% correct. To accomplish this a 
combined form of advanced text analytics and finite dictionary set are used. The 
domain specialist using the tool performs the context interpretation. 
  
                                                          
 




In this research, we will further explore the concept of a simplified check on the usage of 
possible ambiguous words. This Tactile check uses the combined finite dictionary sets and 
the concept that the domain specialist performs the context interpretation. The combined 
finite dictionary set includes the most common Weak and strong phrases know to influence 
possible ambiguousness. To annotate a requirements document consistently and 
repeatedly, automation of this step is preferable. Followed by an analysis of the annotated 
finding based on the classification labels as used in the SMELL study (Femmer et al., 2014). 
 
1.1 Research context 
During my day-to-day practice as a functional application manager at KLM E&M for various 
IT related projects, the definition of requirements has an important role. The elicitated 
business requirements form the basis of the project and should describe the end-state in a 
precise manner for the business stakeholder’s or business product owner. The analyst and 
stakeholder by means of a formal validation then approve the resulting requirements 
document. There is however, no baseline or minimum quality level to what these documents 
should adhere. In addition, the actual wording of the specification is often not in line with 
the stakeholder expectation. Often caused by the unintended usage of words that induces 
ambiguity in the text. Recognition of these words is not obvious, hence often overlooked in 
the formal reviews and approvals. The result is a specification that is not precise enough to 
reflect the actual required needs of the stakeholder. Moreover, in the worst-case scenario it 
can result in an implementation that is not usable. Rectification, or rather a re-
implementation is costly and time consuming and blocking the resources for further 
development of business value. The current work practices do not include any form of 
formal or automated checking if this ambiguousness influencing vocabulary is used. A simple 
and practical tactile check has the potential to improve the ambiguity awareness of the 
analyst writing the document and by doing so improving the overall quality of the 
specification document. 
There is a wide range of research conducted in the field of software engineering and in 
particular Requirements development. The researched literature did not show articles that 
deny the importance of requirements for the success of software engineering projects. Well-
defined requirements are in this context regarded as one of the primary factors. In practice, 
the abstract business goal or initial question arise from the business and is written in natural 
language. These business goals or requirements are the starting point of the development 
cycle and desired transition. An obstacle in writing well-defined requirements is the use of 
natural language. Natural language is by nature ambiguous. This emphasizes the interest to 
describe the business goals and the following requirements as non-ambiguously as possible. 
To achieve this quality in requirements documentation, quality attributes, quality indicators 
and metrics are draw-up. Several studies (Carlson & Laplante, 2014; Davis et al., 1993; Gnesi, 
Lami, Trentanni, Fabbrini, & Fusani, 2005; Wilson et al., 1997) describe the quality attributes, 
quality indicators and metrics. Many of these studies have developed an accompanying tool 
for their respective research. These tools create an automated analysis based on quality 
indicators and metrics. The tools use finite dictionaries and complex techniques from natural 
language processing to achieve this. All of the tools are limited in their ability to analyse the 
context of the requirement documents. None of the tools is able to obtain a 100% precision. 
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Thus, analysts must re-evaluate the requirement documentation in order to assess the 
results. Tool development and validation has primarily taken place in an academic context, 
and usage of the tooling within the business environment is limited. 
In recent research by (Philippo, Heijstek, Kruiswijk, Chaudron, & Berry, 2013) it is argued that 
the 100% realization of non-ambiguity in business requirements specification is not 
necessary. To the contrary, even if an (undetected) ambiguous requirement is causing a 
defect in the development, the influence of this defect on the overall result of the total 
software development process is, in this study, labeled as limited. A similar approach is 
presented by (Femmer et al., 2014) based on research using the SMELL methodology. In this 
study, requirements where validated against a limited number of quality attributes. The 
tooling developed still uses a mixture of finite dictionaries and Part of Speech techniques 
from natural language processing to achieve this. The aim with the SMELL technique is to 
give a basic indication of the non-ambiguity of the analysed requirement documentation 
with limited awareness of the requirement documentation context. The domain specialist or 
analysts then evaluate the annotated ambiguity defects and context dependencies. This has 
consequences for the tooling used to assess the ambiguity related defects. There is no need 
to detect 100% of all forms of ambiguity. In addition, the automated context interpretation 
becomes less relevant. This concept was validated in the SMELL study (Femmer et al., 2014). 
However the identified strong phrases (Wilson et al., 1997) where not taken into account. 
 
1.2 Relevance 
Literature indicates that requirements engineering is one of the critical success factors for 
software design projects. (Hairul, Nasir, & Sahibuddin, 2011; Hofmann & Lehner, 2001). The 
requirements development phase has a central role in this process. In this phase 
identification and documentation of requirements takes place. This documentation forms 
the basis for the consecutive development activities. Imperfections that arise here and later 
have to be corrected in the project cost 50% more than budgeted and directly influence the 
project success (Boehm & Basili, 2001; Kamata & Tamai, 2007). The need for a high-quality 
requirement documents is evident. However, the question how to objectively assess 
requirements documents for good-quality requirements holds no clear answer. A simplified 
assessment of ambiguity quality attributes has the potential to be beneficent for the domain 
specialist or analyst writing requirements documentation to stay away from the obvious 
pitfalls. The usage of semi-structured language (for example use cases) partially supports 
this. This opens up an opportunity to examine if a lightweight and simple Tactile check using 
combined dictionaries (Carlson & Laplante, 2014; Femmer et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 1997) 
has the potential to provide sufficient feedback on the usage of ambiguous vocabulary in the 
requirements document. However, there is no automated tooling available that is practical 
in day-to-day business usage. Automation will provides a consistent and efficient way to 
annotate the words in a requirements document. However, the annotation is without any 
context. The absence of context causes limitations on the amount of true positive findings 
versus false positives. To be practical in the work environment it is important that the ratio 
between true and false positive findings be in balance with the perceived ease of use. 
If the tactile check method is practical and easy to use, the requirements author has an 
opportunity to mitigate some of the risk caused by ambiguous wording in requirements 




1.3 Research scope 
The scope of this research is limited to the empirical research project as part of the overall 
research project to complete my master thesis.  
The concept is based on the premise that the author knows the context of the business 
requirement specification. The tactile check will annotate all words in a requirement 
specification based on the finite dictionary. The strong phrases, in the form of a selected set 
of imperatives, continuances and directives give structure and direction, this reduces 
ambiguousness. Weak phrases in the form of a selected set of weak phrases, options, 
subjective language, non-verifiable terms and loopholes, have a strong tendency to induce 
ambiguousness. The premise is that the usage of strong phrases and limiting the usage of 
weak phrases will raise the level of overall non-ambiguousness. 
Based on the performed literature study this empirical research focuses on validating the 
usage of a finite dictionary set to indicate possible ambiguous wording in requirement 
documentation. Automated annotation of the words is a precondition to ensure an efficient 
process and consequent output. The automated annotation will not perform any context 
interpretation (ea. plain word matching).  
In this empirical research project, we will start with defining the research question and 
research strategy and design, and continue with the research execution and reporting of the 
results. This follows the generic academic research pattern as described by Saunders et al. 
(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2012a). This document focusses on the final phase. The 
accompanying literature study (Annex 4: literatuurstudierapport) has been performed as 





1.4 Main research theme and objective 
 
1.4.1 Main research theme 
 
The tactile check is intended to only annotate the weak and strong phrases; it is not aware 
of any context and will not perform linguistic analysis. This implies that although annotated, 
there is no guaranty that the annotated weak phrase in its given context is actual causing an 
ambiguity problem. The same holds for the absence of a strong phrase in a given 
requirement: When strong phrases are absent, the specification is not necessarily 
ambiguous. 
To be practically usable detection reliability is relevant. Straightforward annotation of words 
based on a finite dictionary is technically not difficult to implement. It can, for example, be 
realized using standard Microsoft office scripting (VBA) to add annotations in Word 
documents (cf. Chapter 4). However, the way of representing this information is not the 
most relevant driver of the usability; a main driver is if the annotated phrases are 
predominantly true positive findings. When the majority of findings are false positives then 
the reliability and possible usability of the proposed method is limited at the most. While 
annotated, false positives are annotations that are irrelevant or incorrect in its given 
context. When too many false positives are present, they obscure the true positives. The 
annotations will then lose their relevance. To answer the main research question we need to 
determine the overall ability for the tactile check to be correct and complete in detect true 
positives. Precision and Recall can provide a measure for weak and strong phrases detection 
ability. To further assess the effectiveness perceived through a requirements author the 
presentation form of the feedback must be evaluated. This evaluation is then compared with 
the precision and recall outcome to provide an indication of perceived effectiveness. 
The research questions motivated above are summarized in the box below. 
How do business analysts perceive the effectiveness of a lightweight tactile check 
used to evade the most common natural language ambiguousness pitfalls in business 
requirements?  
The lightweight tactile check follows the ‘dumb tool’ principle, meaning that it uses a 
finite dictionary and will not perform contextual or linguistic analysis. 
RQ 1. To what extend is the annotation of weak phrases reliable to have a 
practical value to the author in writing non-ambiguous requirements. 
RQ 2. To what extend is the annotation of strong phrases reliable to have a 
practical value to the author in writing non-ambiguous requirements. 
RQ 3. To what extend are the presented tactile check annotation forms 
perceived as helpful feedback by business analysts in order to reduce the 




The objective of this research is to understand the possibility to use a light tactile check 
approach to identify ambiguity attributes in requirement documents. And that the 
annotated ambiguity phrases are of value to the author when he is reviewing the 
requirement document in order to reduce the overall ambiguousness of the specification. 
Based on the conducted literature review2, the usage of a lightweight tactile check without 
the objective of a 100% precision seems plausible. Important in this context is that the 
author or domain expert has knowledge of the specific domain context, and uses this when 
writing/reviewing the requirements. This means that an automated detection of suspected 
ambiguousness is not required to be context-aware. This greatly simplifies the detection 
process by eliminating the need for complex language and syntax analysis.  
This has a direct relevance to the business practices where the requirements process and 
resulting requirement documents form an important part of the project documentation. A 
lightweight tactile check that only annotates a requirements document on the usage of 
words that have a tendency to influence ambiguity is beneficial to an analyst writing 
business requirement documentation. Mitigating ambiguity is recognized as an important 
element in improving the overall quality of written requirements. Key is the ability to 
perform the annotation of these words by automation. In addition, that the output of this 
automated check is precise enough to provide benefits to the analyst when validating the 
written text. As of now, no automated means for validation are available within KLM E&M. 





                                                          
 
2 Annex 4: literatuurstudierapport 
RO 1. Asses that the presented tactile check annotation method is reliable 
enough to detect phrases that affect the overall ambiguousness in a business 
document specification document. 
 
RO 2. Asses if business analysts when using the output of the tactile check 
perceived the given annotation of strong and weak phrases as helpful 
feedback to further reduce the overall ambiguousness of business 
requirements written in natural language. 
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2 Research, philosophy, approach and strategy 
To execute this research in a methodical fashion this research will follow the research 
process outline (figure 1) presented by (Saunders et al., 2012a). This includes describing the 
research strategy, methods and means of data collection and analyses. Following this 
method should ensure that the research complies with the academic rigor. Moreover, it 
requires a constant critical evaluation of the proposed research definition and execution. 
 
Figure 1The research process (Saunders et al., 2012a) 
 
2.1 Research Philosophy 
 
This research will focus on two steps, which have a different approach in the data gathering 
and assessment. The initial analysis of requirement documentation is based on tagging 
individual words identified by the tactile check dataset. This research approach is 
quantitative and characterized as a positivism research philosophy.  
The second stage is a mixture between analyzing and categorizing the data found in the 
initial phase. A small group of domain experts will perform this analysis and categorization. 
The categorization is on an ordinal level. This will predominantly be their expert opinion and 
judgement. This relates more to an interpretivism research philosophy where the data 
sampling will be limited but will require in-depth knowledge to value this data. By translating 
the observed findings and context by means of a defined set of labels. 
 
2.2 Research approach 
This research will attempt to further simplify the SMELL check (Femmer et al., 2014) by only 
annotating words without context awareness or linguistic analysis.  
The proposed Tactile check is validated with the use of existing requirement documents is 
input data. The annotated phrases in the requirements document are the starting point for 
the assessment by the domain specialists. Their assessment is based on a set of categories to 
be assigned to each annotated word. This is in line with an abduction research approach 
where theory generation or modification and where appropriate incorporation of existing 




























2.3 Research Methodological choice 
In line with the research philosophy and approach a simple partially integrated mixed 
methods research approach is proposed (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2012b). The first 
stage, annotating and counting the words can be considered a quantitative form of data 
collection. The second stage will use this data to assess the correctness of the annotated 
words within their context by assigning the annotated words to a category. This assessment 
is performed by domain specialists with the usage of a structured set of categorizing 
questions. The outcome of the categorization is a set of annotated words, classified as 
problem/non-problem and indicated as valuable/non-valuable to the assessor. To answer 
the main research question the results are accumulated for evaluation and comparison 
between categories. By using the partially integrated mixed method the initial word tagging 
and count will provide the focal point (start data). In the second stage, the analysis 
performed is used to gain further interpretation of the data and is used to gain insight in the 
effectiveness of the proposed tactile check.  
 
2.4 Research strategy 
To gain insight on the proposed tactile check usage of actual business data is preferred. The 
research approach is an embedded single case study. Where the case subject will be KLM 
Engineering & Maintenance and two different Business IT related projects as subject to 
analyse. To have a substantial number of units to analyse a minimum of 50 individual 
requirement statements is preferred. For the assessment of the annotated words, assistance 
will be required from requirement experts (business analysts). The objective is to have the 
assessment performed by three experts. This will give a minimum number of six datasets to 
analyse. By having three assessors, it is, to some extent, possible to compare the assessment 
results. When the results show obvious differences in the answer patterns, a further 
explanation on the (outlying) answer can be requested. This will help to reduce the variances 
between the assessments and thereby increasing the credibility of the assessment. 
 
2.5 Time horizon. 
Due to the nature of the research, we are looking at a snapshot of the intended research 




3 Research design 
 
3.1 Global design 
Figure 2 represents the global research design. It shows the sequence of the phases that 
make up the overall research activities. 
Figure 2 global research design 
 
3.2 Detailed Research approach 
 
3.2.1 Tactile check tool development 
Annotation of the weak and strong phrases is key to the tactile check. In principle, manual 
annotation is possible. By using the defined word list, it is possible to identify and mark each 
phrase in the original requirement documents. However, it is also possible to automate this 
tedious and cumbersome task. An automated tactile check will provide efficiency and 
consistency in annotating the data sets. A proof of concept implementation of the tactile 
check tool can be created using standard MS Word3 and VBA scripting4. The implementation 
must have the capacity to annotate the identified weak and strong phrases from the defined 
dictionary. To obtain a degree of flexibility the defined dictionary must be stored in a 
separate file and loaded into the tool. This gives the opportunity to extend/reduce the used 
phrases without modifying the tactile check tool application. There will be no functionality 
included to perform context or linguistics analysis. 
3.2.2 Weak and strong phrase assessment and classification 
To support the authors the authors in reducing overall ambiguousness the proposed tactile 
check must have a minimal reliability in detecting phrases that are causing ambiguousness. 
As the tactile check only annotates phrases without any context or linguistics assessment, 
there is no guaranty that the annotated phrase is rightly annotating or actually influencing 
the overall ambiguousness of the requirement.   
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If the number of incorrect annotations (false positives) outnumbers the correct annotations 
(true positives), the proposed method will have limited value to the author. There is no 
direct reliability or ambiguousness measurement possible. Indirect measurement by means 
of classification can provide a minimal indication if the basic concept is plausible. 
Requirement experts (Figure 3) can perform the classification and assess if the annotation is 
correct and influencing the overall ambiguity of the requirement. 
 
 
Figure 3 Expert to perform classification 
3.2.2.1 Classification tree and classification labels 
In research questions RQ1 and RQ2, we address the reliability of the tactile check annotation 
of weak and strong phrases. To research these questions, we use a binary classification tree 
(Figure 4) to evaluate the annotated phrases. This classification will determine if the 
annotation is a true positive or false positive. Also for requirements that are not annotated. 
We will sample these to establish if phrases where missed (false negatives) that should be 
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Figure 4 Phrase Classification tree. 
Expert
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The second stage of the classification is to assess if the phrase within its given context is 
influencing the overall ambiguousness of a requirement. The expert assesses the weak and 
strong phrases annotated within its context and classifies the finding according Figure 4 
Phrase Classification tree. The classifications in Table 1 are based on the table used in the 
SEMLL research (Femmer et al., 2014). The table is extended with the classify and ambiguity 
influencing coding to support the data collection within this research setting. Furthermore, 
for the strong phrases, the labels that are assessed as only applicable for weak phrases (W-1 
–W5) are excluded. 
To determine if the annotated phrase is classified as true or false positive the table is 
extended with the classify coding column. Classification coding for the ambiguity influencing 
assessment is provided in the ambiguity-influencing column. Table 1 includes the label codes 
and their associated coding of true/false positive and Ambiguity influencing for both the 
weak and strong phrases. Based on the assessment of the annotated weak or strong phrase 
the expert will assign one label Code.  
Classification Label Label Code Description Classify Ambiguity 
influencing 
Weak Strong Weak Strong 
Potential problem 
W-1 X 
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While this is not an issue here, it 
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Table 1 Weak and strong labels and associated coding 
For requirements that are not annotated with weak or strong phrases an assessment is 
performed to validate that no phrase is ‘missed’ that is influencing the overall ambiguity of 
the evaluated requirement. If a ‘missed phrase’ is identified it is noted down. These ‘missed 
phrases’ form the true negatives5 and are needed to calculate the recall value.  
The de-coding is performed during the analyse phase of the research. All assessed annotated 
phrases with their assigned label code is then paired with the associated classify code 
(true|false positive) and ambiguity influencing (A-Y|A-N) forming one record line in the data 
set. This de-coding step is performed for each analysed requirements document. 
                                                          
 




3.2.2.2 Precision, recall and F-score calculation 
With the assessed phrases and their assigned labels, we can de-code if the phrase is 
classified as true or false positive or false negative. To calculate precision and recall true and 
false positives and false negatives are summed-up (Σ). The obtained total values are used as 








Precision gives an indication on the amount of detections that are relevant. Recall 
(sensitivity) gives an indication if the detection actual indicates all the relevant instances. 
The Precision and Recall values indicate if the Tactile check method in this case is relevant 
and accurate enough to use. The literature that was examined (D. Berry, Gacitua, Sawyer, & 
Tjong, 2012; Meth, Mueller, & Maedche, 2015) for precision and recall calculation did not 
provided a reference percentage to identify excellent, medium or poor results. The following 
values are used in this paper: 
 A value above 90% for Precision indicates that most of the findings are relevant 
results.  
When this value drops below 50% the non-relevant result are dominant and render 
the findings as not usable. 
 A value above 90% for Recall indicates that most of the relevant results are indeed 
present. 
When this value drops below 50%, the not detected phrases are dominant and 
render the findings as not usable. 
Additional to the precision and recall we can calculate a measure of test accuracy based on 
the balanced F-score (F1 score). This calculation uses the precision (p) and recall (r) values. F-
score gives a weighted average of the precision and recall value. 




 A value of 100% for the F-score indicates a best result for the test accuracy.  
 When the F-score drops below 50%, the test accuracy drops below acceptable level. 
 
3.2.3 Perceived helpfulness 
While precision and recall give an indication on the quality of annotation, it is not a 
measurement on the perceived usefulness of the annotation. To determine if the tactile 
check has practical usage we must determine if the tactile check is perceived helpful when 




Figure 5 Expert to assess helpfulness 
 
To determine the perceived helpfulness, the expert will perform a critical review of the 
assessed phrase within its context (Figure 5). The assessment is based on the evaluation if 
the phrase is helpful to ‘trigger’ the expert to further clarify or enhance the requirement and 
by doing so further reduce the ambiguity. The assessment is based on his ‘expert opinion’ 
and will classify the annotation ‘helpful’ or ‘not helpful’ (Table 2). 
To guide the assessment if the annotated phrase is helpful, we use the following criteria: 
Yes 
The critical review of the phrase within its context results in options to further 
clarify or enhance the requirement by reducing ambiguity. 
No 
The critical review of the phrase within its context is not revealing possible 
options to further clarify or enhance the requirement reducing ambiguity. 
Table 2 assessment helpfulness 
When the expert has completed the analysis of both requirement datasets, he/she will be 
interviewed to further elaborate on their experience using the tactile check.  
This interview will be semi-structured and will include the following questions: 
 Expert opinion: What is the view on the chosen approach (detection of weak and 
strong phrases based on finite dictionary with no context awareness)? 
 
 Expert opinion: What is the view on the usefulness of weak phrases annotation? 
 
 Expert opinion: What is the view on the usefulness of strong phrases annotation? 
 
 Expert opinion: Would the tactile check be useful as additional method to assist a 
business requirements author to reduce the overall ambiguity of business 
requirement? 
The interviews will be used to evaluate if the results from the classification and helpfulness 
assessment are in line with their experiences. 
3.2.4 Data collection process 
 
A detailed description of the data and data collection steps for each research question is 
included in Annex 2: Data collection plan. 
To further structure the data collection, an answer template is to be created. This answer 
template must contain the weak and strong phrases to be assessed. And must facilitate the 










assessor the classification tree (Figure 4), the assessment labels (Table 1) and helpful 
assessment (Table 2) will be included. Additional a list (Annex 1: data collection) of the weak 
and strong phrases will be provided for. 
 
3.3 Reliability and validity aspects 
 
To ensure that the research outcome is reliable it is important to identify possible threats to 
the reliability. The following sections will further clarify these topics. Reliability aspects 
relate to the ability to repeat the measurements and yield the same results. (Saunders et al., 
2012a) identify the following threats to reliability and validity: 
 Participant error 
 Participant bias 
 Researcher error 
 Researcher bias 
 Construct validity 
 External validity 
To minimise the influence of these threats each item is evaluated. Where risks are identified, 
measures to limit the anticipated effects are described. 
3.3.1 Domain specialist (participant) error 
Three of the “human factors”6 that will influence our judgement are time pressure, 
distraction and knowledge. These elements also relate to “Participant error”. To mitigate the 
influence of time pressure and distraction the expert is requested perform the classification 
and assessment in a timeslot with a minimum of 2 hours. Preferable the assessment will be 
carried out at a distraction free office location. 
The “knowledge” element is elusive to quantify. As minimum requirement, the expert must 
work at least 5 years with KLM E&M and a minimum of 3 years as business analyst. This will 
not mitigate the risk of different knowledge levels between the individual domain 
specialists. Expectation is that variations in classification will occur. To counter this effect a 
minimum of three domain experts will perform the assessment. In case that a participant 
provides an extreme different interpretation, an additional review and argumentation can 
possible clarify the differences. 
3.3.2 Participant bias. 
The result of this research has no direct impact on the daily activities of the domain 
specialist. The assessment will be performed on an individual basis; no deliberation between 
the participants is expected. There is no foreseen incentive to develop the tactile check as a 
supported method in their daily work routines. Therefore, it is not expected that the analyst 
will concisely steer the interpretation and classification to a perceived favourable outcome. 
                                                          
 
6 Dirty dozen, 12 common causes of human factors errors in aviation. 
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3.3.3 Researcher error 
Due to the nature of the curriculum (part-time student), there is a risk that the time frame in 
which the research is performed becomes fragmentised. This fragmentation can result in ‘re-
starting’ the research and analysis and thereby inducing variances in the research and 
research outcome. To mitigate this risk, a research project plan including detailed and 
realistic time schedules is used to measure the progress and identify at an early stage 
deviations from the planning. 
3.3.4 Researcher bias 
In this research, the researcher is part of the organization where the research is conducted 
(internal researcher). While the advantages are for example easy access to data and 
resources, the disadvantage is familiarity with the organization. Familiarity holds the risk of 
assumptions and preconceptions. In this research setting it is not anticipated as influential, 
as the researcher is not part of the business annalist team that will perform the 
assessments. To obtain unbiased assessments from the analysts and minimizing the 
influence of the researcher, a clear instruction will accompany the classification form. During 
the assessment it is envisioned that a minimum of assistance from the researcher is required 
hence limiting the risk of influencing the assessor. When evaluating the acquired data the 
usage of the ordinal measuring level limits the complexity of the applicable calculations and 
risk on interpretation bias. To limit interpretation risks further, the outcome is to be 
compared with the results of the complementary semi structured interviews.  
 
3.3.5 Construct validity 
For this research setup the following elements that influence the construct validity are 
identified: 
 Consistent ‘input’ data (annotation of weak and strong phrases) 
 Appropriate measurement scale 
 Consistent data collection 
 Triangulation of data results with outcome of semi-structured interview. 
3.3.5.1 Consistent ‘input’ data  
While the annotation of weak and strong phrases can be performed manually this is not 
practical for large documents. To create a consistent annotation of words from the finite 
dictionary (word set) an automated approach is envisioned. The automated approach will 
ensure that annotation of the weak and strong phrases as defined in the dictionary 
specification is consistent and repeatable. This is important as the annotated phrases form 
the dataset that forms the basis of the assessment performed by the analyst. 
3.3.5.2 Measurement scale 
The measurement level on which the data is classified is ordinal. This suits the objective of 
classifying the different findings and counting totals for weak and strong categories. 
Measurement at the ordinal level accommodates basic counting (summation) of elements. 
3.3.5.3 Consistent data collection 
The classification terms used are based on the classification schema used in the case study 
performed by (Femmer et al., 2014). The expert is to classify the phrase based on the given 
explanation for each classification label. This will introduce variances caused by subjective 
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interpretation of the assessor. Each domain specialist will perform his assessment based on 
his own level of experience and proficiency. This means that while the results can be 
arithmetically correct, there is room for variance in the outcome. All data of each 
assessment is used to compare and evaluate the influence of this variance. 
 
To structure the assessment and classification process a preformatted assessment form will 
be used. This form will hold the evaluated requirement set, the classification labels and the 
annotated weak and strong phrases. Each identified weak and strong phrase is assigned a 
unique identifier as part of the annotation notation. This unique identifier references to the 
accompanying assessment form to collect the Classification data and assessment. The use of 
a unique identification code for each annotated phrase will ensure a consistent structure 
between the evaluated requirement set and the obtained data set. 
3.3.5.4 Triangulation 
To be able to value the findings of the assessment and classification a semi-structured 
interview will be conducted with each participating analyst. In the semi-structured interview, 
the analyst will be asked to assess the check and his or her expert opinion on the analyses 
performed. The results of the semi-structured interviews are to be compared with the 
results of assessment analyses (triangulation of the data with the semi structured interview 
answers). 
3.3.6 External validity 
The used single case study research strategy and the ‘partially integrated mixed methods’ 
research approach limits the ability to generalize the outcome of this result. The result will 
be specific to the domain and the context of the date used. Based on the small and domain 
specific data set and limited group of domain specialists who will evaluate the annotated 
data the external validity is limited. 
 
3.4 Data access and resources 
Execution of the empirical study phase will be performed with the cooperation of KLM 
Engineering & Maintenance (KLM E&M). The main reasons for selecting KLM E&M are: 
 KLM E&M is my current employer. This simplifies access to data and resources to 
support this research. 
 The subject has relevance for all IT related projects where business requirement 
elicitation and documentation is an element of the requirements process 
performed. Currently there is limited insight and no tooling available to assist writing 
requirements. 
 There is a variety of projects conducted under different project styles, ea. waterfall 
and agile implementation tracks available. This gives a spread in possible 
requirement forms, ea. full classic requirement specifications versus user stories and 
use cases. 





4 Research execution  
This chapter describes the research execution process to provide a background on the 
methods used to collect the required research data. 
4.1 Data access and resources 
To be able to perform this cases study, access to real business requirements used in KLM 
E&M projects was required.  
4.1.1 Data access 
KLM E&M granted access to two business requirement documents  
 e-EGS (Field loadable software solution to support Boeing 787). 
The requirements are written in natural language using the business stakeholder’s 
vocabulary. There is no usage of use cases or user story’s. 
The document revision state is ‘Approved’ (version 1.0). 
 CMS-plus (logistics solution to provide aircraft parts data to support aircraft 
maintenance execution and administration). 
The language usage in this document can be classified as partially structured natural 
language. The requirements are written as use cases / user story’s.  
The document revision state is ‘Approved’ (version 1.0). 
 
There was one limitation given on the document usage:  
 No financial information my be disclosed. 
 
From both projects only the business requirements chapters where included for usage in this 
research. From both requirement documents only the requirements where extracted and 
copied into the tactile check templates. This provided a e-EGS and CMS-plus dataset used in 
this research. 
4.1.2 Resources 
To validate the concept, and assess if the tactile check is perceived as helpful, expertise on 
writing requirements required. Within KLM E&M the business analysts7 are the appropriate 
people to fulfill this role.  
 KLM granted three business analysts each 4 hours to participate as requirement 
domain expert.  
Two of the participating analysts also participated in one of the analysed projects. This 
means that each dataset (e-EGS and CMS-plus) is analysed by one expert who is familiar with 
the subject and two that are not. This holds the risk of bias, as one expert is validating work 
in which he was previously involved. To counter this, if the given answers are obvious offset 
then further elaboration on the answers is part of the research design. 
 
 
                                                          
 
7 The business analyst team consists of nine people. 
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4.2 Tactile check tool development 
One of the identified relevance’s of this work is the absence of automated tooling to assist 
the requirement authors by providing feedback on possible ambiguous wording used. The 
main tool that all authors use is MS office Word, to write the requirement documents.  
4.2.1 Tactile check tool  
The usage of MS Word and Excel provided the opportunity to implement the tactile check 
proof of concept using the included Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) capabilities. 
The tactile check proof of concept is developed in VBA for MS Word. The main code is 
included in a Template file (.dotm). The template (Figure 6) is used to copy the requirements 
into (to isolate the requirements from the additional documentation that is not related to 
the requirement specification). Each annotated phrase is provided with a ‘note’ and is 
uniquely identified and enriched with information on the identified phrase. The dictionary is 
placed in a separate file to enable amendments to the dictionary without changing the VBA 
code. Included into the template is a minimal workflow with buttons to start the scripting. 
Figure 6 Tactile check template 
The template provides a placeholder to consistently import the requirements from various 
formatted requirement documents (source document) and create a predetermined starting 
point for the annotation process. 
 
4.2.2 Annotation output 
Presentation of the annotation (Figure 7) is by changing the font presentation, Italic for 
weak, bold for strong phrases. In the right-hand margin, further information is added in the 
form of a ‘note’, with a placeholder connected to the original location in the sentence. 
 
 
Figure 7 Example of the annotation output 
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Each annotation contains the following information: 
 Name of quality indicator as defined by the loaded dictionary 
 Identified weak or strong phrase 
 Unique identification (sequence) number of finding 
 
Each annotated phrase is given a unique ‘note’ and ID. This made it possible to export the 
results and link each finding to the assessment document used in the evaluation by the 
experts. This provided a repeatable and consistent process to annotate and present the data 
for assessment. 
4.3 Assessment by expert  
For research question RQ#1 and RQ#2, determine the precision and recall values for weak 
and strong phrase detections an equal approach is followed. To enable a consistent and 
repeatable process for each requirement set (e-EGS and CMS-plus) a dedicated assessment 
form is used. The assessment form contains all identified annotations, cross-reference 
numbering and data entry fields to record the assessment label and indicate if the fining is 
helpful. The process (Figure 8) used the annotated requirements and the assessment form 
as input. The output is a data set that includes for each assessed phrase: 
 An assigned classification label  
 The indication if the phrase is helpful to the analyst. 





Based on the annotation, the expert (business analyst) performed the classification of each 
annotated weak and strong phrase. Classification is based on the classification labels defined 
in Table 1Table 1 Weak and strong labels and associated coding. Assignment of the 
classification label will classify the annotation with the following status: 
 The assigned label is translated to indicate if the finding is a true or false positive. 
 Classification will indirect indicate if and to what extend the annotation of the 
finding is influencing the ambiguousness of the requirement.  
To obtain information on possible missed annotations, a further assessment is performed on 
requirements that are not annotated (selection). This will obtain data for the true negatives, 
the ‘missed phrases’.  
 
4.3.2 Assess if helpful 
For research question RQ#3 the experts assessed each phrase and determined if the 
annotation is deemed helpful to the extent that the annotated phrase is influencing 
ambiguity. The experts used their expertise to critical review the annotated phrase within its 
given context and evaluated if the annotation is helpful feedback in order to reduce overall 
ambiguousness of the requirement. The evaluation was based on the on the criteria given in 
Table 2 assessment helpfulness.  
The assessments where performed in six sessions total, each analyst performed two 
assessments (Table 3). Analyst #2 first assessed the e-EGS dataset, the CMS-plus dataset was 
assessed by analyst #3 in the second session. 
 analyst #1 analyst #2 analyst #3 
e-EGS session #3 session #1 session #6 
CMS-plus session #5 session #4 session #1 
Table 3 assessment schedule 
The first assessment session with analyst#2 revealed that the time required to assess the e-
EGS document was far more time consuming than anticipated (aprox three hrs.) limiting the 
time left for the second session. During the assessment process, it became clear that in the 
strong phrases the words “and” and “should” where annotated multiple times in a similar 
sentence pattern. The decision was made to reduce the amount of assessments on these 
two phrases (due to time constraints of the assessors) to limit the time spend on these 
phrases. 
Immediately after the second assessment session, the analyst where asked to answer the 
open questions. Because of the longer than anticipated time that each assessment required 
was the time to answer the questions limited. All three experts participated in the interview 
and their answers are recorded on the assessment form. The answers were in line with the 





4.3.3 Phase #3 Analysing and reporting 
To process the data recorded on the six assessment forms efficiently, the data is combined 
into two aggregated data sets, one for e-EGS and one for CMS-plus. 
All collected data recorded on the six assessment forms where grouped by their respective 
dataset (e-EGS and CMS-plus).  
The first step to analyse the data is to consolidate the six assessment forms into a data set 
for e-EGS and CMS-plus. Each row on the worksheet represents one assessed phrase. All 
classification labels are decoded (Table 1 Weak and strong labels and associated coding) to 
true or false positive findings, influencing ambiguity (A-N or A-Y) and assessed as helpful (Yes 
or No). 
By case study design and the chosen data scale (ordinal), the statistical analyses are limited 
to summations and comparisons between identified data elements. Summation is 
performed in Excel using pivot tables, with the various data elements as selection. 
Te analyses is performed on the data obtained from each expert, for both evaluated 
requirements sets (e-EGS and CMS-plus). Each expert data set is individually processed and 
presented per research question. Resulting in two sets, ono for e-EGS and one for CMS-plus, 
each containing three assessments for each research question (RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3).  
Combining the ambiguity influence based on the assigned classification label and the 
perceived helpfulness in a four quadrant matrix will indicate if the Tactile check is effective 
and helpful. The assembled matrixes are used to answer the overall research theme. 
Additional to the obtained results are the individual answers from the experts given during 
the semi structured interviews.  
In the next chapter (5 Data analyses) a detailed description of the collected data, the 




5 Data analyses 
 
The data analysis follows the following structure: 
In the first section, a general overview of the analysed requirement sets is presented. 
Followed by a detailed analyses of the data required to answer research questions RQ1, RQ2 
and RQ3. Then in the last part of this chapter, the data obtained for RQ 1 and RQ2 is 
combined with the data of RQ3. The combined data is plotted together into one matrix and 
will provide the data analyses to answer the main research question. 
The values indicated are representing the samples within this case study and are as such 
discussed. For e-EGS and CMS-plus the data is presented in such form that comparison 
between the data representations is possible. This will support the data interpretation and 
will help in forming the resulting conclusions. 
When performing the initial analysis, the following was observed; 
 There can be multiple strong phrases annotated in one requirement. 
 There can be multiple weak phrases annotated in one requirement. 
 There can be both weak and strong phrases annotated per requirement 
 The CMS-plus document is formulated in the form of use-cases and user stores. This 
resulted in a limited set of annotated phrases. The annotated phrases showed a high 
number of duplicates. 
This causes requirement counts to have an overlap when split to weak and strong counts 
and there is not a one on one relation between annotated phrases and requirements. The 
annotation of the individual phrases also provided an additional opportunity to calculate 
precision and recall based on the number of assessed phrases. Therefor both calculations 
where performed to see if the outcomes where compatible or provided additional insights. 
The difference for this data set between the two calculations is limited to 2%. Based on the 
usage of this value in this research setting this difference is negligible. This leads to the 
choice that only the data for the analysed requirements is presented based on the data 
elements that where defined during the research definition phase. The data elements are 
included in Annex 2: Data collection plan 
5.1 General overview of analysed documents 
To place the results in a basic context Table 4 shows the generic breakdown of the analysed 
requirements and phrases. It shows that the overall volume of the requirements and 
annotated phrases in the e-EGS dataset is considerable bigger that the CMS-plus data set.  
Description e-EGS CMS-plus 
Total number (Σ) Requirements in document  199 94 
Total number (Σ) Requirements annotated  188 40 
Total number (Σ) Requirements with weak phrases annotated  55 10 
Total number (Σ) Requirements with strong phrases annotated  187 37 
Total number (Σ) Phrases annotated  367 87 
Total number (Σ) weak phrases annotated  67 20 
Total number (Σ) strong phrases annotated  300 67 
Table 4 Overall Count of Requirements and Phrases 
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The table shows the overlap of weak and strong phrases for the annotated requirements. 
Both e-EGS and CMS-plus show this doubling in the summations. The number of annotated 
weak phrases is relatively low in reference to the amount of analysed requirements; this is 
expected, as the weak phrases should be minimized in the requirement specification. For the 
strong phrases the opposite is show, the number of strong phrases is relative high in 
comparison to the number of requirements. Ideally each requirement should at least use 
one strong phrase. Refer to Annex 1: data collection: Table 9 Analysed Strong phrases and 
Table 10 Analysed Weak phrases for a detailed breakdown of the annotated phrases.  
 
5.2 Calculations for precision and recall 
For both the weak and strong phrases (RQ1 and RQ2) precision and recall need to be 
calculated. Calculation for weak and strong phrases is based on the following data elements: 
 Total number (Σ) of requirements with True positive weak/strong phrase detected  
 Total number (Σ) of requirements with False positive weak/strong phrase detected 
 Total number (Σ) of requirements with False negatives (not reported weak/strong  
phrases that should be reported as True positives) 
The data is decoded based on the assigned classification label (Table 1). For example if a 
weak phrase is assessed as ‘Need review’ the label code noted is ‘W-2’, this is decoded to 
‘true positive’. Analogue to this is that when a strong phrase is assessed as ‘Finding wrong’, 
the label code noted is ‘S-5’, this is decoded to ‘false positive’.  
For both datasets, the summed totals are determined for weak and strong phrases. The 
formulas required to calculate precision, recall and F-measure values are discussed in 
chapter 3.2.2.2 (Precision, recall and F-score calculation).  
For example, the data for e-EGS strong phrases assessed by analyst #1: 
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
59
59 + 4
= 94%   𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
59
59 + 2
= 97%  
 









5.3 Research Question 1 (weak phrases) 
 
 
To answer this question, we first need to establish an indication if the weak phrases are 
annotated consistently. Second, we need to establish whether the precision and recall 
values indicate that our method is reliable and usable.  
Table 5 e-EGS and CMS-plus weak phrases; precision, recall and F-scores show the collected 
data and resulting values for precision, recall and F. 
(RQ1) Weak phrases 










Total number (Σ) of requirements 
with True positive weak phrase 
detected (D-1) 
55 10 55 10 38 10 
Total number (Σ) of requirements 
with False positive weak phrase 
detected (D-2) 
2 3 1 3 1 3 
Total number (Σ) of requirements 
with False negatives (not reported 
elements that should be reported as 
True positives) (D-3) 
7 6 7 7 4 0 
Precision = (D-1 / (D-1+D-2)) 96% 77% 98% 77% 97% 77% 
Recall = (D01 / (D01+D03)) 89% 63% 89% 59% 90% 100% 
F-score = 2 * ((p*r)/(p+r)) 92% 69% 93% 67% 94% 87% 
Table 5 e-EGS and CMS-plus weak phrases; precision, recall and F-score 
For the evaluated weak phrases in the e-EGS dataset, the values for precision and recall are 
close to 90% or above. This indicates that most results are considered relevant and that 
most relevant results are shown. The F-score of 92% and above indicating a good accuracy 
for detecting weak phrases. 
For the CMS-plus dataset, the values are considerably lower than those gathered from the e-
EGS dataset. However, the value for precision of 77% is still well above the minimum level of 
50%. This indicates that most results are still considered relevant. In one case, the recall 
drops to 59% and indicates that the not detected false negatives are influencing the findings. 
This is reflected in the minimum F-score of 67%, albeit lower than the e-EGS data set this is 
still considered a good accuracy for detecting weak phrases. 
This low number is partially caused by phrases deemed weak by the assessors that are not 
explicitly listed in the dictionary and therefore not annotated in the text. Investigation shows 
that synonyms of these phrases are in the dictionary, though analyst #3 did not indicate this 
as a problem and did not annotate these particular phrases as “missed” hence his 100% 
score. 
When discussing the lower recall values the analysts indicated that despite the lower score 
for recall on the CMS-plus dataset, the values are sufficient to use the tactile check to 
RQ 1. To what extend is the annotation of weak phrases reliable to have a 
practical value to the author in writing non-ambiguous requirements. 
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annotate weak phrases. The overall experience by the experts was that annotating the weak 
phrases is consistent and precise enough to be valuable. 
 
 
5.4 Research Question 2 (strong phrases) 
 
To answer this question, we first need to establish an indication if the strong phrases are 
annotated consistently. Second, we need to establish whether the precision and recall 
values indicate that our method is reliable and usable.  
Table 6 e-EGS and CMS-plus strong phrases; precision, recall and F-score show the collected 
data and resulting values for precision, recall and F. 
(RQ2) Strong phrases 










Total number (Σ) of requirements 
with true positive strong phrase 
detected (D-1) 
59 19 59 16 25 22 
Total number (Σ) of requirements 
with false positive strong phrase 
detected (D-2) 
4 0 4 0 3 0 
Total number (Σ) of requirements 
with false negatives (not reported 
elements that should be reported as 
true positives) (D-3) 
2 4 5 0 4 1 
Precision = (D-1 / (D-1+D-2)) 94% 100% 94% 100% 89% 100% 
Recall = (D01 / (D-1+D-3)) 97% 83% 92% 100% 86% 96% 
F-score = 2 * ((p*r)/(p+r)) 95% 90% 93% 100% 88% 98% 
Table 6 e-EGS and CMS-plus strong phrases; precision, recall and F-score 
For the evaluated strong phrases in the e-EGS and CMS-plus dataset, the values for precision 
and recall are close to 90% or above. In the context of this case study, this indicates that for 
strong phrases most results annotated strong phrases are relevant and that most relevant 
results are shown. The F-score of 88% and above indicating a good accuracy for detecting 
weak phrases. 
RQ 2. To what extend is the annotation of strong phrases reliable to have a 
practical value to the author in writing non-ambiguous requirements. 
Within this case study, the values for precision, recall and F-score indicate that the 
annotation of weak phrases is considered reliable enough to be practical usable.  
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The overall experience by the experts was that annotating the strong phrases is consistent 
and precise enough.  
 
5.5 Research Question 3 (perceived as helpful)  
 
 
5.5.1 Results Helpful (Y/N) assessment 
The data to answer this research question was collected simultaneously with research 
questions RQ1 and RQ2. For each labelled weak and strong phrase the analyst also assessed 
if the annotated phrase was influencing the ambiguousness and was therefore helpful or not 
helpful as feedback. The data is analysed for each analyst and divided between the 
annotated strong en weak phrases. For each analyst and the asessed requirement set in 
Figure 9 show the distribution for the weak and strong phrases between Helpful and Not 
helpful. 
 










































































Strong Not-Helpful Strong Helpful
RQ 3. To what extend are the presented tactile check annotation forms 
perceived as helpful feedback by business analysts in order to reduce the 
overall ambiguity of business requirements? 
Within this case study, the values for precision, recall and F-score indicate that the 




For the weak phrases, in the case of CMS-plus analyst #1 ranked for more weak phrases not 
useful than useful. He explained that although the phrase (“all”) was indicated as weak, in 
his opinion it did not influence the overall ambiguity of the given requirement. The phrase 
“all” occurred multiple times, skewing the result to not helpful. 
Noticeable is that for CMS-plus analyst #2 considered the ratio of helpful to not helpful 
phrases to be better than in the overall ranking. When asked to elaborate on this ranking, 
this was related to the combination of the used strong phrases in combination with the 
adjacent weak phrases that the requirement could be further improved by also rephrasing 
the strong phrase.  
The generic patterns show that for the weak phrases most assessments are ranked as 
helpful. For the strong phrases the opposite is identified, here the ranking is predominant 
not helpful. 
 
To further quantify this for the weak and strong phrases all rankings are summed up (Σ 
Analyst #1,#2,# , e-EGS, CMS-plus). The graph (Figure 10) shows that the weak phrases are 
identified as helpful and the strong phrases are considered predominantly not helpful.  
 
 











5.5.2 Results of the Open questions as part of the semi structured interview 
 
To further elaborate on the ranking and perceived helpfulness of annotated phrases the 
analysts were asked for their expert opinion on the following questions. 
 
All three experts expressed that the chosen approach is possible within the given limitation 
that ambiguity is elusive to identify. Identification if the requirement ambiguousness level 




During the assessment if the strong annotated phrases were helpful, all three analyst were 
sceptical of the usefulness of annotating strong phrases. Why annotate what is ‘already 
perceived as good?’ One analyst suggested that annotating requirements that have no 
strong imperative phrase would be more important; this would be a possible sign that the 
requirement is not conclusive enough. This would be a valuable option during the 
development process, as this would indicate which parts still require further attention. 
Another remark was made on annotating the phrase ‘AND’ (continuance) this was perceived 
as a distraction and provided no benefit in the evaluation (the phrase is very common used 
and in 99% follows the same “continuance” pattern). 
 
 
Already during the assessments of the weak phrases, the analysts were indicating that the 
annotation made them “rethink” if the written requirement could be enhanced by 
reformulating or rephrasing the requirement. Even if the requirement itself was not truly 
ranked as ambiguous, still there were options identified to clarify and often simplify the 
requirement.  
  
 Expert opinion: What is the view on the chosen approach?  
(detection based on finite dictionary, not context aware annotation) 
RQ 3.  
 Expert opinion: What is the view on the usefulness of strong phrases 
annotation? 




In general, the analyst indicated that in a limited way the proposed tactile check is useful as 
an additional method when writing requirement specifications. Mainly the weak phrases are 
useful to identify in the requirement. This gives an additional opportunity to reflect on the 
written requirement and can even provide the incentive to discuss this further with the 
stakeholders. An important remark made by two analysts is that using the proposed tactile 
check would be more beneficial during the initial compilation of the requirements. The initial 
rough requirements as acquired during the elicitation phase are often riddled with unclear 
and ambiguous phrases. When the stakeholders are requested to review these, the 
annotated weak phrases could prove a clear indication where additional attention is 
required and thereby helping the discussion to clarify these points. 
 
A critical note is made on the overall amount of weak phrases in the weak phrases list. The 
list is relative small and when confronted with the annotated wordings a learning effect is 
expected. Therefor it is viewed that over time the number of annotated phrases will 
decrease, as the author will evade the usage of the known weak phrases.  
Also it is mentioned that when a strong phrase is annotated, and no weak phrase is present 
it can still happen that the requirement has a degree of ambiguousness that is not 
acceptable. An analogy is the MS Word spelling check, when there are no spelling errors no 
guarantee can be given that the written text is ‘correct’. The overall answer for research 




For the annotated weak phrases, the analyst ranked these as beneficial when assessing 
a requirement for possible ambiguity issues.  
The annotation of strong words has no perceived additional benefit to the analyst 
when he is assessing a requirement for possible ambiguity issues.  
This is outcome is confirmed by the analysts in the conducted individual interviews. 
 
 Expert opinion: Would the tactile check be useful as additional method to assist 





5.6 Combining RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 results to answer the main research 
question. 
 
To answer the main research question, the results from research question RQ1 and RQ2 are 
further analysed and combined. Based on the classification label the analysed weak and 
strong phrases are decoded according Table 1. For example if a weak phrase is assessed as 
‘Potential problem’ the label code noted is ‘W-1’, this is decoded to ‘Ambiguity influencing = 
A-Y’. Research question RQ3 assessed for the same weak phrase if the annotation was 
perceived ‘helpful Yes (Y)/No (N) (Table 2). These two data sets are now combined and the 
result is plotted in a four-quadrant matrix. The location of the ranking in the quadrants will 
indicate the number of assessed phrases as: 
 Helpful Yes (Y) or Not helpful (N) 
 related to the influencing ambiguity (A-Y) or not influencing ambiguity (A-N) 
Within the context of this research, the location and absolute number-count in the matrix is 
viewed as a measure of overall effectiveness of the tactile check method. 
Figure 11 ambiguity influenced – assessed helpful. Four-quadrant evaluation matrix 
The analysis is performed on the combined datasets collected for e-EGS and CMS-plus and 
split between weak and strong phrases. To create total count for all assessed weak and 
strong phrases8, the data per matrix quadrant is summed up (Σ). The obtained values are 
expressed in a percentage to compare the ratios between the four quadrants. 
The quadrant, holding the highest numerical value, is identified by its representing colour 
(ref: Figure 11). 
  
                                                          
 
8 Identified as true positive phrases. 
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The matrixes in Figure 14 represent the weak phrases as assessed by each analyst.  
 
Figure 12 Weak phrase assessment helpful - ambiguity influencing 
The matrixes in Figure 12 represent the weak phrases as assessed by each analyst. They are 
predominantly ranked as helpful, although not influencing the ambiguity. Only analyst #1 
classified the weak phrases of the CMS-plus as not helpful. This difference in assessment is 
explained in answering research question RQ3 (Figure 9). 
 
Figure 13 Total (Σ) weak phrase assessment helpful - ambiguity influencing 
 
  
Total phrases assessed by expert (T) True positives(F) False positives Only True positives are counted
Analyst #1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3











A-N A-Y A-N A-Y A-N A-Y
Total phrases assessed by expert (T) True positives(F) False positives Only True positives are counted
Analyst #1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3











A-N A-Y A-N A-Y A-N A-Y
e-EGS Weaks
CMS-plus Weaks
Summarizing the six quadrants into one overall matrix gives the following figures. This 
shows that 86% of the weak phrases are assessed as helpful (Yes). However, with a 
distinct 58% of the helpful phrases marked as not influencing ambiguity (A-N) and 28% 
marked as influencing ambiguity (A-Y). 
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The matrixes in Figure 14 represent the strong phrases as assessed by each analyst. 
 
Figure 14 Strong phrase assessment helpful - ambiguity influencing 
The matrixes in Figure 14 represent the strong phrases assessed by each analyst. The strong 
phrases are predominantly ranked as not helpful and not influencing ambiguousness – in the 
e-EGS case even unanimously. For CMS-plus, analyst#2, divergent from the ranking made by 
analyst #1 and #2, ranked the strong phrases. This difference in assessment is explained in 
answering research question RQ3 (Figure 9).  
 
Figure 15 Total (Σ) Strong phrase assessment helpful - ambiguity influencing 
  
Total phrases assessed by expert (T) True positives(F) False positives Only True positives are counted
Analyst #1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3











A-N A-Y A-N A-Y A-N A-Y
Total phrases assessed by expert (T) True positives(F) False positives Only True positives are counted
Analyst #1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3
Y 3 (T) 3 (T) Y 2 (T) 10 (T) Y 0 2 (T)
N 17 (T) 0 N 7 (T) 0 N 29 (T) 0
A-N A-Y A-N A-Y A-N A-Y
e-EGS Strongs
CMS-plus Strongs
Summarizing the six quadrants into one overall matrix gives the following figures and 
percentage distribution of the absolute values. The data shows that the strong phrases 






5.7 Threats to validity 
 
During the execution of the research, the following threats to validity became apparent. 
Two of the analysts participated in the projects of which the requirement documents where 
used in this case study (for each project, one analyst was participating in the development 
phase). The analyst had therefor pre-knowledge that could influence is assessment. This risk 
was partly mitigated by having three analysts performing the same assessment. In the case 
of obvious differences, the analyst providing the deviating answer was requested to provide 
additional information on the given assessment. However bias in the assessment can be 
present. 
 
Due to time constraints, it was not possible to assess all annotated strong phrases. Therefor 
a selection was made to a maximum of 15 assessment of a phrase when the phrase was 
multiple times (>15 times) annotated throughout the requirement document. The selection 
was made pseudo random based on the phrase ID number (without looking at the actual 
context/requirement). This could mean that strong phrases that possible influence the 
assessment outcome where missed. 
 
For the weak and strong phrase definition in the dictionary, it was not possible to obtain the 
latest ISO 29148 (IEEE, 2011) specification trough the OU library systems or Google scholar. 
This specification includes natural language criteria for requirement specifications inclusive 
weak and strong phrases. This means that it phrases could be missing, or are included that 
should not be included. This could influence the assessment if the requirement without 





6 Discussion, conclusions and recommendations. 
 
6.1 Discussion  
The difference in build-up of the two requirements documents used in this case study was 
visible in the phrases annotated and in the assessment. The e-EGS requirements are stated 
in natural language, and showed more variety in the annotations than the CMS-plus that is 
written using a use case / user story structure. This difference in writing styles was not taken 
into account when the documents were selected. The CMS-plus document did not show a 
high number of strong phrases that are part of the strong dictionary and the annotated 
weak phrases showed little variation between them. This could indicate that either the 
document has a high quality; by not using the weak phrases or that, the tactile check 
method is less effective on semi-structured documents. 
A second point for discussion is the annotation of strong phrases. The strong phrases where 
assessed as not helpful and not further reducing the ambiguity. During the interviews, the 
analysts also indicated that annotating the strong is ‘not perceived as helpful’. As for the 
strong phrases, the majority is identified as not helpful and for the Weak phrases as helpful; 
it is debatable if this is a result of confirming what is ‘expected’. Meaning that when a weak 
phrase is annotated, the assessor will assume and actively look for possibilities to improve 
the requirement by eliminating the weak phrases. Hence identifying this as ‘helpful’. For the 
strong phrases a similar mechanism may exist, the identified phrase is strong and therefor 
this is a confirmation that the requirement is ‘good’. The tendency may exist to conclude 
that the requirement requires no further attention, hence ‘not helpful’. One could argue 
that when each requirement has one strong phrase, that this is a sign that the overall level 
of the specification is strong phrased, and that a lower level of ambiguity is expected than 
when the strong phrases are absent. This applies possible for the strong ‘imperative’ 
phrases. Imperative phrases in a sentence will express an instruction or command, whereas 
the ‘directives’ and ‘continuances’ support the instruction or command. One could argue 
that an ideal requirement contains at least one strong imperative phrases with optional 
continuances and directives, and have no weak phrases included. A ratio between the 
annotated strong imperatives and the total strong phrases can then indicate the strength of 
the strong phrases identified. 
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑃ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡 =
𝛴𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝛴𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝛴𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 + 𝛴𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
 




𝛴𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑃ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 +  𝛴𝑊𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑃ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠
 
When using these ratios there is no reference to the total number of requirements. While it 
is possible to obtain high ratios, there is no guaranty that they cover the whole requirement 
set. Therefor the number of requirements related to the weak and strong phrases has equal 
relevance. 
The discussed ratios emerged after the data collection and analyses phase, and are not 





In this study, we proposed a lightweight tactile check based on a finite dictionary to detect 
weak and strong phrases. The tactile check follows the ‘dumb tool’ principle; it will not 
perform any context or linguistically analysis. The concept of the tactile check is based on 
the SMELL research (Femmer et al., 2014). The dictionary definition is based on the NASA 
ARM tool reconstruction (Carlson & Laplante, 2014). Analysing 293 requirements with the 
tactile check resulted in 454 annotated phrases. Requirement experts (business analysts) 
performed the assessment if the annotation of the phrases is correct and that the phrases 
are influencing the overall ambiguity of the requirement. The outcome of the validation is 
used to evaluate if the tactile check was reliable to use the method and that the annotated 
phrases where perceived as helpful to reduce overall ambiguity level of the requirement. 
Second to the assessment, the experts where interviewed to gain further insight in their 
perceived usage of the tactile check. The combining the results from the assessment and the 
interviews provided the data and insights to answer the main research question.  
 
To summarize the main results for this case study:  
 The case study showed that within the given context the lightweight tactile check 
method with the data collected in this case study is viable. One analyst remarked 
that a synonym for a weak phrases was present, but not annotated, this lowered the 
recall value of the CMS-plus weak phrases somewhat. The precision, recall and F-
score values found for both the weak and strong phrases are well in the range that 
the annotation is reliable. 
 The further evaluation performed by the analysts confirmed that annotating the 
weak phrases is beneficial in asserting that ambiguity influences can be reduced in 
the written business requirements. During the interviews, the analysts indicated that 
using the tactile check method to identify the weak phrases during the initial phase 
of the requirements specification would be beneficial. This would provide an 
additional incentive to discuss the annotated requirements with the stakeholders to 
clarify the requirements further. 
 For the strong phrases, the analysed data show that the tactile check method is not 
perceived as beneficial in reducing ambiguity influences of requirements written in 
natural language. As one of the analysts put it during the interview ‘why annotate 
what is already good? ‘. 
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With these results, we can now answer the main research question and conclude that with 
these answers we also fulfilled the two defined research objectives: 
 
6.3 Recommendation 
As future work, we propose to perform this study in a setting with a reference 
measurement. The results have shown that, while the weak phrases were considered 
helpful, the tactile check only provided limited hints on ambiguity, when applied to 
requirements documents in a late stage. Therefore, another study should be performed on a 
document in an early stage or requirements engineering, which contains more ambiguity. 
Such a study could establish whether applying the tactile check approach throughout the 
requirements engineering phase can be more efficient. Adding the overall ratio for strong 
phrases and the ratio between strong and weak phrases as an overall quality indicator might 




We can assert that the lightweight tactile check method with the data collected in 
this case study is viable. The precision, recall and F-score values found for both the 
weak and strong phrases are well in the range that the annotation is reliable. 
For the annotated weak phrases, 58% is valued as helpful and 28% is helpful and 
positively influencing the overall ambiguity level. Annotating the weak phrases was 
perceived as helpful in further reducing the ambiguity level of the requirement. 
For the annotated strong phrases, here the analysis shows that there is no perceived 
benefit to annotating strong phrases; this did not lead to a further reduction of 
ambiguousness. Annotating the strong phrases was not perceived as helpful in 





As with any project, being it an empirical research assignment or professional project 
assignment there are points that went well and points to improve. 
 
The initial approach of the empirical research, by applying a general project planning, 
including milestones and associating timelines helped to keep this project close to the 
intended timeframe. When discussing the timelines with Christoph Bockisch we agreed that 
the objective of completing the project by mid-July was achievable. Keeping up with the 
intended timeline proved a challenge. The time spend on the research definition phase took 
longer than planned. The main reason here was my ‘struggle’’ to define the main research 
question, with the supporting sub-research questions. Many versions were proposed and 
rejected. The next phase of defining the research design provided the next challenge. At 
times it felt that I was achieving two objectives, first learn by example how to design a 
research setup that fulfils all academic rigors. Secondly, design the research to 
accommodate the main research question and supporting sub-questions. This proved to be 
at times a frustrating process of small steps forward, and bigger steps back. I can also relate 
this to the incremental research model, further specifying the results during each iteration. 
This iterative process supported the learning curve, where at set times I received a gentle 
nudge from Christoph to keep me on track and explore the ‘next steps’ to create a sound 
research design. Entering the phase to collect the data gave a new energy, the project now 
became ‘real’ creating the script, testing and obtaining formal consent from KLM E&M to 
actual use data and resources. The later gave an extra lesson in stakeholder management, as 
it turned out that the manager of the business analyst team was not aware of my 
endeavour! Luckily, the documents and resources were provided within the intended period.  
The data collection process proceeded swift, however the estimated time required proved 
optimistic, this was also caused by the enthusiasm of the annalist who participated. They all 
provided me with new idea’s (good suggestion, but keep in mind that this is not part of my 
research scope!). Data analysis, now the fun bit started. Decoding the data, looking for 
patterns and combining the data to present the results.  
Writing this thesis in English seemed the logical choice, after completing the literature 
research in Dutch, the result were not easy to share with my working colleagues of Air 
France-KLM. The suggestion was; please write the empirical research paper in English.  This 
proved more difficult than foreseen, especially the grammar proved difficult at times. 
Academic writing definitely differs from writing a business report!  
Looking back at this project, my biggest challenges where with the actual creation of the 
research design. To cover all aspects that  comprise a sound academic rigor in design and 
execution is not something that can only be learned from reading ‘Research methods for 
business students’ (Saunders et al., 2012b). It requires practice and hands-on experiences 
only obtained by designing and executing your own research project. With of course 
guidance and encouragement from my tutor, Christoph, thank you for this valuable learning 
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1 Annex 1: data collection  
 
The data for e-EGS and CMS-plus are analysed as separate data sets. Each data set follows 
the following format: 
 Over view of the analysed requirements and annotated phrases 
 RQ1 and RQ2 for weak and strong phrase analysis / per expert assessment data 
including precision, recall and F-measure calculation 
 RQ3 Per expert helpful / not helpful assessment 
 
1.1 Analysed requirements 
The tables in this section contain a summation of the total and analysed phrases for each 
requirement set. 
 
Table 7 shows the summation of the collected data on requirements and their included 
Weak phrases. 
Number of items evaluated by analyst Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3 
e-EGS 
Total number (Σ) Requirements with Weak 
phrase 
55 55 38* 
Total number (Σ) Weak phrases  67 67 43* 
CMS-plus 
Total number (Σ) Requirements with Weak 
phrase 
10 10 10 
Total number (Σ) Weak phrases  20 20 20 
 * Variance caused by limiting the evaluation of repetitive weak phrases. 
Table 7 Number of evaluated Weak phrases 
 
Table 8 shows the summation of the collected data on requirements and their included 
Strong phrases. 
Number of items evaluated by analyst Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3 
e-EGS 
Total number (Σ) Requirements with Strong 
phrase 
62 62 27* 
Total number (Σ) Strong phrases  69 69 29* 
CMS-plus 
Total number (Σ) Requirements with Strong 
phrase 
19* 16* 22 
Total number (Σ) Strong phrases  23* 19* 31 
 * Variance caused by limiting the evaluation of repetitive strong phrases. 





1.2 Analysed phrases  
1.2.1 Breakdown of weak and strong phrase annotations 
The summation is shown per phrase for each analyst. The total phrase count is included as 
reference. 
 
Table 9 Analysed Strong phrases 
The phrase Note: and Will where missed in the analysis of the e-EGS requirements. 
 
Table 10 Analysed Weak phrases 
  
Phrase Class Phrase Total Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3 Total Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3
and 76 15 15 5 51 7 4 17
e.g. 2 2 2 2
For example 1 1 1 1
i.e. 3 3 3 2
Note: 15 0 0 0
Table 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 2
are to 4 4 4 4
must 29 14 14 6
shall 38 15 15 5
should 124 15 15 4 10 10 9 9
will 8 0 0 0 3 3 3 3
300 69 69 29 67 23 19 31Grand Total




Phrase Class Phrase Total Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3 Total Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3
can't 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5
And/Or 1 1 1 1
can 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Clear 3 3 3 3
Etc. 3 3 3 3
may 3 3 3 3
recent 1 1 1 1
sufficient 4 4 4 4
Support 17 17 17 4 2 2 2 2
all 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6
always 1 1 1 1
as possible 2 2 2 2
each 3 3 3 3
user friendly 3 3 3 3
be able to 14 14 14 5
67 67 67 43 20 20 20 20
W-Weak phrases
Grand Total
















Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases
Total number (Σ) of requirements with True positive weak phrase 
detected (RQ2-D01)
55 64 55 66 38 42
Total number (Σ) of requirements with False positive weak phrase 
detected (RQ2-D02)
2 3 1 1 1 1
Total number (Σ) of requirements with False negatives (not reported 
elements that should be reported as True positives) (RQ2-D03) 7 10 7 8 4 4
Presicion = (D01 / (D01+D02)) 96% 96% 98% 99% 97% 98%
Recall = (D01 / (D01+D03)) 89% 86% 89% 89% 90% 91%
F1 measure = 2 * ((p*r)/(p+r))  (p=precision, r = recall) 92% 91% 93% 94% 94% 94%
e-EGS (RQ1) Weak
Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3
Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases
Total number (Σ) of requirements with True positive weak phrase 
detected (RQ2-D01)
10 15 10 15 10 15
Total number (Σ) of requirements with False positive weak phrase 
detected (RQ2-D02)
3 5 3 5 3 5
Total number (Σ) of requirements with False negatives (not reported 
elements that should be reported as True positives) (RQ2-D03)
6 11 7 9 0 0
Presicion = (D01 / (D01+D02)) 77% 75% 77% 75% 77% 75%
Recall = (D01 / (D01+D03)) 63% 58% 59% 63% 100% 100%
F1 measure = 2 * ((p*r)/(p+r))  (p=precision, r = recall) 69% 65% 67% 68% 87% 86%
CMS-plus (RQ1) Weak
Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3
Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases
Total number (Σ) of requirements with true positive strong phrase 
detected (RQ1-D01)
59 65 59 65 25 26
Total number (Σ) of requirements with false positive strong phrase 
detected (RQ1-D02)
4 4 4 4 3 3
Total number (Σ) of requirements with false negatives (not reported 
elements that should be reported as true positives) (RQ1-D03)
2 2 5 5 4 4
Presicion = (D01 / (D01+D02)) 94% 94% 94% 94% 89% 90%
Recall = (D01 / (D01+D03)) 97% 97% 92% 93% 86% 87%
F1 measure = 2 * ((p*r)/(p+r))  (p=precision, r = recall) 95% 96% 93% 94% 88% 88%
e-EGS (RQ2) Strong
Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3
Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases Requirements Phrases
Total number (Σ) of requirements with true positive strong phrase 
detected (RQ1-D01)
19 23 16 19 22 31
Total number (Σ) of requirements with false positive strong phrase 
detected (RQ1-D02)
0 0 0 0 0 0
Total number (Σ) of requirements with false negatives (not reported 
elements that should be reported as true positives) (RQ1-D03)
4 4 0 0 1 1
Presicion = (D01 / (D01+D02)) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Recall = (D01 / (D01+D03)) 83% 85% 100% 100% 96% 97%
F1 measure = 2 * ((p*r)/(p+r))  (p=precision, r = recall) 90% 92% 100% 100% 98% 98%
CMS-plus (RQ2) Strong
Analyst#1 Analyst #2 Analyst #3
44 
 
1 Annex 2: Data collection plan 
 
The data collection plan describes the individual data elements to collect and what steps are 
required to collect them. This is specified for each research question. This formed the basis 
for the data collection document, which was used on each assessment (six documents used). 
1.1 Research Question 1 (weak phrases) 
RQ 1. To what extend is the annotation of weak phrases reliable to have a practical 
value to the author in writing non-ambiguous requirements. 
1.1.1 Prerequisites: 
 Requirements document to sample. 
 Weak phrases dictionary list. (Based on the list compiled in the literature study 
(Annex 4: literatuurstudierapport)). 
1.1.2 Data required: 
RQ2 data to be collected: 
Data-ID  Description 
RQ1-D01 Total number (Σ) of requirements with True positive weak phrase 
detected 
RQ1-D02 Total number (Σ) of requirements with False positive weak phrase 
detected 
RQ1-D03 Total number (Σ) of requirements with False negatives (not reported 
weak phrases that should be reported as True positives) 
Table 11 RQ2 Data elements 
 
1.1.3 Steps to perform data collection: 
Steps to collect RQ1 data: 
Step-ID  Description 
RQ1-St01 Obtain access to business requirement document 
RQ1-St02 Annotate all words in business requirement document based on the weak 
phrases dictionary list 
RQ1-St03 For each annotated weak phrase:  
 Expert to evaluate correct phrase annotation 
 Evaluate ambiguity impact 





RQ1-St04 Assess document for not annotated/missed weak phrases 
 Expert to evaluate requirement 
 Determine if weak phrases are ‘missed’ that should be 
annotated 









 Expert (Business analyst) assesses weak phrase annotation within its context and 
classifies the finding according Figure 4 Phrase Classification tree. To determine the 
impact of the phrase on possible ambiguousness classification labels used are as per 
Table 13 Weak phrases classification table. 
 Precision calculation will use data RQ1-D01 and RQ1-D02. 
 Recall calculation will use data RQ1-D01 and RQ1-D03. 
 
The weak (Table 13) and strong (Table 16) classifications are based on the assessment lables 
used in the SEMLL research (Femmer et al., 2014). The table is extended with the classify 
and ambiguity influencing coding to support the data collection within this research setting. 
Furthermore, for the strong phrases, the labels that are assessed as only applicable for weak 




Classification Label Description Classify 
Ambiguity 
influencing 




W-2 Need review This requirement needs a review True Yes 
(A-Y) 
W-3 Implicit knowledge There is some explicit knowledge, 
which should be written down. 
True Yes 
(A-Y) 








W-6 Refinement expected While this is not an issue here, it must 





W-7 No need for high 
quality 
This could be problematic, but this 
part of the specification is not so 




W-8 Domain specialist 
knowledge 
This finding seems problematic, but is 
clear to a domain expert. 
True No 
(A-N) 
W -9 No problem This is not a problem here. True No 
(A-N) 









1.2 Research Question 2 (strong phrases) 
RQ 2. To what extend is the annotation of strong phrases reliable to have a 
practical value to the author in writing non-ambiguous requirements. 
1.2.1 Prerequisites: 
 Requirements document to sample. 
 Strong phrases dictionary list. (Based on the list compiled in the literature study 
(Annex 4: literatuurstudierapport)). 
1.2.2 Data required: 
RQ1 data to be collected: 
Data-ID  Description 
RQ2-D01 Total number (Σ) of requirements with true positive strong phrase 
detected 
RQ2-D02 Total number (Σ) of requirements with false positive strong phrase 
detected 
RQ2-D03 Total number (Σ) of requirements with false negatives (not reported 
strong phrases that should be reported as true positives) 
Table 14 RQ2 Data elements 
1.2.3 Steps to perform data collection: 
Steps to collect RQ1 data: 
Step-ID  Description 
RQ2-St01 Obtain access to business requirement document 
RQ2-St02 Annotate all words in business requirement document based on the 
strong phrases dictionary list 
RQ2-St03 For each annotated strong phrase:  
 Expert to evaluate correct phrase annotation 
 Evaluate ambiguity impact 




RQ2-St04 Assess document for not annotated/missed strong phrases 
 Expert to evaluate requirement 
 Determine if strong phrases are ‘missed’ that should be 
annotated 









 Expert (business analyst) assesses strong phrase annotation within its context and 
classifies the finding according Figure 4 Phrase Classification tree. To determine the 
impact of the phrase on possible ambiguousness Classification labels used are as per 
Table 16 strong Classification table 
 Precision calculation will use data RQ2-D01 and RQ2-D02. 
 Recall calculation will use data RQ2-D01 and RQ2-D03. 
 
 
The classifications in Table 16 are based on the table used in the SEMLL research (Femmer et 
al., 2014).  
To determine if the annotated phrase is classified as true or false positive the table is 
extended with the classify coding column. Classification coding for the ambiguity influencing 




Classification Label Description Classify 
Ambiguity 
influencing 
S-1 Refinement expected 
While this is not an issue here, it must 







No need for high 
quality 
This could be problematic, but this 
part of the specification is not so 








This finding seems problematic, but is 










S-5 Finding wrong 
The tactile check did not work correct 










1.2.5 Classification criteria for precision, recall and F-score. 
 
The literature that was examined for precision and recall calculation did not provided a 
reference percentage to identify excellent, medium or poor results. The following values are 
used in this paper: 
 A value above 90% for Precision indicates that most of the findings are relevant 
results.  
When this value drops below 50% the non-relevant result are dominant and render 
the findings as not usable. 
 A value above 90% for Recall indicates that most of the relevant results are indeed 
present. 
When this value drops below 50%, the not detected phrases are dominant and 
render the findings as not usable. 
 A value of 100% for the F-score indicates a best result for the test accuracy.  







1.2.6 Research Question 3 
RQ 3. To what extend are the presented tactile check annotation forms perceived 
as helpful feedback by business analysts in order to reduce the overall ambiguity 
of business requirements? 
1.2.6.1 Prerequisites: 
 Business requirement document used with RQ1 and RQ2 is available. 
 All weak and strong phrases annotated as per RQ1 and RQ2. 
 Each annotated phrase is classified. 
1.2.6.2 Data required: 
RQ3 data to be collected: 
Data-ID  Description 
RQ3-D01 Total number (Σ) of annotated strong phrases assessed as helpful. 
RQ3-D02 Total number (Σ) of annotated strong phrases assessed as Not helpful. 
RQ3-D03 Total number (Σ) of annotated weak phrases assessed as helpful. 




Expert opinion: What is the view on the chosen approach?  
(detection based on finite dictionary, not context aware annotation) 
RQ3-D06 
(Open question) 








Expert opinion: Would the tactile check be useful as additional method to 
assist a business requirements author to reduce the overall ambiguity of 
business requirement? 
Table 17 RQ3 Data elements 
1.2.6.3 Steps to perform data collection: 
Steps to collect RQ3 data: 
STEP-ID  DESCRIPTION 
RQ3-St01 For each annotated strong phrase, evaluate classification. 
Assess if annotation is helpful to write a less ambiguous requirement. 
Data obtained: 
 RQ3-D01 (helpful = Y) 
 RQ3-D02 (Not helpful = N) 
RQ3-St02 For each annotated weak phrase, evaluate classification. 
Assess if annotation is helpful to write a less ambiguous requirement. 
Data obtained: 
 RQ3-D03 (helpful = Y) 
 RQ3-D04 (Not helpful = N) 
  
RQ3-St03 Semi structured Interview with Business analyst performing the 
Classification and usefulness assessment. 
Data obtained: 
 RQ3-D05 
 RQ3-D06  
 RQ3-D07  
 RQ3-D08  




Expert opinion: Business analysts assess annotations of weak and strong phrases within their 
context and evaluate the classifications. By their professional judgement, the analysts assess 
if the annotation is helpful to write a less ambiguous requirement. 
 
1.2.6.5 Acceptance criteria: 
To guide the assessment if the annotated phrase is helpful, we use the following criteria: 
Yes 
The critical review of the phrase within its context results in options to further 
clarify or enhance the requirement by reducing ambiguity. 
No 
The critical review of the phrase within its context is not revealing possible 
options to further clarify or enhance the requirement reducing ambiguity. 
Table 19 classification helpful yes/no 
At the end of the classification and assessment process, we conduct a semi-structured 
interview with each business analyst. The goal of these interviews is to elaborate on the 
process and the possible benefits and disadvantages based on the performed classification 
and assessment steps. This is to obtain additional insights in the use of the tactile check and 





1.2.7 Supporting Data (SD) to Research Question RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 
For each analysed requirements set the following data is generic for RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3. This 
data is used to have an indication of the total volume of data analysed. The data is obtained 
after executing the data collection steps of RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3. 
1.2.7.1 Prerequisites: 
 Data collection RQ1 executed 
 Data collection RQ2 executed 
 Data collection RQ3 executed 
 
Data-ID  Description 
SD-D01 Total number (Σ) Requirements in document 
SD-D02 Total number (Σ) Requirements annotated 
SD-D03 Total number (Σ) Requirements with strong phrases annotated 
SD-D04 Total number (Σ) Requirements with weak phrases annotated 
SD-D05 Total number (Σ) Phrases annotated 
SD-D06 Total number (Σ) strong phrases annotated 
SD-D07 Total number (Σ) weak phrases annotated 
Table 20 SD Data Elements 
 
1.2.7.2 Steps to perform data collection: 
Steps to collect RQ2 data: 
Step-ID  Description 
SD-St01 Obtain access to business requirement document 
SD-St02 
























Count Total number (Σ) weak phrases annotated 
Data obtained: 
SD-D07 
Table 21 SD  Steps data collection 
1.2.7.3 Method: 




1 Annex 3: Tactile check Classification form 
 
Tactile check Classification form 
Requirements ambiguousness pitfalls  
 
 





Filename: Sjabloon rapportage Afstudeertraject V1.1c.docx 
 
Perform the Classification and Assessment steps: 
1. Count the total number of analyzed requirements 
2. Assess if feedback if perceived as Helpful 
For the Weak phrases: 
3. Classify and assess the requirements with annotated Weak phrases 
4. Assess the requirements that do not have Weak phrases annotated and determine if 
the requirements is rightfully not annotated with Weak or possible ambiguous 
phrases. 
For the Strong phrases: 
5. For each requirement that has no Strong word annotated assess if requirement is 
strong and non-ambiguous (and should be annotated as such). 
6. Classify and assess the requirements with annotated Strong phrases. 
Overall expert assessment of Tactile check 
7. Overall assessment Tactile check method and presentation 
 
 
Exploring the concept of a lightweight ambiguity tactile check, based on a finite dictionary and non-
context awareness, to limit natural language ambiguousness pitfalls in business requirements. 




Determine total number requirements evaluated 3 
Step 1 Count Total number (Σ) analyzed requirements 3 
Step 2 Assess if feedback if perceived as Helpful 3 
Weak phrases 4 
Step 3 Classify and assess each annotated Weak phrase 4 
Step 4 Assess requirements that do not have Weak phrase annotated 5 
Strong phrases 5 
Step 5 Assess requirements that do not have Strong phrase annotated 5 
Step 6 Classify and assess each annotated Strong phrase 5 
Overall expert assessment of Tactile check 5 
Step 7 Expert overall assessment Tactile check method and presentation 5 
Answer sheet open questions: 5 
Appendix 5 
1. Weak phrases evaluated 5 
2. Strong phrases evaluated 5 
3. Voorbeelden kwaliteitsindicatoren 5 






1 Determine total number requirements evaluated 
 
1.1 Step 1 Count Total number (Σ) analyzed requirements 
 
This value is used as indication of the overall size of the analyzed requirements set.  
 
Description Count: 
Total number (Σ) analyzed 
requirements  
 
Table 22 Step 1 count number requirements 
Remarks: 
  
1.2 Step 2 Assess if feedback if perceived as Helpful 
 




Helpful Annotation assessed as helpful feedback in order to reduce 
the overall ambiguity of business requirements. 
Y/N 
Not Helpful Annotation assessed as Not helpful or incorrect feedback in 
order to reduce the overall ambiguity of business 
requirements 
Y/N 
Table 23 Classify label Helpful or Not-Helpful 
1. For each annotated phrase, indicate if the annotation is perceived as Helpful or Not 




2 Weak phrases 
2.1 Step 3 Classify and assess each annotated Weak phrase 
 
C-ID Classification Label Description Ambiguity 
Problem 
Helpful 
W-1 Potential problem This finding revealed a potential 
problem 
Y Y/N 
W-2 Need review This requirement needs a review Y Y/N 
W-3 Implicit knowledge There is some explicit 
knowledge, which should be 
written down. 
Y Y/N 
W-4 Missing reference There should be a reference at 
this point. 
Y Y/N 
W-5 Major defect This is a major issue that must be 
addressed 
Y Y/N 
W-6 Refinement expected While this is not an issue here, it 
must be further explained and 
refined at a different point. 
N Y/N 
W-7 No need for high quality This could be problematic, but 
this part of the specification is 
not so important(e.g. 
information only) 
N Y/N 
W-8 Domain specialist knowledge This finding seems problematic, 
but is clear to a domain expert. 
N Y/N 
W-9 No problem Annotation is correct but this is 
not a problem here. 
N Y/N 
W-10 Finding incorrect The tactile check Annotated a 
word incorrect (False positive) 
N Y/N 
Table 24 Step 2 Data Classification labels Weak phrases 
1. For each annotated Weak phrase (Table 24 Step 2 Data Classification labels Weak 
phrases) classify (label) 
2. For each annotated phrase, indicate if the annotation is perceived as Helpful or Not 
helpful. (Refer to 1.2 Step 2 Assess if feedback if perceived as Helpful 
on page 3). 
 
IMPORTANT 
Due to time constraints (the assessors are available for 1 hour per data set) the following 
limitation is applied:  
When a Weak phrase is used 20 times or more (in a similar manor), then perform 
classification and assessment on minimal 10 and maximal 20 instances of the specific 
phrase.  
Identify the classified phrases by the output labels (without viewing the originating 
requirement). 




2.2 Step 4 Assess requirements that do not have Weak phrase annotated 
Adoption after first evaluation session; the question of this is “Helpful” is not deemed 
relevant for this step! This question is removed from the answering sheet. 
To evaluate the recall value for weak phrases, identification of NOT annotated weak phrases 
is required. 
The Expert assesses the requirement as “possible ambiguous phrase used” the Tactile check 










Tactile check did not detect a weak phrase, where 
Expert assessed requirement as possible 
ambiguous phrase used. 
Y/N 
Table 25 Step 3 Data Classification label Weak phrase not reported 
1. For each requirement, that has NO weak phrase annotated asses if the requirement 
is weak (ambiguous) and should be annotated as such (even if the wording is not 
part of the dictionary). 
 
IMPORTANT 
Due to time constraints (the assessors are available for 1 hour per data set) the following 
limitation is applied:  
When mote that 20 requirements are NOT annotated then perform classification and 
assessment on minimal 10 and maximal 20 instances of the NOT annotated requirements.  




3 Strong phrases 
3.1 Step 5 Assess requirements that do not have Strong phrase annotated 
Adoption after first evaluation session; the question of this is “Helpful” is not deemed 
relevant in this evaluation! This question is removed from the answering sheet. 







S-11 Strong phrasing 
not reported 
Tactile check did not indicate Strong phrase, 
where Expert assessed requirement as non-
ambiguous and strong phrases used 
Y/N 
Table 26 Step 3 Data Classification label Strong phrase not reported 
1. For each requirement, that has NO Strong phrase annotated asses if the 
requirement is Strong (non-ambiguous) and should be annotated as such (even if 
the wording is not part of the dictionary). 
 
IMPORTANT 
Due to time constraints (the assessors are available for 1 hour per data set) the following 
limitation is applied:  
When mote that 20 requirements are NOT annotated then perform classification and 
assessment on Minimal 10 and maximal 20 instances of the NOT annotated requirements.  




3.2 Step 6 Classify and assess each annotated Strong phrase 
 
 
C-ID Classification Label Description Ambiguity 
Problem 
Helpful 
S-1 Refinement expected While this is not an issue here, it 
must be further explained and 
refined at a different point. 
Y Y/N 
S-2 No need for high quality This could be problematic, but this 
part of the specification is not so 
important(e.g. information only) 
N Y/N 
S-3 Domain specialist knowledge This finding seems problematic, 
but is clear to a domain expert. 
Y Y/N 
S-4 No problem Annotation is correct but this is 
not a problem here. 
N Y/N 
S-5 Finding incorrect The tactile check Annotated a 
word incorrect (False positive) 
N Y/N 
Table 27 Step 2 Data Classification labels Weak phrases 
1. For each annotated Strong phrase (Table 30 Strong phrases) classify (label) and 
assess if given feedback is helpful (Yes/No). 
2. For each annotated phrase, indicate if the annotation is perceived as Helpful or Not 
helpful. (Refer to 1.2 Step 2 Assess if feedback if perceived as Helpful 
on page 3). 
 
IMPORTANT 
Due to time constraints (the assessors are available for 1 hour per data set) the following 
limitation is applied:  
When a Weak phrase is used 20 times or more (in a similar manor), then perform 
classification and assessment on minimal 10 and maximal 20 instances of the specific 
phrase.  
Identify the classified phrases by the output labels (without viewing the originating 
requirement). 






3 Overall expert assessment of Tactile check 
3.1 Step 7 Expert overall assessment Tactile check method and 
presentation 
Answer sheet open questions: 
Data-ID  Answer 
Overall feel of chosen 
approach  
(detection based on finite 
dictionary, not context aware 
annotation) 
 
Overall, feel of chosen 
presentation? 
 
General assessment of the 
usefulness of strong phrases 
annotation 
 
General assessment of the 
usefulness of weak phrases 
annotation 
 
Would the tactile check be 
useful as additional method 
to assist a business 
requirements author to 
reduce the overall ambiguity 
of business requirements 
(expert opinion).  
 




Tactile Check Analysis Template 
Procedure 
1. Copy requirements to Requirements header below. 
 
2. Run Analyze Weak phrases 
Analyze Weak phrases
 
Creates comments for each Weak phrase found in the text. 
Export all comments to excel by “Copy notes to Excel” 
 
3. Run Analyze strong phrases 
Analyze Strong phrases
 
creates comments for each Strong phrase found in the text. 
Export all comments to excel by “Copy notes to Excel” 
 
 
4. Export Strong and Weak phrases to Excel template for further analysis 
Copy Notes to Excel
 
 
5. When requirements are placed in a TABLE this function will count the Table rows 
(excluding the header row) and adds the output to end of this document) 




























 TBS  easy to use  can't  but not limited  as far as 
possible 
 
be able to  TBE  cost effective    sufficient  possibly  
be capable 
of 
 TBC  simple and 
efficient 





 TBR  each    Easy  if case  
capability 
to 




effective  not 
determined 
 never    Good  if needed  
as required  but not 
limited to 
 always    Bad  if 
practical 
 
normal  as a minimum  similar    useful    
provide for    similarly    significant    
timely    having in mind    recent    
easy to    take into 
account 
   Support    
    as possible    Etc.    
    Minimize    And/Or    
    Maximize    almost always    
    Rapid    can    
    User-friendly    may    
    Quick    Optionally    
            
 
Table is extendable by adding Column (2 each with header in first column) or adding Rows to 




Table#2 holds the Strong phrases. 
 
IMPERATIVE Count CONTINUANCE Count DIRECTIVE Count 
shall  below:  e.g.  
must  as follows:  i.e.  
is required to  following:  For example  
are applicable  listed:  Figure  
are to  in particular:  Table  
responsible for  support:  Note:  
will  and    
should      
      
 
Table is extendable by adding Column (2 each with header in first column) or adding Rows to 







Enter requirements data to analyze below line. This can be in the form of a table or plain 
text. 
The Count function will add the output to the end of this file. Count function is based on the 
usage of a Table where each row contains one requirement. 
 
 























adequate  TBD  user friendly  provide support  if possible  cannot  
as 
appropriate 
 TBS  easy to use  but not limited  as far as 
possible 
 can't  
be able to  TBE  cost effective  sufficient  possibly    
be capable 
of 
 TBC  simple and 
efficient 
 Clear  eventually    
capability of  TBR  each  Easy  if case    
capability to  not defined  all  Strong  if 
appropriate 
   
effective  not 
determined 
 never  Good  if needed    
as required  but not limited 
to 
 always  Bad  if practical    
normal  as a minimum  similar  useful      
provide for    similarly  significant      
timely    having in mind  recent      
easy to    take into account  Support      
    as possible  Etc.      
    Minimize  And/Or      
    Maximize  almost always      
    Rapid  can      
    User-friendly  may      
    Quick  Optionally      
            
Table 29 Weak phrases 
 
Strong phrases evaluated 
IMPERATIVE Count CONTINUANCE Count DIRECTIVE Count 
shall  below:  e.g.  
must  as follows:  i.e.  
is required to  following:  For example  
are applicable  listed:  Figure  
are to  in particular:  Table  
responsible for  support:  Note  
will  and    
should      
      







In de volgende alinea’s worden de opgestelde kwaliteitsindicatoren (Femmer et al., 2014; Gnesi et al., 
2005; Wilson et al., 1997) kort toegelicht en per indicator worden enkele voorbeelden gegeven.  
Imperatives zijn woorden die aangeven dat iets absoluut noodzakelijk is. Het correct toepassen van 
imperatives heeft een positieve invloed op de kwaliteitsattributen unambiguous, complete, 
understandable, valid en verifiable. Het gebruik van imperatives geeft structuur aan de 
requirementsdocumentatie en draagt hiermee positief bij aan tracable en modifiable. 
Voorbeeld; 
 Requirements use shall, must, is required to.  
 Statements of fact use will.  
 Goals use should. 
Continuances zijn woorden die na een Imperative volgen en een verdere detaillering introduceren. De 
aanwezigheid van deze woorden is een indicatie van een goede documentstructuur. Echter wanneer 
dit aantal toeneemt, kan dit ook duiden op complexiteit of over-detaillering. 
Voorbeeld; 
 below:, listed:, in particular: 
Directives zijn woorden die naar informatie binnen het requirementsdocument verwijzen. Het gebruik 
van deze woorden verbetert de begrijpelijkheid. Een hoge verhouding van deze woorden ten opzichte 
van het aantal zinnen in het document is een indicator van de detaillering en precisie van de 
opgestelde requirements. 
Voorbeeld; 
 figure, table, note: 
Options maken de specificatie minder specifiek, en laten een vrije interpretatie toe, dit wordt gezien 
als onwenselijk. Deze woorden dienen vermeden te worden bij het opstellen van requirements. 
Voorbeeld; 
 can, may, possibly 
Weak phrases zijn woorden die onzekerheid in requirements introduceren. Deze woorden geven de 
mogelijkheid om meerdere interpretaties toe te kennen aan het requirement. De suggestie wordt 
hierbij gewekt dat de het requirements op een andere plek met meer detail is uitgewerkt of open 
staat voor interpretatie (gelijk aan Options). 
Voorbeeld; 
 normal, effective, as applicable, adequate 
De hierbij gedefinieerde dictionaries set zoals voor de indicatoren is opgesteld zijn opgenomen in 
Bijlage 1 Dictionaries (kwaliteitsindicatoren en aangevuld met woorden opgesteld door (D. M. Berry 
& Kamsties, 2000; Femmer et al., 2014; Hooks, 1994). 
 
Een voorbeeld van een van de additionele dictionaries is Open-ended, Non-verifiable Terms . Dit zijn 
woorden die een verschillende keuzes bieden en daarmee niet te toetsen zijn (en vormen een 
gelijkenis met de eerder genoemde weak phrases) 
Voorbeeld; 








Uitwerking behorend bij de Onderzoeksvraag; 
 
Kan het beoordelen van kwaliteitskenmerken van Business/user requirements een 
betrouwbare indicatie geven voor het succes van een softwareontwikkeltraject?  
 
“If you can not measure it, you can not improve it.” 
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Mijn afstudeeronderzoek BPMIT is geplaatst in het domein Software Engineering met als 
onderwerp Requirements Engineering (RE). Requirements Engineering omvat het 
ontwikkelen van de requirements en het proces waarin dit wordt gerealiseerd. 
Requirements engineering wordt benoemd als een van de kritische succesfactoren van het 
softwareontwikkeltraject (Hairul et al., 2011; Hofmann & Lehner, 2001). Het requirements 
development proces heeft hierin een centrale rol. In dit proces worden de requirements 
vastgesteld en gedocumenteerd. Deze documentatie vormt de basis voor het gehele 
ontwikkeltraject. Onvolkomenheden die hier ontstaan en later in het project moeten 
worden gecorrigeerd, kosten tot 50% meer dan begroot en beïnvloeden direct het 
projectsucces (Boehm & Basili, 2001; Kamata & Tamai, 2007). De behoefte aan een 
kwalitatief goed opgestelde requirementsdocumentatie is hiermee evident, echter het 
objectief vaststellen wat een requirementsdocument tot een kwalitatief goed 
requirementsdocument maakt kent geen eenduidig antwoord. De vraag is of er criteria zijn 
waarmee requirementsdocumentatie kwalitatief getoetst kan worden? En wat is hiervan de 
bijdrage aan het projectresultaat? Dit is vertaald naar de initiële onderzoeksvraag: 
In deze literatuurstudie wordt eerst een algemene verkenning (A vragen) gedaan naar; 
 A1 requirements engineering en een bruikbare definitie van requirements 
 A2 een bruikbare definitie van kwaliteit binnen de context van requirements 
 A3 succes kenmerken van een softwareontwikkeltraject. 
Vervolgens wordt er specifiek (S vragen) gekeken naar; 
 S1 kwaliteitskenmerken en van requirementsdocumentatie 
 S2 welke kwaliteitskenmerken zijn hiervan het meest relevant 
 S3 Welke rekenmodellen zijn bekend die kwaliteitskenmerken meetbaar maken 
 S4 Welke objectieve methoden kunnen de in S2 gevonden kwaliteitskenmerken 
operationaliseren 
 S5 welke technologieën kunnen dit proces ondersteunen 
 S6 kan dit een betrouwbare indicatie geven voor het succes van een 
softwareontwikkeltraject. 
In dit literatuuronderzoek zijn de mogelijkheden van commerciële requirements engineering 
tools buiten beschouwing gelaten. In een breed onderzoek naar commerciële requirements 
engineering tools is een van de gevonden resultaten dat alle onderzochte commerciële 
tooling met patenten zijn afgeschermd, en informatie zeer beperkt wordt vrijgegeven 
(Carrillo De Gea et al., 2012). 
2 Algemene verkenning van het onderzoeksveld 
Alle algemene deelvragen worden beantwoord vanuit het domein Software industrie, 
Requirements Engineering (RE). RE omvat het ontwikkelproces vanaf idee tot requirements-
Kan het beoordelen van kwaliteitskenmerken van Business/user requirements een 
betrouwbare indicatie geven voor het succes van een softwareontwikkeltraject?  
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specificatie (Requirements Development) en de bewaking van deze specificatie 
(Requirements Management). 
 
2.1 A1 Wat wordt verstaan onder Business, User en Systeem 
requirements en wat is de onderlinge samenhang? 
 
Het Requirements Development proces omvat in de basis de volgende stappen: 
Onderzoeken & Analyseren, Specificeren en Valideren (Figuur 1). Hierbij wordt van een 
globaal en abstract idee de vertaling gemaakt naar een specifieke en gedetailleerde product 
of service specificatie. RE moet hierbij zekerstellen dat het juiste product voor de 
stakeholders goed en compleet wordt gespecificeerd. 
Figuur 1 Requirements Engineering process (Sommerville, 2016; Wiegers & Beatty, 2013) 
De belangrijkste artefacten van dit proces zijn de opgestelde requirements. Requirements 
beschrijven de service die het product levert binnen de gestelde beperkingen (Sommerville, 
2016; Wiegers & Beatty, 2013). Deze vormen bij oplevering de requirements base-line die 
beheerd wordt vanuit het requirements Management proces.  
 
Het begrip requirements wordt door op diverse manieren verwoord. De geraadpleegde 
beschrijvingen benoemen specificaties, kenmerken en mogelijke beperkingen waaraan een 
software systeem moet voldoen (ISO/ICE & IEEE 24765, 2010; Sommerville, 2016; Wiegers & 
Beatty, 2013).  
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Om een eenduidig begrip requirements te hanteren is er gekeken naar een definitie. In deze 
literatuurstudie wordt de Systems and software engineering Vocabulary (ISO/ICE & IEEE 
24765, 2010) definitie aangehouden. Deze standaard is opgenomen in het overkoepelend 
ISO/IEEE raamwerk voor System Requirements Engineering (Schneider & Berenbach, 2013). 
 
 
Het requirements development proces omspant 2 organisatiedomeinen waarbij 3 niveaus 
van requirements-specificaties worden onderkend. Deze niveaus vertegenwoordigen elk een 
eigen detailniveau, waarbij er bij elk opvolgende niveau een verdere detaillering plaatsvindt. 
 (Why) Business requirements. Waarom zoek je een oplossing? 
 (What) User/Product requirements. Wat moet de oplossing bieden? 
 (How) System requirements. Hoe moet de oplossing er uitzien? 
De business requirements zijn gepositioneerd in het businessdomein, de user/product en 
system-requirements worden bij deze indeling geplaatst in het oplossingsdomein (solution 
domain).  
Binnen de requirements-niveaus wordt verder onderscheid gemaakt tussen functionele en 
non-functionele requirements. Functionele requirements beschrijven de functionaliteit van 
de software/systeem. Non-functionele requirements beschrijven de karakteristieken en 
limitatie van het gehele systeem. Beide vormen een integraal deel van de 
systeemspecificatie. Figuur 2 toont de verschillende niveaus en hun onderlinge samenhang. 
 
  
Requirement is a condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system, product, 
service, result, or component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally 
imposed document. Requirements include the quantified and documented needs, wants, and 




Figuur 2 Requirements specification and Type of system characteristics (Sommerville, 2016; Wiegers & Beatty, 
2013) 
De stakeholders uit de business verwachten een abstracte beschrijving, die gewoonlijk in 
natuurlijke taal wordt opgesteld. Stakeholders uit het solutiondomein verwachten een 
specificatie, veelal opgesteld in een vorm van gestructureerde natuurlijke taal, grafische 
weergaves of mathematische formulering. (Sommerville, 2016; Wiegers & Beatty, 2013). 
Het verschil in verschijningsvormen, stakeholderperspectief en detail moet overbrugd 
worden, deze transformatie en verdere detaillering vormt het primaire domein van het 
requirements development proces. Vanuit de industrie is er op basis van best practices de 
Software Requirements Specification (SRS) template opgesteld (IEEE Std 830, 1998)9 die een 
invulling geeft aan deze stappen. 
  
                                                          
 
9 (IEEE Std 830, 1998) is obsoleted en opgevolgd door SIO/IEC/IEEE 29148: 2011 Systems and software 
engineering — Life cycle processes — Requirements engineering. Deze standaard is niet beschikbaar 
via de OU bibliotheek en openbare bronnen (oa Google Schoolar en Mandeley search) 
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De volgende observatie uit de wetenschappelijke literatuur zijn van belang voor deze 
literatuurstudies; 
 Er zijn nuance verschillen in de definitie wat het begrip requirements omvat 
(Bourque & Fairley, 2014; ISO/ICE & IEEE 24765, 2010; Nilsson, 2013). Om alle 
betrokken stakeholders het zelfde begrippenkader te geven is een keuze van één 
van deze definities van belang. 
 Er is een spanningsveld bij het gebruik van natuurlijke taal om business 
requirements te beschrijven. Business requirements worden vrijwel uitsluitend in 
natuurlijke taal beschreven. De requirements moeten hierbij binnen hun context 
specifiek en eenduidig worden beschreven (non-ambigue). Echter onderzoek naar 
het gebruik van natuurlijke taal laat zien dat het gebruik van natuurlijke taal hierin 
beperkingen heeft. Een van de kenmerken van natuurlijke taal is dat er altijd een 




2.2 A2 Wat wordt verstaan onder requirementskwaliteit? 
 
Het begrip kwaliteit wordt veel gebruikt in onze dagelijkse communicatie, echter dit vele 
gebruik betekend niet dat we ook het zelfde kader hebben als we het over kwaliteit gaat. 
Kwaliteit kent vele gedaantes, kwaliteit in serie productie roept een ander begrip op dan 
kwaliteit bij dienstverlening. Wanneer er binnen deze literatuurstudie gesproken wordt over 
requirementskwaliteit is het van belang dat een eenduidig definitie wordt gehanteerd. 
De wetenschappelijke management literatuur geeft voor kwaliteit verschillende 
benaderingen. Deze benaderingen variëren van productie- en productinvalshoeken, services 
en gebruikerswaarde tot strategie. Elke benadering resulteert hierbij in een eigen definitie 
van kwaliteit (Crosby, 2006; ISO/ICE & IEEE, 2010; Seawright & Young, 1996; Wicks & 
Roethlein, 2009). 
 In deze literatuurstudie wordt specifiek gekeken naar het domein Software industrie, en 
Requirements Engineering (RE). De gekozen definitie opgesteld in de Systems and software 
engineering Vocabulary (ISO/ICE & IEEE 24765, 2010) specificatie is binnen deze context 
bruikbaar. 
 
Hierbij kan het totality of attributes aangemerkt worden als het totaal van kenmerken van 
het product, die het product in staat stellen te voldoen aan de verwachtingen van het 
product binnen de gestelde context. 
Deze definitie is van toepassing op de interne kwaliteitsaspecten binnen het software 
development domein. Binnen het requirements engineering proces vormen de opgestelde 
requirementsdocumentatie een op zichzelf staand product, waarvoor kwaliteitsattributen 
benoemd kunnen worden. Evaluatie van de kwaliteit van het product is het inzichtelijk 
maken in hoeverre het product voldoet aan de expliciete of impliciet opgestelde 
verwachtingen.  
  
The totality of attributes of a product that determine its ability to satisfy stated and implied 
needs when used under specified conditions. (ISO/ICE & IEEE 24765, 2010).  
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Om deze evaluatie mogelijk te maken moet er een keuze gemaakt worden welke kenmerken 
binnen de gegeven context van belang zijn, welke kenmerken zijn elementair en bepalend 
voor de kwaliteit? Deze kenmerken kunnen dan als kwaliteitsattributen worden opgenomen 
die bepalend zijn voor de kwaliteit van het product. 
Om de kwaliteitsattributen meetbaar te maken zullen er voor deze attributen een of 
meerdere indicatoren opgesteld moeten worden die bepalend zijn voor de waarde van het 
benoemede kwaliteitsattribuut (zie Figuur 3). Het is hierbij dus van belang dat de indicator 
meetbaar is. Deze meetbaarheid wordt vervolgens als metriek voor het product uitgewerkt 
(Krukkert & Punter, 2008). 




2.3 A3 Wat wordt verstaan onder succes van een software 
ontwikkeltraject 
 
Projecten zijn een dagelijks onderdeel van organisaties om veranderingen en nieuwe 
ontwikkelingen te implementeren. Voor IT projecten heerst het beeld dat veel van deze 
projecten niet succesvol worden afgerond. De basis van deze constatering is echter veelal 
gebaseerd op de onduidelijke definitie van succes. De hier onderzochte literatuur geeft geen 
eenduidige definitie voor (IT) project succes en faal criteria (Jugdev & Müller, 2005).  
Het begrip succes is hierbij geëvolueerd van de beperkte reikwijdte van de project 
management organisatie (Wateridge, 1998) naar een brede product/service invalshoek 
waarbij strategische business doelstellingen en stakeholders centraal staan (Cooke-Davies, 
2002).  
Project management succes wordt hierbij vanuit de projectuitvoering (korte termijn) 
bekeken, veel gebruikte criteria zijn; op tijd, binnen budget en volgens specificatie (scope). 
Aanvullend worden hierbij genoemd, kwaliteit, functionaliteit en systeemperformance 
(Wateridge, 1998). Deze criteria laten onder andere de eindgebruikers, projectsponsors en 
de bijdrage aan het succes van de organisatie buiten beschouwing.  
Uit de onderzochte literatuur blijkt dat Project succes wordt benaderd vanuit de langere 
termijn effecten. Zijn de eindgebruikers en business sponsors tevreden met de oplossing en 
draagt de oplossing bij aan de business doelstellingen (Cooke-Davies, 2002; Pankratz & 
Basten, 2015).  
Om IT project succes objectief te kunnen beoordelen is dan ook overeenstemming nodig 
met alle stakeholders, welke criteria gaan er gebruikt worden in de evaluaties? 
De meest genoemde criteria zijn hierbij project management succes georiënteerd. Bij een 
integrale benadering (Figuur 4) wordt ook het projectsucces niveau hierbij betrokken, en op 
business niveau behaalde doelstellingen en bedrijfscontinuïteit. 
 
Figuur 4 projectsucces dimensies gebaseerd op (Thomas & Fernández, 2008) 
Succes van software ontwikkeltrajecten is geen zwart-wit evaluatie, en is sterk afhankelijk 
van de gekozen uitgangspunten. Waarbij het succesvol volbrengen van het IT project 
Succes criteria; zijn de elementen waarop wordt getoetst of een project geslaagd of gefaald is. 
(Thomas & Fernández, 2008) 
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management traject geen garantie is voor een succesvol project of behaalde Business 
doelstellingen en vice versa.  
 
2.4 Resultaat algemene vragen 
 
Met de beantwoording van de vragen A1, A2 en A3 zijn de begrippen binnen het vakgebied 
Requirements Engineering toegelicht. Uit de gevonden literatuur is een definitie voor het 
begrip requirements en kwaliteit gekozen. Vanuit de definitie voor kwaliteit is er gekeken 
naar een model om deze meetbaar te maken. Om projectsucces vast te stellen kan er 
gekeken worden naar: korte termijn van het project management succes en lange termijn 
van projectsucces. Requirements spelen een belangrijke rol binnen de uitvoering van een 
project. Requirements beschrijven binnen het project de stakeholder eisen en 
verwachtingen. Deze eisen en verwachtingen worden in het project gerealiseerd, en kunnen 
wanneer concreet gemaakt als een van de elementen dienen waarop getoetst wordt of een 
project geslaagd of gefaald is. 
Ambiguïteit wordt gezien als een belangrijk risico voor het requirements development 
proces. Business requirements bevinden zich als eerste in de development keten en vormen 
hiermee de basis voor alle opvolgende ontwikkelinspanningen. Het gebruik van natuurlijke 
taal en de mogelijke verschillen in interpretatie maken het niet eenvoudig om dit eenduidig 
te realiseren. Of requirements kwaliteit een betrouwbare indicator is voor projectsucces, is 




3 Specifieke onderzoeksvragen 
In dit tweede deel wordt er specifiek gekeken naar een aantal deelaspecten van de 
onderzoeksvraag. De gevonden begrippen en bevindingen uit de algemene vragen worden 
hierbij als basis gebruikt. 
3.1 S1 Welke elementen in opgestelde requirementsdocumenten 
worden in de literatuur herkend als (indirecte) 
kwaliteitskenmerken? 
 
Wanneer is een requirementsdocument acceptabel en bruikbaar? Wanneer is het compleet 
en is het document consistent? Het risico van ambiguïteit vormt hierin een belangrijk 
element, wanneer geen eenduidige uitleg is van een opgesteld requirement zal de bouwer, 
tester en eindgebruiker hieraan zijn eigen invulling geven. Ambiguïteit is zeker niet het enige 
risico, gebrek aan gebruikers input, scope creep, over specificeren, gebrek aan detail of het 
missen van stakeholders vormen een bedreigingen voor het specifiek en eenduidig opstellen 
van het requirementsdocument (Wiegers & Beatty, 2013). 
(Davis et al., 1993) benoemt een 24-tal kenmerken waaraan een kwalitatief goed SRS moet 
voldoen. Deze omvatten kwaliteitsattributen voor individuele requirements (internal) en 
requirementsdocumentatie als geheel (external). Op basis hiervan is voor de NASA het 
Automated Requirements Measurement (ARM) tool ontwikkeld (Wilson et al., 1997). De 
(IEEE Std 830, 1998) standaard beschrijft een beperkter aantal kwaliteitsattributen voor het 
SRS waarvan de naamgeving op een aantal punten afwijkt. Voor elk kwaliteitsattribuut is de 
omschrijving geïnterpreteerd en wanneer deze als gelijkwaardig is beoordeeld zijn deze op 
de zelfde regel genoteerd. Het totaal van de gevonden kwaliteitsattributen is opgenomen in 
de samengestelde Tabel 1.  
Opvallend is dat (Carlson & Laplante, 2014) Traceability en Volatility positioneren als 
kenmerken voor het gehele document. Echter het herleidbaar zijn van requirements speelt 
op zowel individueel als op document niveau een rol. 
(Wilson et al., 1997) maken een onderscheid tussen Valid, Verifiable en Testable. Dit 








(IEEE Std 830, 1998) 
SRS Specification 
(Carlson &  
Laplante, 2014) 
Combined overview 
Internal - attributes of requirements documents describe how requirements should be specified. 
Unambiguous Unambiguous Unambiguous Unambiguous Unambiguous 
Complete Complete Complete Complete Complete 
Correct Correct Correct Correct Correct 
Understandable     Understandable Understandable 
  Valid     Valid 
Verifiable Verifiable Verifiable   Verifiable 
Internally consistent Consistent Internal Consistency   Internally consistent 
Externally Consistent   Consistent   Externally Consistent 
Traceable Traceable Traceable   Traceable 
Modifiable Modifiable Modifiable   Modifiable 
Executable / 
interpretable 
      Executable / 
interpretable 
Relative Importance Ranked Prioritized   Prioritized 
    Degree of necessity   Degree of necessity 
Relative Stability   Degree of stability   Degree of stability 
Annotated by 
Version 
      Annotated by 
Version 
Not Redundant       Not Redundant 
At right level of detail       At right lvl of detail 
Precise       Precise 
Traced       Traced 
Organized       Organized 
Cross-referenced       Cross-referenced 
  Testable     Testable 
External -  attributes of requirements describe overall or outer appearance of SRS 
      Traceability Traceability 
      Volatility Volatility 
Achievable       Achievable 
Concise       Concise 
Design Independent       Design Independent 
Electronically stored       Electronically stored 
Reusable       Reusable 
Tabel 1 Requirement kwaliteitskenmerken  
Wanneer de beschrijving onderling afwijkt, is gekozen om de (IEEE Std 830, 1998) standaard 
benaming te hanteren, in de overige gevallen wordt de originele benaming gehanteerd. 
Er kan beargumenteerd worden dat deze kenmerken niet los van elkaar gezien kunnen 
worden. De begrijpelijkheid (understandable) van een requirementsdocument wordt door 
het zo eenduidig (unambiguous) mogelijk opstellen van de requirements verbeterd. 
Wanneer de begrijpelijkheid optimaal is en alle opgestelde requirements herleidbaar 
(traceable) zijn, vergemakkelijkt dit bij een review het constateren of de opgestelde 
requirements correct (correct) en compleet (complete) zijn. Dit draagt bij aan een stabiele 
requirements baseline waarbij een minimum aan revisies (volatility) van de opgestelde 
requirementsdocumentatie noodzakelijk is. 
Opvallend is dat de latere auteurs elk een beperkter aantal kenmerken identificeert, als 
relevant voor requirements kwaliteit, dan de initiële set van (Davis et al., 1993).  
3.2 S2 Zijn er kwaliteitskenmerken van Business/User requirements die 




In het overzicht van Tabel 1 zijn de verschillende kwaliteitskenmerken opgenomen en 
samengevoegd in de kolom combined overview. Alle gevonden onderzoeken benoemen als 
eerste Unambiguous, Complete en Correct als relevant kwaliteitskenmerk.  
Door het requirement zo Unambiguous (specifiek en eenduidig) mogelijk te beschrijven zal 
het opgestelde requirement begrijpelijker zijn. Hiermee wordt het risico van het niet Correct 
specificeren verkleint.  
Het kwaliteitsattribuut Complete (volledigheid) is gerelateerd aan de perceptie dat we 
onomstotelijk kunnen aantonen dat alle aspecten van het probleem zijn afgedekt. Echter dit 
is niet objectief vast te stellen. Volledigheid bij het opstellen van requirements is dan ook 
het maximale doen om het risico van het missen van requirements te beperken. Het zo 
Correct mogelijk opstellen van het requirement draagt bij aan het verkleinen van dit risico. 
Uit een door (Condori-Fernandez et al., 2009) uitgevoerde literatuurstudie naar 
requirements specificatietechnieken worden Understandable (begrijpelijkheid) en Correct in 
combinatie genoemd met Complete. Dit zien zij als belangrijkste academische 
onderzoeksgebieden. Het belang hiervan wordt in de gevonden literatuur onderschreven (D. 
M. Berry, 2008; Hooks, 1994; Shah & Jinwala, 2015) benoemen het gebruik van een 
eenvoudige zinsstructuur, en een vocabulaire welk het risico van ambiguïteit beperkt als 
voorwaarde om specifiek en eenduidige requirements op te stellen. Door het toepassen van 
deze technieken moet het inherente risico van het ambigue zijn van natuurlijke taal zover 
mogelijk worden beperkt.  
Dit vormt een belangrijk spanningsveld, de beschrijving van business requirements vindt 
primair plaats in natuurlijke taal, waarbij ambiguïteit een belangrijk bron van risico’s vormt 
voor de gevonden kwaliteitskenmerken. 
Traceable (traceerbaarheid) omvat het kunnen herleiden van het abstracte business 
requirement tot de user en detail specificaties op systeemniveau. De onderlinge samenhang 
moet hierbij gewaarborgd blijven. De (IEEE Std 830, 1998) standaard geeft richtlijnen die 
moeten waarborgen dat alle requirements individueel in onderlinge hiërarchische structuur 
te herleiden zijn. 
Op basis van de gevonden literatuur zijn de volgende 6 kwaliteitskenmerken als meest 
relevant gekozen; Unambiguous, Complete, Correct, Understandable, Traceable en Volatile. 
Deze kwaliteitskenmerken zijn voor de verdere uitwerking van dit literatuuronderzoek 
gekozen als elementair en vormen hiermee de basis voor het uitwerken van de deelvragen 




3.3 S3 Welke methodieken/rekenmodellen zijn bekend in de literatuur 
die deze kwaliteitskenmerken uit S2 kwantificeerbaar maken? 
 
De door (Davis et al., 1993) benoemde kwaliteitsattributen zijn voorzien van kwantitatieve 
eenvoudige lineaire metrieken. Deze zijn gebaseerd op het totaal aantal requirements en 
diverse kwantitatieve observaties per requirement attribuut. Deze metrieken zijn nog 
actueel en zijn standaard voor het SRS (Ali, 2006; Bokhari & Siddiqui, 2011).  
Voor de als primair beschouwde kwaliteitskenmerken10 zijn dit de volgende metrieken: 







𝑛𝑢𝑖 = het aantal requirements waaraan reviewers een 
identieke interpretatie geven. 
𝑛𝑟 = het totaal aantal requirements. 
 
Geeft het totaal percentage van 
requirements die uniek zijn 
geïdentificeerd door alle reviewers. 
Waarde varieert van 0 (totaal ambigue) 
tot 1 volledig un-ambigue). 
W1 = 1 
2 Complete 
𝑄2 =  
𝑛𝑟












𝑛𝑟 = 𝑛𝑎 + 𝑛𝑏  = het aantal requirements in vlak A & B 
𝑛𝑎+ 𝑛𝑏+ 𝑛𝑐+ 𝑛𝑛 = het aantal requirements in vlak A,B,C 
en D.  
 
Percentage van bekende requirements 
die gedocumenteerd zijn in 
requirementsdocument. 
Waarde varieert van 0 (totaal 
incompleet) tot 1 volledig compleet). 
W2 = 0,7 
3 Correct 








𝑛𝑐  = het totaal aantal correcte requirements 
𝑛𝑁𝑉 =  het totaal aantal niet valide requirements 
𝑛𝑟 = het totaal aantal requirements. 
 
Percentage van gevalideerde en correct 
bevonden requirements. 
Waarde varieert van 0 (totaal incorrect) 







𝑛𝑢𝑟 = het aantal requirements begrepen door alle 
reviewers. 
𝑛𝑟 = het totaal aantal requirements. 
 
Percentage van begrepen requirements 
door alle reviewers. 
Waarde varieert van 0 (totaal 
onbegrepen) tot 1 volledig begrepen). W4 = 1 
5 Traceable Niet beschikbaar 
Gebaseerd op nummer structuur die 
consequent wordt toegepast. 
 
6 Volatile Niet beschikbaar Gebaseerd op revisie beheer  
Tabel 2 kwaliteit metrieken (Davis et al., 1993) 
  
                                                          
 
10 (Davis et al., 1993) beschrijft in zijn artikel voor alle 24 kwaliteitsattributen een metriek. De hier opgenomen 
metrieken sluiten aan bij de gevonden elementaire kwaliteitskenmerken (vraag S2). 
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De Weights zijn toegevoegd om een onderling belang tussen de verschillende 
kwaliteitsattributen uit te drukken. En worden gebruikt om een totaal score vast te stellen. 
∑ 𝑄 = 𝑄1 ∗ 𝑊1 +  𝑄2 ∗ 𝑊2 + 𝑄3 ∗ 𝑊3 +  𝑄4 ∗ 𝑊4 . met een maximum score van 3,7. 
De inputwaarde voor deze berekeningen kunnen vastgesteld worden gedurende een formal 
review met de stakeholders van de requirementsdocumentatie.  
De door (Davis et al., 1993) opgestelde formules zijn in de basis rekenkundig eenvoudig 
toepasbaar. Het objectief vaststellen van de benodigde data is voor een deel van de 
gebruikte parameters niet mogelijk. Zo is het aantal requirements, door deze te tellen, 
objectief vast te stellen. Het vaststellen of alle stakeholders bij een review het requirement 
ook begrepen hebben is subjectief. Ook is het toegekende Weigh arbitrair, deze zijn in het 
originele artikel opgenomen op basis van ingeschatte relevantie, er is geen verdere 
onderbouwing voor gevonden. 
De gevonden artikelen geven geen uitsluitsel hoe de berekende kengetallen geïnterpreteerd 
moeten worden naar de praktijk situatie. Bijvoorbeeld Q1 ambigue er wordt gesteld dat de 
minimale doelstelling is 100% non-ambigue. Wanneer een praktijksituatie een waarde van 
90% of 75% geeft, is dit nu nog kwalitatief voldoende? En wat is hiervan de invloed op het 
succes van het project, 90% van de requirements non-ambiguïteit betekent niet dat er ook 
90% van de beoogde functionaliteit door het project wordt gerealiseerd. 
Het handmatig vaststellen van deze kengetallen is theoretisch mogelijk. Voor grote 
projecten met vele tientallen requirements in een requirementsdocument van 100+ 
bladzijde is het de vraag of dit praktisch uitvoerbaar is. De validiteit van de kengetallen 
worden verder negatief beïnvloed door de subjectiviteit van een aantal input parameter. Er 
is geen kader gevonden waarmee de gevonden kengetallen kunnen worden geïnterpreteerd. 




3.4 S4 Welke objectieve methodieken zijn bekend in de literatuur die 
deze kwaliteitskenmerken uit S2 kunnen operationaliseren? 
 
Hiervoor is gekeken naar de mogelijkheid om gebruik te makend van heuristiek analyse. De 
als belangrijkste genoemde kwaliteitskenmerken (vraag S2) zijn voorzien van 
kwaliteitsindicatoren die specifiek gebruikt worden voor de individuele requirements en de 
totale requirementsdocumentatie (Wilson et al., 1997). De indicatoren voor de individuele 
requirements bestaan uit woorden en woordcombinaties (woorden lijsten) die vergeleken 
worden met de opgestelde requirements teksten. De af- of aanwezigheid van deze woorden 
is hierbij de norm, het aantal maal dat deze voorkomen kan geteld worden. Voor de totale 
requirementsdocumentatie wordt gebruik gemaakt van kwantitatieve kenmerken uit de 
linguïstiek als indicator voor toegankelijkheid en begrijpelijkheid van een tekst. De 
opgestelde kwaliteitsindicatoren hebben elk invloed op een of meerdere 
kwaliteitsattributen (Tabel 3). In latere studies (Femmer et al., 2014; Gnesi et al., 2005) is dit 
uitgebreid onderzocht door niet alleen naar woorden en woordcombinaties te kijken maar 
ook naar zinsconstructies. Opvallend hierbij is dat de deze artikelen een beperkt aantal 
kwaliteitsattributen benoemen. (Femmer et al., 2014) beargumenteert dit door te stellen 
dat deze gebruikte attributen voldoende zijn om als bad requirements smell te kunnen 
dienen. Er wordt hierbij alleen gekeken naar indicatoren die een negatieve invloed hebben 
op het kwaliteitsattribuut. 
  
  
(Wilson et al., 1997) (Femmer et al., 2014) (F) 
(Gnesi et al., 2005) (G) 
Related to individual 
specifications 
Related to the total 
requirements document 





3 readability statistics 
































































































































































































Unambiguous x x x x x x   x F G F G F G F F F F G F   
Complete x x x x x x x x        G G  G 
Correct   x  x               
Understandable x x x x x x x x x F G F G F G F F F F G F G F  
Valid x x x x x x   x           
Verifiable x x x  x x x x x F F F F F F F F F  
Internally consistent       x x            
Externally Consistent       x x            
Traceable x x     x x x         F  
Modifiable x x     x x x           
Prioritized  x     x             
Testable  x x x x x   x          
 
Tabel 3 kwaliteitsindicatoren 
In  















adequate  TBD  user friendly  provide support  if possible  cannot  
as 
appropriate 
 TBS  easy to use  but not limited  as far as 
possible 
 can't  
be able to  TBE  cost effective  sufficient  possibly    
be capable 
of 
 TBC  simple and 
efficient 
 Clear  eventually    
capability of  TBR  each  Easy  if case    
capability to  not defined  all  Strong  if 
appropriate 
   
effective  not 
determined 
 never  Good  if needed    
as required  but not limited 
to 
 always  Bad  if practical    
normal  as a minimum  similar  useful      
provide for    similarly  significant      
timely    having in mind  recent      
easy to    take into account  Support      
    as possible  Etc.      
    Minimize  And/Or      
    Maximize  almost always      
    Rapid  can      
    User-friendly  may      
    Quick  Optionally      
            
Table 29 Weak phrases 
 
Strong phrases evaluated 
IMPERATIVE Count CONTINUANCE Count DIRECTIVE Count 
shall  below:  e.g.  
must  as follows:  i.e.  
is required to  following:  For example  
are applicable  listed:  Figure  
are to  in particular:  Table  
responsible for  support:  Note  
will  and    
should      
      






Voorbeelden kwaliteitsindicatoren zijn voor elk van de genoemde attributen een 
toelichting en voorbeeld opgenomen. 
De door (Wilson et al., 1997) genoemde kwaliteitsindicatoren zijn door (Carlson & Laplante, 
2014) gebruikt voor de reconstructie van het NASA ARM tool. Het aantal kwaliteitsattributen 
is hierbij beperkt tot Unambiguous, Complete, Correct, Understandability en Volatility. 
Waarbij Volatility 11 niet vastgesteld wordt op basis van deze kwaliteitsattributen (Carlson & 
Laplante, 2014). 
Een beperking van de ARM tool is het gebruik van gedefinieerde dictionaries, het tool 
beperkt zich tot het matchen van de gebruikte tekst met deze woorden. Dit heeft invloed op 
de effectiviteit van de tool. De context waarbinnen een requirement document is opgesteld 
en nuances in taalgebruik zijn mede bepalend voor de betekenis van individuele woorden, 
en hebben hiermee direct invloed op de mate van ambiguïteit. 
Voor de Implementatie van het QuARS tool (Gnesi et al., 2005) en het SMELL tool (Femmer 
et al., 2014) is deze lijst (Tabel 3) uitgebreid met additionele dictionaries en Natural 
Language Processing12 (NLP) technieken. Het aantal kwaliteitsattributen is hierbij beperkt en 
richt zich voornamelijk op ambiguïteit, begrijpelijkheid en valideerbaarheid. De gebruikte 
NLP technieken zijn gebaseerd op Part of Speech (POS) tagging waarbij van elk woord in de 
zin, de rol en functie wordt bepaald (werkwoord, bijwoord, zelfstandig naamwoord, 
bijvoeglijk naamwoord). Morphological Analysis is hierop een aanvulling waarbij wordt 
gekeken of bijvoeglijke naamwoorden of bijwoorden gebruikt worden in hun vergelijkende 
of overtreffende trap. Deze technieken zijn gebaseerd op patroon herkenning en maken 
gebruik van grote data sets (Princeton University, 2010).  
Dit maakt deze analyses flexibeler in hun toepassing doordat hiermee meer nuances in 
natuurlijk taalgebruik kunnen worden herkend. Echter ook hier kan een zin syntactisch non-
ambigue zijn terwijl de betekenis van de zin niet eenduidig (ambigue) is. Ook de QuARS tool 
kan in beperkte mate omgaan met de context van het opgestelde requirement document. 
De opgestelde kwalitatieve indicatoren zijn breed gedeeld in de literatuur. Waarbij het 
opvallend is dat alle methodieken gericht zijn op het minimaliseren van ambiguïteit. 
Specifiek gebruik van woorden en woordcombinaties beïnvloed dit zowel positief of 
negatief. De kern van de gevonden methodieken is of deze benoemde woorden wel of niet 
gebruikt worden in de opgestelde requirements. Het is eenduidig vast te stellen of een 
woord uit de dictionaries wel of niet voorkomt in het opgestelde requirementsdocument. 
Dit is echter geen garantie dat de opgestelde tekst binnen zijn context ook non-ambigue is. 
Wanneer automatische tooling niet 100% accuraat is zal deze false positives en false 
negatieves genereren. Dit betreft het incorrect of niet markeren van de in de tooling 
gedefinieerde kwaliteitsattributen. True positives en true negatives zijn in deze context niet 
relevant, dit betreffend de correcte identificatie van de gedefinieerde kwaliteitsattributen.  
Wanneer deze markeringen een beperkte mate van betrouwbaarheid hebben betekent dit 
dat de tooling niet ondersteunend is aan de analyst, maar meer werk oplevert. Immers alle 
                                                          
 
11 Voor Volatility is gekeken naar het aantal revisies van de documentatie als indicator. 
12 Natural Language Processing, POS tagging en Morphological technieken zijn het domein van linguïstiek en tekst analytics, dit 
valt buiten de scope van dit literatuuronderzoek. 
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tekst moet beoordeeld worden op correctheid voordat er gekeken kan worden waarom de 
bewoording is gemarkeerd. 
Dit maakt dat deze methodiek een mate van onzekerheid kent, immers geen van de 
beschreven toolings kent een 100% zekerheid. Wanneer voldoen de gevonden aantallen 
kwaliteitsindicatoren en leesbaarheid statistieken aan de gestelde kwalitatieve 
verwachtingen? Dit blijft een subjectieve en situatie afhankelijke beoordeling van de analist 
en de steakholders. 
Een belangrijke aanvullende vraag is, hoe belangrijk is het voor de werkpraktijk om een 
100% non-ambigue percentage te realiseren? Een alternatieve methodiek waarbij gebruik 
wordt gemaakt van check-list and scenario based reading om ambiguïteit in de 
documentatie te ontdekken wordt beschreven door (Kamsties, Berry, & Paech, 2001). Een 
van de observaties hierbij is dat 72% van de geïdentificeerde ambiguïteit binnen de context 
van het document als correct door de stakeholders werd geïnterpreteerd. 
De gebruikte artikelen geven hierin een beperkt inzicht. Bij het ontwerpen van de SMELL 
methodiek is de beperkte mate van betrouwbaarheid als startpunt genomen. Door de 
functionaliteit van de tooling te beperken en deze als ondersteunend aan de analist te 
positioneren. Het resultaat van de tool is aansluitend bij 2 organisaties door domein experts, 
die bekend zijn met de context van het document, gevalideerd. Hierbij werd aangegeven dat 
de tooling met name ondersteunend is aan de (business)analisten. De interpretatie van de 




3.5 S5 Zijn er technologieën die kunnen worden toegepast om vanuit 
het requirementsdocument geautomatiseerd de 
kwaliteitsindicatoren te herkennen en te kwantificeren? 
 
De in deze literatuurstudie gevonden tooling QuARS (Gnesi et al., 2005) ,de re-engineerde 
versie van ARM (Carlson & Laplante, 2014) en SMELL detection (Femmer et al., 2014) 
betreffen tools die in hoofdzaak zijn ontwikkeld in academische omgevingen. Deze tools zijn 
specifiek ontwikkeld voor het betreffende onderzoek. Alle tools beoordelen het 
requirementsdocument met een zeer beperkt besef van de context waarbinnen dit 
document is opgesteld. De analyse gaat veelal niet verder dan de opgenomen woorden en 
woordcombinaties zoals in de dictionaries is vastgelgd. 
Het originele NASA (SATC13) ARM tool is ontwikkeld op basis van het onderzoek van (Wilson 
et al., 1997) is actief gebruikt binnen NASA. Deze tool is beschikbaar gesteld aan het 
publieke domein en vormt de bron voor het onderzoek van (Carlson & Laplante, 2014). 
De hierboven genoemde tools volgen in hoofdlijn de structuur van Figuur 5. Het document 
wordt door een Parser opgesplitst tot individueel requirements niveau. In de Analysis fase 
wordt de individuele zinsstructuur vastgesteld. De Identificatie fase gebruikt de 
zinsstructuren en dictionaries om de kwaliteitsindicatoren te duiden en de kengetallen te 
berekenen. De Presentation fase verwerkt de gevonden issues in het 
requirementsdocument en genereerd rapportages van de kengetallen. 
 
Figuur 5 tool structure gebaseerd op QuARS en SMELL (Femmer et al., 2014; Gnesi et al., 2005) 
Wanneer natural language analysis tooling niet een 100% betrouwbaar resultaat 
presenteren wordt er door (D. Berry et al., 2012) beargumenteren dat er altijd een 
herinterpretatie door een specialist benodigd is. De huidige beschikbare tooling is niet in 
staat om 100% te realiseren, gebruik van deze tooling resulteert dan ook in een subjectieve 
kwaliteitsinterpretatie. Zij maken dan ook een pleidooi om gebruik te maken van Dumb 
tooling die de basis dictionaries herkent zonder verdere analyses. Doel hiermee is de 
(business) analist te ondersteunen, maar het denkwerk de interpretatie van de context en 
analyses voor te behouden aan het menselijk brein! 
Bij het gebruik van het Smell analysis tool (Femmer et al., 2014) is door een van de 
domeinexperts de opmerking gemaakt dat de tool vergeleken werd met de Microsoft Word 
                                                          
 
13 Software Assurance Technology Center (SATC) 
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spelchecker, eenvoudig in gebruik om de basis goed neer te zetten, de invulling wordt door 
de specialist binnen de context van het project uitgewerkt. 
Er zijn technologieën en methodieken beschikbaar om requirements en 
requirementsdocumenten automatisch te toetsen op kwaliteitsaspecten. Deze toetsing 
maakt het mogelijk om de mate van ambiguïteit van de documentatie vast te stellen. 
Ambiguïteit is een belangrijke factor in de bruikbaarheid van de requirements. Voldoen deze 
aan de verwachtingen van de stakeholders binnen de gegeven context dan kunnen we 
stellen dat de kwaliteit van het opgestelde requirementsdocument voldoende is.  
Opvallend is hierbij dat alle in de onderzoeken ontwikkelde tools, maatwerk oplossingen 
zijn. Er zijn geen aanknopingspunten gevonden dat deze tools in standaard kantoor 
automatiseringsapplicaties zijn geïmplementeerd. Het zijn juist deze standaard kantoor 




3.6 SS Is er een projectsucces indicator die gerelateerd kan worden aan 
het opstellen van requirements? 
 
In de mondiale vergelijkende literatuurstudie naar kritieke succesfactoren van software 
projecten wordt als belangrijkste factor genoemd heldere requirements en specificaties met 
60,5%. Waarbij heldere requirements in belangrijke mate worden bepaald door de mate van 
(non) ambiguïteit. Als 2de factor wordt genoemd heldere doelstellingen met 55,8%. Beiden 
zijn gerelateerd aan het businessdomein, en vormen het startpunt van het requirements 
engineering proces (Hairul et al., 2011). Er wordt hierbij wel een koppeling gemaakt naar 
projectsucces, echter niet naar individuele projectsucces factoren zoals benoemd bij 
beantwoording van deelvraag A3 (Wateridge, 1998).  
In een uitgevoerde studie naar de invloed van requirementsdocumentatie kwaliteit in relatie 
tot projectsucces of project falen (Kamata & Tamai, 2007) is er een relatie vastgesteld tussen 
kwaliteit van het SRS en project resultaat. In het bijzonder part 1 van het SRS, als hier een 
uitgebreide en voldoende gedetailleerde beschrijving van de vanuit het businessdomein 
geformuleerde doelstelling en algemene context is opgenomen, heeft dit de grootste impact 
op projectsucces. Wanneer deze beschrijving beperkt is, en vanuit het solutiondomein veel 
detail in de specificaties wordt verwerkt, is er een grote kans op budget en tijd 
overschrijding. 
Deze onderzoeken geven een aanknopingspunt voor projectsucces in relatie tot de kwaliteit 
van requirementsdocumentatie. In lijn met deze redenering geven de onderzoeken een 
argument om te streven naar een optimaal kwaliteitsniveau van de 
requirementsdocumentatie. Hierbij voldoet de requirementsdocumentatie aan de 
verwachtingen en draagt zo optimaal bij aan het projectsucces.  
Recent onderzoek of ambiguïteit van requirements gerelateerd is aan project falen wordt 
een andere conclusie getrokken. De conclusie van dit onderzoek is dat (non) ambiguïteit 
geen specifieke relatie heeft met het projectresultaat. Rootcase analyse van defects toonde 
aan dat een zeer beperkt deel van de gevonden defects gerelateerd zijn aan de ambiguïteit 
van requirementsdocumentatie. De onderzoekers beargumenteren dat een risico analyse 
naar de impact van ambigue specificatie binnen het project domein relevanter is dan alle 
beschikbare business analisten capaciteit te gebruiken om de requirements non-ambigue te 




3.7 Resultaat literatuuronderzoek  
 
Kan het beoordelen van kwaliteitskenmerken van Business/user requirements 
een betrouwbare indicatie geven voor het succes van een 
softwareontwikkeltraject?  
Er is vanuit de academische wereld veel aandacht voor het onderzoeksgebied requirements 
engineering en in het bijzonder requirements development. De onderzochte literatuur heeft 
geen artikelen opgeleverd die het belang van requirements voor het succes van software 
projecten ontkennen. Kwalitatief goed opgestelde requirements worden hierbij gezien als 
primaire factor. Een belemmering die hierbij wordt benoemd is het gebruik van natuurlijke 
taal. Natuurlijke taal wordt gezien als ambigue. Ambiguïteit wordt gezien als een 
belemmering voor het eenduidig en correct opstellen van een specificatie. In de praktijk 
ontstaat de initiële vraag vanuit business en worden als abstracte business requirements in 
natuurlijke taal opgesteld. Deze business requirements vormen het startpunt van het 
ontwikkeltraject. Er is dan ook een belang om deze business requirements zo non-ambigue 
mogelijk te beschrijven. Om dit te bereiken zijn ervoor requirementsdocumentatie 
kwaliteitsattributen, kwaliteitsindicatoren en metrieken opgesteld. 
De kwaliteitsattributen, kwaliteitsindicatoren en metrieken zijn in de diverse onderzoeken 
beschreven (Carlson & Laplante, 2014; Davis et al., 1993; Gnesi et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 
1997). Veel van de onderzoeken hebben een voor het onderzoek specifiek tool ontwikkeld. 
De tools maken gebruik van dictionaries en technieken uit natural language processing. Deze 
tools realiseren een automatische analyse op basis van kwaliteitsindicatoren en metrieken. 
Alle tools zijn beperkt in de interpretatie van de context van de aangeboden 
requirementsdocumentatie. Alle ontwikkelde tools hebben beperkingen in de mate van 
betrouwbaarheid. Validatie heeft hoofdzakelijk in een academische context plaatsgevonden, 
en toepasbaarheid binnen de bedrijfsomgeving is beperkt.  
In recent onderzoek door (Philippo et al., 2013) wordt beargumenteerd dat het 100% 
realiseren van non-ambiguïteit in business requirementsspecificatie niet noodzakelijk is. De 
invloed van de non-ambiguïteit van requirementsdocumentatie op het resultaat van het 
totale software ontwikkeltraject wordt in het onderzoek als beperkt bestempeld  
Op basis van het onderzoek waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van de SMELL methodiek wordt 
een zelfde aanpak gepresenteerd. Requirementsdocumentatie wordt beoordeeld op een 
beperkt aantal kwaliteitsattributen. Doel is een basisindicatie te geven van de non-
ambiguïteit van de opgestelde requirementsdocumentatie. Het is dan verder aan de domein 
specialist en analist om dit te beoordelen. (Femmer et al., 2014)  
Dit heeft gevolgen voor de ondersteunende tooling die gebruikt wordt bij het beoordelen 
van de kwaliteitsattributen van de opgestelde requirementsdocumentatie. Deze tooling 
hoeft niet 100% van alle ambiguïteitsvormen te detecteren. Ook de beperking van het 
kunnen interpreteren van de context wordt hierdoor minder relevant. Wanneer de tooling 
de analist kan informeren over een beperkt aantal ambiguïteitsvormen levert dit mogelijk al 
voldoende ondersteuning op.  
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De bestudeerde literatuur geeft voldoende aanknopingspunten om te onderzoeken of een 
sanity-check14 Tool, op basis van alleen het gebruik van dictionaries, een beperkte mate van 
ambiguïteit kan detecteren. 
 Geeft deze voorgestelde sanity-check de analist dan voldoende aanwijzingen om de 
documentatie waar nodig te verbeteren om een kwalitatief voldoende bruikbaar 
requirements document op te stellen?  
 Ervaart de analist deze voorgestelde sanity-check tool als ondersteunend bij het 
opstellen van de requirementsdocumentatie?  
Met als uitgangspunt een optimaal kwaliteitsniveau van de requirementsdocumentatie 
zonder dat de noodzaak van 100% non-ambiguïteit. Waarmee de 
requirementsdocumentatie voldoet aan de minimale verwachtingen en zo optimaal 
bijdraagt aan het projectsucces. 
 
  
                                                          
 
14 Sanity check, een vereenvoudigde versie van de SMELL methodiek, waarbij alleen gebruik wordt 
gemaakt van bestaande gedefinieerde dictionaries. 
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3.8 Bijlage 1 Dictionaries (kwaliteitsindicatoren) 
(Wilson et al., 1997) 
Imperatives Continuances Directives Options Weak Phrases 
Shall below: e.g. can adequate 
Must or must not  as follows: i.e. may as appropriate 
Is required to  following: for example optionally be able to 
Are applicable listed: figure can be capable of 
Responsible for in particular: Table may capability of 
Will  support: note: optionally capability to 
Should  and Subtopic  effective 
 :   as required 
    normal 
    provide for 
    timely 
    easy to 
    as applicable 
    be capable 
    as a minimum 
    be able to 
    but not limited to 
    if practical 
    tbd 
     












almost always user friendly cannot provide support if possible 
significant easy to use can't but not limited as appropriate 
 cost effective  sufficient as applicable 
 simple and efficient   as far as possible 








     Minimize  Support Support 
     Maximize  But not limited to But not limited to 
     Rapid  Etc. Etc. 
     User-friendly  And/Or And/Or 
     Adequate    
     Quick    
     
(D. M. Berry & Kamsties, 2000) 
 Subjective 
Language 
   
     each    
     all    
     never    
     always    




In de volgende alinea’s worden de opgestelde kwaliteitsindicatoren uit Tabel 3 (Femmer et 
al., 2014; Gnesi et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 1997) kort toegelicht en per indicator worden 
enkele voorbeelden gegeven.  
Imperatives zijn woorden die aangeven dat iets absoluut noodzakelijk is. Het correct 
toepassen van imperatives heeft een positieve invloed op de kwaliteitsattributen 
unambiguous, complete, understandable, valid en verifiable. Het gebruik van imperatives 
geeft structuur aan de requirementsdocumentatie en draagt hiermee positief bij aan 
tracable en modifiable. 
Voorbeeld; 
 Requirements use shall, must, is required to. Statements of fact use will. Goals use 
should. 
Continuances zijn woorden die na een Imperative volgen en een verdere detaillering 
introduceren. De aanwezigheid van deze woorden is een indicatie van een goede 
documentstructuur. Echter wanneer dit aantal toeneemt, kan dit ook duiden op complexiteit 
of over-detaillering. 
Voorbeeld; 
 below:, listed:, in particular: 
Directives zijn woorden die naar informatie binnen het requirementsdocument verwijzen. 
Het gebruik van deze woorden verbetert de begrijpelijkheid. Een hoge verhouding van deze 
woorden ten opzichte van het aantal zinnen in het document is een indicator van de 
detaillering en precisie van de opgestelde requirements. 
Voorbeeld; 
 figure, table, note: 
Options maken de specificatie minder specifiek, en laten een vrije interpretatie toe, dit 
wordt gezien als onwenselijk. Deze woorden dienen vermeden te worden bij het opstellen 
van requirements. 
Voorbeeld; 
 can, may, possibly 
Weak phrases zijn woorden die onzekerheid in requirements introduceren. Deze woorden 
geven de mogelijkheid om meerdere interpretaties toe te kennen aan het requirement. De 
suggestie wordt hierbij gewekt dat de het requirements op een andere plek met meer detail 
is uitgewerkt of open staat voor interpretatie (gelijk aan Options). 
Voorbeeld; 
 normal, effective, as applicable, adequate 
De hierbij gedefinieerde dictionaries set zoals voor de indicatoren is opgesteld zijn 
opgenomen in Bijlage 1 Dictionaries (kwaliteitsindicatoren en aangevuld met woorden 
opgesteld door (D. M. Berry & Kamsties, 2000; Femmer et al., 2014; Hooks, 1994). 
Gerelateerd aan het totale requirementsdocument; 
Size, is gebaseerd op telling van het aantal zinnen, het totaal aantal van imperatives 
(gebiedende werkwoorden) en het totaal aantal Subjects (onderwerpen) voorafgaand aan 
het imperative. De verhouding tussen imperatives en Subjects en imperatives en het aantal 
zinnen geven een indicatie van de detaillering. 
Tekst Structure is gebaseerd op de hiërarchie van het document. Het aantal en de diepgang 
van hoofdstukken en subhoofdstukken (headers/sub-headers) zijn hierbij maatgevend. Per 
hoofdstuk wordt dit bepaald. 
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Spec. Depth is gebaseerd op het aantal imperatives op elk hoofdstuk/sub hoofdstuk niveau. 
Een business requirementsdocument heeft een gemiddelde diepgang van 4 niveaus, een 
uitgewerkt SRS 6 tot 8 niveaus. 
Readability wordt gebaseerd op Coleman-Liau grade level index (Coleman & Liau, 1975) op 
bassi van zinslengte en woordgebruik (aantal lettergrepen of aantal letters in een woord). 
 
Een voorbeeld van een van de additionele dictionaries is Open-ended, Non-verifiable Terms . 
Dit zijn woorden die een verschillende keuzes bieden en daarmee niet te toetsen zijn (en 
vormen een gelijkenis met de eerder genoemde weak phrases) 
Voorbeeld; 
 provide support, as a minimum 
 
Een voorbeeld van POS tagging / morphological analyse is Comparative Phrases hierbij wordt 
gekeken naar gebruik van bijvoeglijk naamwoorden en bijwoorden in vergelijkende vorm. 
Voorbeeld; 
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1 Annex 5: Requirements Data Collected 
Tactile Check Analysis Template e-EGS 
2 Procedure 
1. Copy requirements to Error! Reference source not found. placeholder 
 
2. Run Analyze Weak phrases 
Analyze Weak phrases
 
Creates comments for each Weak phrase found in the text. 
Export all comments to excel by “Copy notes to Excel” 
 
3. Run Analyze strong phrases 
Analyze Strong phrases
 
creates comments for each Strong phrase found in the text. 
Export all comments to excel by “Copy notes to Excel” 
 
 
4. Export Strong and Weak phrases to Excel template for further analysis 
Copy Notes to Excel
 
 
5. Export Strong and Weak phrases to Excel template for further analysis 




 2.1 Table#1 holds the Weak and Subjective phrases. 
 
Weak phrases  Incompleteness  Subjective Language  Negative Statements  Non-verifiable Terms  Loopholes  
adequate 0 TBD 0 user friendly 3 cannot 0 provide support 0 if possible 0 
as appropriate 0 TBS 0 easy to use 0 can't 1 but not limited 0 as far as possible 0 
be able to 14 TBE 0 cost effective 0   sufficient 4 possibly 0 
be capable of 0 TBC 0 simple and efficient 0   Clear 3 eventually 0 
capability of 0 TBR 0 each 3   Easy 0 if case 0 
capability to 0 not defined 0 all 6   Strong 0 if appropriate 0 
effective 0 not determined 0 never 0   Good 0 if needed 0 
as required 0 but not limited to 0 always 0   Bad 0 if practical 0 
normal 0 as a minimum 0 similar 0   useful 0   
provide for 0   similarly 0   significant 0   
timely 0   having in mind 0   recent 1   
easy to 0   take into account 0   Support 17   
    as possible 2   Etc. 3   
    Minimize 0   And/Or 1   
    Maximize 0   almost always 0   
    Rapid 0   can 6   
    User-friendly 0   may 3   
    Quick 0   Optionally 0   




2.2 Table#2 holds the Strong phrases. 
 
IMPERATIVE Count CONTINUANCE Count DIRECTIVE Count 
shall 38 below: 0 e.g. 2 
must 29 as follows: 0 i.e. 3 
is required to 0 following: 0 For example 1 
are applicable 0 listed: 0 Figure 0 
are to 4 in particular: 0 Table 0 
responsible for 0 support: 0 Note: 16 
will 8 and 82   
should 124     
      
 
  
 3 Requirements 
Enter requirements data to analyze below line. This can be in the form of a table or plain text. 
 
 
Total requirements count = 195 (out of a total req doc count 276) 
 
1.1. Business Process (Configuration Management & Control) 
Note: The requirements for the generic for CM& C processes are described in the Functional requirements document 7912_ REQ-V8 upgrade V2. 
This chapter only mentions the differences/.additions required to the document. 
 
1.1.1. General Configuration Management and Control 
 




Requirement (CE 9) 
First draft baseline should be delivered 2 weeks prior to airplane delivery, and the delta baseline on airplane delivery.  
 
Commented [S-DIRECTI1]: Note: 
 number: S-292 
Commented [S-CONTINU2]: and 
 number: S-204 
Commented [S-IMPERAT3]: should 
 number: S-80 
Commented [S-CONTINU4]: and 
 number: S-205 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.1.2 
Procedure 
Requirement (CE 2) 
Agreed procedures on deliverables between software suppliers and KLM should be in place.  Agreement should include at least:  
2A Deadline for delivery of Service Bulletin,  
2B Deadline for delivery of LSAP, 




Requirement (CE 87) 
Access to the e-Enabled software tools should be protected by authentication and authorization of the user.  
3.1.1.4 
IT 
Requirement (CE 88) 
It should be able to define roles for the e-Enabled software tools. 
3.1.1.5 
IT 
Requirement (CE 89) 
It should be possible to assign/ revoke specific roles to users of e-Enabled software tools.  
3.1.1.6 Requirement (EDMS 3.1.1) 




Requirement (EDMS 3.1.2) 
The EDMS shall support remote login via a secure web interface.  
Commented [S-CONTINU5]: and 
 number: S-206 
Commented [S-IMPERAT6]: should 
 number: S-81 
Commented [S-IMPERAT7]: should 
 number: S-82 
Commented [S-CONTINU8]: and 
 number: S-207 
Commented [S-CONTINU9]: and 
 number: S-208 
Commented [S-IMPERAT10]: are to 
 number: S-68 
Commented [S-IMPERAT11]: should 
 number: S-83 
Commented [S-CONTINU12]: and 
 number: S-209 
Commented [S-IMPERAT13]: should 
 number: S-84 
Commented [W-Weak ph14]: be able to 
 number: W-1 
Commented [S-IMPERAT15]: are to 
 number: S-69 
Commented [S-IMPERAT16]: should 
 number: S-85 
Commented [S-IMPERAT17]: are to 
 number: S-70 
Commented [S-IMPERAT18]: shall 
 number: S-1 
Commented [S-CONTINU19]: and 
 number: S-210 
Commented [S-IMPERAT20]: shall ...
Commented [W-Non-ver21]: Support ...
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.1.8 
IT 
Requirement (EDMS 3.1.3) 
The EDMS shall support authorization based upon definable roles with assignable privileges. Privileges should include:  
a. Workflow definition  
b. Change request (approved Operator Proposal Requirement) state definition 
c. Change request form definition 
d. Assign roles to individual tasks  
e. Open change request  
f. Enter change request technical data 
g. Enter the configuration changes per change request  
h. Close assigned tasks 
i. View change request data  
j. Attach documents to change request Generate reports. 
3.1.1.9 
IT 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.3) 
EDMS access privileges should be configurable by a system administrator (Functional Application Manager) 
3.1.1.10 
IT 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.5) 
The EDMS shall allow the definition and sequencing of change request states to be configurable by a system administrator (Functional 
Application Manager).  
3.1.1.11 
IT 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.7.1) 
The system administrator shall be able to associate a specific change request (approved Operator Requirement Proposal) state change to a 
configuration management system update. Example: Change request state “Closed” triggers a Change management baseline update.     
3.1.1.12 
IT 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.9) 
The Change Management system shall allow the system administrator to define an airplane group (for example, the airline’s 787 fleet) which 
can be the target of a change request  
3.1.1.13 
IT 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.2) 
The format of the change request form shall be configurable by a system administrator.  
 
Commented [S-IMPERAT22]: shall 
 number: S-3 
Commented [W-Non-ver23]: Support 
 number: W-39 
Commented [S-IMPERAT24]: should 
 number: S-86 
Commented [S-IMPERAT25]: should 
 number: S-87 
Commented [S-IMPERAT26]: shall 
 number: S-4 
Commented [S-CONTINU27]: and 
 number: S-211 
Commented [S-IMPERAT28]: shall 
 number: S-5 
Commented [W-Weak ph29]: be able to 
 number: W-2 
Commented [S-IMPERAT30]: shall 
 number: S-6 
Commented [S-DIRECTI31]: For example 
 number: S-291 
Commented [W-Non-ver32]: can 
 number: W-59 
Commented [S-IMPERAT33]: shall 
 number: S-7 
1.1.2. Work Process Manage Allowable 
 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.1 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 10) 




Requirement (CE 11) 
 
The EDMS must be able to produce an overview of the relevant information position, hardware and software in a user 




Requirement (CE 12) 





Requirement (CE 13) 
Changing of an as delivered s/w baseline in EDMS must be done by a CM&C authorized/ responsible role only. 
 
3.1.3.4a Requirement (CE 14) 
Covered by CE12 
3.1.3.5 Requirement (CE 32) 
Covered by CE13 
3.1.3.6 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 16) 
The created as delivered s/w baseline must be approved by CM&C4 (MTX terminology) responsible role.  
 
Commented [S-IMPERAT34]: must 
 number: S-39 
Commented [W-Weak ph35]: be able to 
 number: W-3 
Commented [S-IMPERAT36]: must 
 number: S-40 
Commented [W-Weak ph37]: be able to 
 number: W-4 
Commented [S-CONTINU38]: and 
 number: S-212 
Commented [W-Subject39]: user friendly 
 number: W-15 
Commented [S-CONTINU40]: and 
 number: S-213 
Commented [S-IMPERAT41]: must 
 number: S-41 
Commented [S-IMPERAT42]: must 
 number: S-42 
Commented [S-IMPERAT43]: must 
 number: S-43 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.7 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 17) 
The changed s/w baseline must be approved by CM&C4 (MTX terminology) responsible role.  
 




Requirement (CE 18) 
The EDMS must be able to produce configuration reports with an overview of the relevant information position, hardware and software 
in a user friendly manner. This is both in viewing the system screen lay-out and in form of a  report of the baseline authorized 
configuration.  
 




Requirement (CE 20) 
EDMS allowed and actual configuration reports should be selectable per: 
 Airplane registration  
 Airplane type 
 Airplane sub type  
 ATA chapter 
  
3.1.3.10 Requirement (CE 21) 
The history of allowable and actual s/w configuration should be traceable for at least 3 years.   
 
Note: reference KLM MOE  
  
Commented [S-IMPERAT44]: must 
 number: S-44 
Commented [S-DIRECTI45]: Note: 
 number: S-293 
Commented [S-IMPERAT46]: must 
 number: S-45 
Commented [W-Weak ph47]: be able to 
 number: W-5 
Commented [S-CONTINU48]: and 
 number: S-214 
Commented [W-Subject49]: user friendly 
 number: W-16 
Commented [S-CONTINU50]: and 
 number: S-215 
Commented [S-DIRECTI51]: Note: 
 number: S-294 
Commented [S-CONTINU52]: and 
 number: S-216 
Commented [S-IMPERAT53]: should 
 number: S-88 
Commented [S-CONTINU54]: and 
 number: S-217 
Commented [S-IMPERAT55]: should 
 number: S-89 
Commented [S-DIRECTI56]: Note: 
 number: S-295 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.11 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 22) 
EDMS configuration reports should be available online (KLM Network). 
3.1.3.12 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 23) 





Requirement (CE 24) 
Printed configuration reports should be provided with 
 The airplane or fleet registration 
 A unique reference number 
 A print date and an UTC + UTC indication time stamp (Zulu/ UTC/ GMT) 




Requirement (CE 28) 
EDMS Configuration reports should contain all allowed hardware/ software combinations obeying all interchangeability/ incompatibility 




Requirement (CE 33) 
Changes made to the authorized (allowed) configuration should be traceable. 
3.1.3.16 
IT req + process 
Requirement (CE 34) 
EDMS changes to the allowed configuration should be documented 
 
Note: mainly process; intention of this requirement is to establish that EDMS changes can’t be made without substantiation.   
Commented [S-IMPERAT57]: should 
 number: S-90 
Commented [S-IMPERAT58]: should 
 number: S-91 
Commented [S-CONTINU59]: and 
 number: S-218 
Commented [S-IMPERAT60]: should 
 number: S-92 
Commented [S-CONTINU61]: and 
 number: S-219 
Commented [S-IMPERAT62]: must 
 number: S-46 
Commented [S-IMPERAT63]: should 
 number: S-93 
Commented [W-Subject64]: all 
 number: W-21 
Commented [W-Subject65]: all 
 number: W-22 
Commented [S-IMPERAT66]: should 
 number: S-94 
Commented [S-IMPERAT67]: should 
 number: S-95 
Commented [S-DIRECTI68]: Note: 
 number: S-296 
Commented [W-Non-ver69]: can 
 number: W-60 
Commented [W-Negativ70]: can't 
 number: W-29 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.17 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 35) 
EDMS changes made to the authorized (allowed) configuration must be made in accordance with standard engineering approval and 
validation process as dictated in the Central Engineering Procedures and Work Instructions. 
 
Note: According to instructions P CE 0600 series, Alteration to Allowable. 
3.1.3.18 
IT req. 
Requirement (CE 36) 




Requirement (CE 37) 
The allowed configuration change process should be a closed loop process. Definition of closed loop: the initiator of the 
allowed configuration alteration (=change) will receive feedback after the alteration has been accomplished on the aircraft.  
3.1.3.20 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 38) 
The allowed configuration change process flow must follow the common Maintenix change process structure.   
o Baseline in build status 
o Active status 
o Revision status 
o New active status  
3.1.3.21 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 39) 
In the EDMS, the authorized (allowed) configuration should automatically switch from pre change status to post change status when the 
EDMS receives the following from maintenance work order system: 
1. Confirmation that the job instruction card has been accomplished 
 AND; 
2. An automatically generated (by the aircraft) as-flying (actual) post change Configuration Report.  
 
Ad 2 to be verified in the PoC 
Commented [S-IMPERAT71]: must 
 number: S-47 
Commented [S-CONTINU72]: and 
 number: S-220 
Commented [S-CONTINU73]: and 
 number: S-221 
Commented [S-DIRECTI74]: Note: 
 number: S-297 
Commented [S-IMPERAT75]: should 
 number: S-96 
Commented [S-IMPERAT76]: should 
 number: S-97 
Commented [S-IMPERAT77]: will 
 number: S-72 
Commented [S-IMPERAT78]: must 
 number: S-48 
Commented [S-IMPERAT79]: should 
 number: S-98 
Commented [S-CONTINU80]: and 
 number: S-222 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.22 
IT req/ process 
Requirement (CE 71) 
Software configuration management should be performed on LSAPs stored on the airplane mass storage device.  
 




Requirement (CE 84) 
The Boeing 787 EDMS methodology should be adopted for configuration management of software.  
3.1.3.24 Requirement (LM 6.3) 
 
Configuration information should be available "at" the aircraft 
3.1.3.25 Requirement (LM 6.4) 
 
Configuration information should be the “full” allowed configuration. Full meaning the representation of allowed without any exceptions 
or further needed documentation to determine the allowed config. 
3.1.3.26 Requirement (LM 6.5) 
 
Configuration information should be per Airplane registration 
3.1.3.27 Requirement (LM 6.6) 
 
Configuration information ought to be allowed to be narrowed down to ATA chapter (and sub) 
Commented [S-IMPERAT81]: should 
 number: S-99 
Commented [S-CONTINU82]: and 
 number: S-223 
Commented [S-IMPERAT83]: should 
 number: S-100 
Commented [S-CONTINU84]: and 
 number: S-224 
Commented [S-IMPERAT85]: should 
 number: S-101 
Commented [S-IMPERAT86]: should 
 number: S-102 
Commented [S-IMPERAT87]: should 
 number: S-103 
Commented [S-IMPERAT88]: should 
 number: S-104 
Commented [S-CONTINU89]: and 
 number: S-225 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.28 Requirement (LM 6.7) 
 
Configuration information ought to be allowed to be shown per component per tracked slot 
3.1.3.29 Requirement (LM 6.8) 
 
Configuration information ought to be allowed to be sorted in several ways based on the available information 
3.1.3.30 Requirement (LM 6.9) 
 
Configuration information should be presented in a way respecting Human Factors rules 
3.1.3.31 
 
Requirement (LM 6.10) 
 




Requirement (EDMS 3.4.1) 
The configuration management system shall support an authorized (allowed) LSAP configuration as the item under 
configuration. 
E.g items being components, software including position. 
Commented [S-IMPERAT90]: should 
 number: S-105 
Commented [S-IMPERAT91]: shall 
 number: S-8 
Commented [W-Non-ver92]: Support 
 number: W-40 
3.1.3.33 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.4.2) 
An authorized (allowed) airplane LSAP configuration shall consist of airplane identification and multiple part instances with the 
following data fields at a minimum:  
a. Airplane Identification Data: 
1. Tail number  
2. Major Model  
b. Part Instance Data:  
1. Part number  
2. Part description  
3. Equipment reference  
4. SW Location ID (SLID)  
5. SW Location description  
6. Data Load Screen display text  
 
Note: example bullit 6 given 
Commented [S-IMPERAT93]: shall 
 number: S-9 
Commented [S-CONTINU94]: and 
 number: S-226 
Commented [S-DIRECTI95]: Note: 
 number: S-298 




Requirement (EDMS 3.4.3) 
The configuration management system shall be able to establish the initial authorized (allowed) configuration for a given 
airplane by importing the “as-delivered” authorized configuration XML file as defined in Boeing document “D617Z011-13 SCX 
Authorized Airplane Configuration Report XML Schema”. 
Commented [S-IMPERAT96]: shall 
 number: S-10 
Commented [W-Weak ph97]: be able to 
 number: W-6 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.35 
IT req  
Requirement (EDMS 3.4.4) 
The configuration management system shall store the configuration changes (i.e. adds and/ or delete of part instances) 





Requirement (EDMS 3.4.5) 
The configuration management system shall allow authorized users to access the current authorized (allowed) configuration for 
a specified airplane 
3.1.3.37 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.4.6) 
The configuration management system shall associate each airplane authorized (allowed) configuration baseline with a 
change request defined in the change management system. 
3.1.3.38 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.5.1) 
The EDMS shall generate the authorized (allowed) configuration XML document per Boeing document “D617Z011-13 SCX 
Authorized Airplane Configuration Report XML Schema” for a requested airplane tail number and one of the following pieces of 
information: 
 
a. Current” = The current authorized (allowed) configuration  
b. Current” + Change request (approved Operator Requirement Proposal) = The current authorized (allowed) 
configuration with the changes specified on the change request (created Job Instruction Cards) applied. Change 
request (Job Instruction Cards) must be in the “in-progress” state and must be applicable to the specified 
airplane tail number. This report represents the “post” configuration, i.e. the one after the LSAPs specified  on 
change request (the approved Operator Requirement Proposal) have been loaded, and can be used by a 
mechanic (or the back-office) to verify the new configuration prior to closing the change request (Job Instruction 
Card).  
 
Commented [S-IMPERAT98]: shall 
 number: S-11 
Commented [S-DIRECTI99]: i.e. 
 number: S-288 
Commented [S-CONTINU100]: and 
 number: S-227 
Commented [S-IMPERAT101]: shall 
 number: S-12 
Commented [S-IMPERAT102]: shall 
 number: S-13 
Commented [W-Subject103]: each 
 number: W-18 
Commented [S-IMPERAT104]: shall 
 number: S-14 
Commented [S-CONTINU105]: and 
 number: S-228 
Commented [S-IMPERAT106]: must 
 number: S-49 
Commented [S-CONTINU107]: and 
 number: S-229 
Commented [S-IMPERAT108]: must 
 number: S-50 
Commented [S-DIRECTI109]: i.e. 
 number: S-289 
Commented [S-CONTINU110]: and 
 number: S-230 
Commented [W-Non-ver111]: can 
 number: W-61 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.39 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.5.2) 
The EDMS shall support user interface screen that displays the authorized (allowed) configuration of a specified airplane 
registration.    
3.1.3.40 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.5.2.1) 
The authorized (allowed) configuration may be requested by airplane registration and one of the following. 
a. “Current” = The current  
             authorized (allowed) configuration  
b. “Current” + CR# (approved Operator 
            Requirement Proposal) = the                             
            current authorized (allowed) configuration 
            with the changes specified in the CR# 
            (approved Operator  Requirement  
            Proposal) applied. The CR# (approved  
            Operator Requirement Proposal)  
            must be an “in-progress” CR that is  
 applicable to the specified airplane  registration number. (This 
            action does not update the current 
            configuration). 
c. Accomplished CR# (approved Operator  
            Requirement Proposal) = the  
            authorized (allowed) configuration that   
            closed the CR# (approved Operator  
           Requirement Proposal).  
d. Date = the baseline as it was on the  specified date/time in universal time  coordinates (UTC). 
 
Commented [S-IMPERAT112]: shall 
 number: S-15 
Commented [W-Non-ver113]: Support 
 number: W-41 
Commented [W-Non-ver114]: may 
 number: W-65 
Commented [S-CONTINU115]: and 
 number: S-231 
Commented [S-IMPERAT116]: must 
 number: S-51 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.41 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.5.2.2) 
The EDMS shall support the sorting of the authorized (allowed) configuration screen part instances by a minimum: 
a. H/w and S/w Part number 
b. SLID (S/W location ID) 
3.1.3.42 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.5.2.3) 
The EDMS shall generate a report showing the part instance change history for a specified airplane registration. 
3.1.3.43 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.6 + 3.6.2) 
The EDMS shall have a user interface that allows the system operator to browse for and import the “as-delivered” XML 
document as specified in Import Initial Authorized Configuration. 
 
Note: 
Boeing will provide the “as-delivered” authorized configuration report as an XML document for each new B787 airplane via the 
MyBoeingFleet web site. A specific authorized configuration is identified by airplane registration. 
3.1.3.44 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.6.1) 
The EDMS shall support a web services interface to supply the authorized configuration XML document specified in 





Requirement (EDMS 3.7.1) 
LSAP Artifacts Repository 
The EDMS shall have the ability to support a repository of LSAPs artifacts (i.e. data and documents that are not software 
code) that are stored/ accessed by part number 
Commented [S-IMPERAT117]: shall 
 number: S-16 
Commented [W-Non-ver118]: Support 
 number: W-42 
Commented [S-CONTINU119]: and 
 number: S-232 
Commented [S-IMPERAT120]: shall 
 number: S-17 
Commented [S-IMPERAT121]: shall 
 number: S-18 
Commented [S-CONTINU122]: and 
 number: S-233 
Commented [S-DIRECTI123]: Note: 
 number: S-299 
Commented [S-IMPERAT124]: will 
 number: S-73 
Commented [W-Subject125]: each 
 number: W-19 
Commented [S-IMPERAT126]: shall 
 number: S-19 
Commented [W-Non-ver127]: Support 
 number: W-43 
Commented [S-IMPERAT128]: shall 
 number: S-20 
Commented [W-Non-ver129]: Support 
 number: W-44 
Commented [S-DIRECTI130]: i.e. 
 number: S-290 
Commented [S-CONTINU131]: and 
 number: S-234 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.46 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.7.1.1) 
 Definable fields 
The fields associated with an LSAP entry shall be definable by the system administrator (Functional Application Manager) 
3.1.3.47 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.7.1.2) 
Ability to attach documents 
The EDMS shall allow documents to attached to an LSAP entry 
3.1.3.48 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.7.1.3) 
Accessible to authorized users 
The LSAP artifacts repository shall be read accessible to authorized users via the web. 
3.1.3.49 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.7.1.4) 
Versioning capability 
The EDMS should support versioning of attached documents.  
3.1.3.50 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.7.1.5) 
Linkage from Part Instances 
The EDMS should support linkage between part instances and the parts repository such that the user can select the part 
number field on a part instance the part data from the LSAP artifacts repository is displayed.  
3.1.3.51 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.6) 
Integrate Change Request states with Work Flow Management System 
Change Request states shall be integrated within the workflow management system. 
3.1.3.52 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.6.1) 
Associate Change Request states with Workflow tasks 
The system administrator shall be able to associate a specific workflow task completion to a specific Change Request state 
change. Example: the completion of workflow task “verify data load” triggers Change Request state “closed”. 
3.1.3.53 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.7) 
Integrate Change Request states with Configuration Management System 
Change Request states shall be integrated with the configuration management system. 
Commented [S-IMPERAT132]: shall 
 number: S-21 
Commented [S-IMPERAT133]: shall 
 number: S-22 
Commented [S-IMPERAT134]: shall 
 number: S-23 
Commented [S-IMPERAT135]: should 
 number: S-106 
Commented [W-Non-ver136]: Support 
 number: W-45 
Commented [S-IMPERAT137]: should 
 number: S-107 
Commented [W-Non-ver138]: Support 
 number: W-46 
Commented [S-CONTINU139]: and 
 number: S-235 
Commented [W-Non-ver140]: can 
 number: W-62 
Commented [S-IMPERAT141]: shall 
 number: S-24 
Commented [S-IMPERAT142]: shall 
 number: S-25 
Commented [W-Weak ph143]: be able to 
 number: W-7 
Commented [S-IMPERAT144]: shall 
 number: S-26 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.54 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.8) 
Apply to multiple airplanes 
The change management system shall allow a given Change Request to apply to multiple airplane configurations 
3.1.3.55 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.2.10) 
Support for Independent Simultaneously Change Requests 
The change management system shall allow more than one active Change Request for a given airplane at a given point in 
time. 
 Workflow Management 
3.1.3.56 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.3.1) 
Definable Tasks 
The workflow management system shall allow the administrator to define a set of tasks. 
3.1.3.57 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.3.2) 
Definable Flow 
The workflow management system shall allow an administrator to define the flow between tasks 
3.1.3.58 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.3.3) 
Branching 
The workflow management system shall allow the task flow to branch, including ”one to many” and “many to one”.   
3.1.3.59 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.3.4) 
Correlate Change and Workflow Tasks 
The workflow management system shall allow a workflow task to be associated with a change management task. Alternatively 
(and preferred) allow change management tasks/ states to be defined with the workflow. 
3.1.3.60 Requirement (EDMS 3.3.5) 
Role Accessible Tasks 
The workflow management system shall allow a specific task to be accessible only by individuals associated with the specified 
role(s) for that task. 
Commented [S-IMPERAT145]: shall 
 number: S-27 
Commented [W-Non-ver146]: Support 
 number: W-47 
Commented [S-IMPERAT147]: shall 
 number: S-28 
Commented [S-IMPERAT148]: shall 
 number: S-29 
Commented [S-IMPERAT149]: shall 
 number: S-30 
Commented [S-IMPERAT150]: shall 
 number: S-31 
Commented [S-CONTINU151]: and 
 number: S-236 
Commented [S-CONTINU152]: and 
 number: S-237 
Commented [S-IMPERAT153]: shall 
 number: S-32 
Commented [S-CONTINU154]: and 
 number: S-238 
Commented [S-IMPERAT155]: shall 
 number: S-33 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.1.3.61 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.3.6) 
Task Notification 
The workflow management system shall allow notify (email) owners of the next task(s) in the workflow when the previous task 
has been completed. 
3.1.3.62 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.3.7) 
Remote Access 
The workflow management system shall allow authorized users to set task stated remotely. 
3.1.3.63 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.3.8) 
Database Triggers 
The workflow management system shall allow the administrator to associate a task completion with a database trigger. 
3.1.3.64 
IT req 
Requirement (EDMS 3.4.7) 
Automatic Database Update 




1.2. Business Process (Aircraft Maintenance Assistance) 
 
1.2.1. Work process Assist Maintenance Planning 
 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.2.1.1 
IT and process  
Requirement (LM 1.1.) 
The s/w loading process should be unambiguous, consistent and distinct. 
 
IT as well business process 
Commented [S-IMPERAT156]: shall 
 number: S-34 
Commented [S-IMPERAT157]: shall 
 number: S-35 
Commented [S-IMPERAT158]: shall 
 number: S-36 
Commented [S-IMPERAT159]: shall 
 number: S-37 
Commented [W-Non-ver160]: Support 
 number: W-48 
Commented [S-CONTINU161]: and 
 number: S-239 
Commented [S-IMPERAT162]: should 
 number: S-108 
Commented [S-CONTINU163]: and 
 number: S-240 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.2.1.2 
process 
Requirement (LM 1.1.1) 
No exceptions in organization of the process between the different s/w parts and/or hardware parts.  
3.2.1.3 
process 
Requirement (LM 1.2) 
Planning of s/w loading tasks should follow ARIS & HLID process rules. 
3.2.1.4 Requirement (LM 1.3) 




Requirement (CE 41) 
The current maintenance assist procedures can be re-used,  
 
Note: due to the increased volume of software changes the process needs to be leaned in order to speed up the process of 
getting the software loads executable.  
 
Boeing reference 40-50 loads per  month per tail. 
3.2.1.6 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 59) 
A single maintenance work order system should be used for the creation and approval of tasks (Maintenance Assist processes) as well for 
scheduling the tasks (Maintenance Planning)  
Commented [S-CONTINU164]: and 
 number: S-241 
Commented [W-Non-ver165]: And/Or 
 number: W-58 
Commented [S-IMPERAT166]: should 
 number: S-109 
Commented [S-IMPERAT167]: should 
 number: S-110 
Commented [W-Non-ver168]: can 
 number: W-63 
Commented [S-DIRECTI169]: Note: 
 number: S-300 
Commented [S-IMPERAT170]: should 
 number: S-111 
Commented [S-CONTINU171]: and 
 number: S-242 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.2.1.7 
Process REQ 
Requirement (CE 83) 
The LSAP change process should be prepared in such a way that this lead to a minimum of activities for the maintenance execution. 
3.2.1.8 Requirement (LM 6.1) 
Available s/w for particular registration is tailored to the actual hardware configuration. 
 
3.2.1.9 Requirement (LM 2.1) 
Instructions on Job Instruction Card should be clear and precise (including layout). 
3.2.1.10 Requirement (LM 2.3)  
A Job Instruction Card is specific for one tail. 
 
Reference Excellent Job card 
3.1  
3.2.1.11 Requirement (LM 2.3.1) 
A Job Instruction Card should hold the loading of software on hosting hardware with one function. 
 
Exception: batch loading method  
 
Reference Excellent Job card 
3.2.1.12 Requirement (LM 2.3.2) 
A Job Instruction Card should hold batch loading method information in case multiple s/w parts are to be loaded. 
3.2.1.13 Requirement (LM 2.5) 
S/w mentioned on the Job Instruction Card is identified by “known” p/n’s (as identified in the Allowed Configuration overviews) 
Commented [S-IMPERAT172]: should 
 number: S-112 
Commented [S-IMPERAT173]: should 
 number: S-113 
Commented [W-Non-ver174]: Clear 
 number: W-34 
Commented [S-CONTINU175]: and 
 number: S-243 
Commented [S-IMPERAT176]: should 
 number: S-114 
Commented [S-IMPERAT177]: should 
 number: S-115 
Commented [S-IMPERAT178]: are to 
 number: S-71 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.2.1.14 Requirement (LM 3.5) 





1.3. Business Process (Aircraft Maintenance) 
 
1.3.1. Work Process Control and Administration 
 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.3.4.1 
IT req 
Requirement (CE 19) 
The EDMS should be able to provide the allowed configuration to the SCX-ASCM in an XML format as specified in Boeing 




Requirement (CE 25) 





Requirement (CE 26) 
EDMS Configuration reports should be viewable from the maintenance laptop in a human readable format for end user.  
 
Example given; no XML format 
 
Commented [S-IMPERAT179]: should 
 number: S-116 
Commented [S-CONTINU180]: and 
 number: S-244 
Commented [S-IMPERAT181]: should 
 number: S-117 
Commented [W-Weak ph182]: be able to 
 number: W-8 
Commented [S-IMPERAT183]: must 
 number: S-52 
Commented [S-IMPERAT184]: should 
 number: S-118 
Req.# Requirement description 
IT/ process req. 
 
Requirement (EDMS 3.4.8) 
 
After accomplishment of a task the business must provide the following data to the EDMS Engineering in order to close the task 
in the EDMS. The feedback information shall contain sufficient information for CM&C to manage the configuration of the 
Aircraft. 
  
1. Airplane registration 
2. Corrective action 
3. Action date 
4. AML sequence number  
5. Defect date 
6. Barcode (if applicable) 
7. Position of the replaced hardware 
8. Part number of removed/ installed 
software 
9. Part number of removed/ installed hardware  




Requirement (CE 27) 
The SCX-ASCM tool on the maintenance laptop must receive the allowed configuration out of the EDMS as well the as-flying (actual) 




Requirement (CE 30) 
EDMS Configuration reports should be available online in the KLM E&M back office in a human readable format and in XML 
format. 
Commented [S-IMPERAT185]: must 
 number: S-53 
Commented [S-IMPERAT186]: shall 
 number: S-38 
Commented [W-Non-ver187]: sufficient 
 number: W-30 
Commented [S-IMPERAT188]: must 
 number: S-54 
Commented [S-IMPERAT189]: should 
 number: S-119 
Commented [S-CONTINU190]: and 
 number: S-245 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.3.4.6 
IT 
Requirement (CE 31) 
The standard Boeing SCX-ASCM tool will be used for creation of comparison report. 
3.3.4.7 
IT 
Requirement (CE 63) 
The allowed airplane configuration as stored in the EDMS should be available in XML format on the maintenance laptop (SCX-ASCM tool) 
for production during maintenance execution. This process must be automated. 
 
Note: 
Automation to make sure that most recent allowed configuration is available in a lean process.          
3.3.4.8 
IT 
Requirement (CE 64) 




Requirement (CE 65) 
The actual MSD configuration must be available for comparison by use of the SCX-ASCM tool installed on the AF-KL network. 
3.3.4.10 
IT 
Requirement (CE 66) 
It should be possible to receive the actual airplane configuration for comparison via: 
a. An uplink request via the LSAP proxy server functionality 
b. The maintenance laptop. 
3.3.4.11 
IT 
Requirement (CE 67) 
It should be possible to receive the actual MSD configuration for comparison via: 
a. An uplink request via the LSAP proxy server functionality 
b. The maintenance laptop. 
3.3.4.12 
IT 
Requirement (CE 68) 
The maintenance work order system should provide a Job Instruction Card accomplished confirmation to engineering in order to support 
the EDMS configuration management process. 
Commented [S-IMPERAT191]: will 
 number: S-74 
Commented [S-IMPERAT192]: should 
 number: S-120 
Commented [S-IMPERAT193]: must 
 number: S-55 
Commented [S-DIRECTI194]: Note: 
 number: S-301 
Commented [W-Non-ver195]: recent 
 number: W-37 
Commented [S-IMPERAT196]: must 
 number: S-56 
Commented [S-IMPERAT197]: must 
 number: S-57 
Commented [S-IMPERAT198]: should 
 number: S-121 
Commented [S-IMPERAT199]: should 
 number: S-122 
Commented [S-IMPERAT200]: should 
 number: S-123 
Commented [W-Non-ver201]: Support 
 number: W-49 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.3.4.13 Requirement (LM 6.2) 
On a request, readily available real time registration specific configuration overview of the hardware and software configuration 





1.4. Business Process (Software (LSAP) logistical services) 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.4.1 
Process and IT 
Requirement (CE 74) 
The electronic software data distribution process should be designed to handle all types of field loadable software.  
 
 
3.4.2 Requirement (CE 75) 




Requirement (CE 76) 





Requirement (CE 77) 
The electronic software data distribution process should be logical and intuitive. 
Commented [S-CONTINU202]: and 
 number: S-246 
Commented [S-IMPERAT203]: should 
 number: S-124 
Commented [S-CONTINU204]: and 
 number: S-247 
Commented [S-IMPERAT205]: should 
 number: S-125 
Commented [W-Subject206]: all 
 number: W-23 
Commented [S-IMPERAT207]: should 
 number: S-126 
Commented [S-IMPERAT208]: must 
 number: S-58 
Commented [S-IMPERAT209]: should 
 number: S-127 
Commented [S-CONTINU210]: and 
 number: S-248 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.4.5 
process 
Requirement (CE 78) 
The electronic software data distribution process should be as lean as possible  
3.4.6 
process 
Requirement (CE 79) 
The electronic software data distribution process should be unambiguous. 
3.4.7 
IT and process 
Requirement (CE 80) 
The electronic software data distribution process should comply with the regulatory applicable requirements.  
3.4.8 
IT 
Requirement (CE 81) 
The electronic software data distribution process should be automated and wireless as much as possible 
3.4.9 
IT  
Requirement (CE 82) 
The electronic software data distribution process should be supported by a single Configuration management and Control system.(EDMS) 
3.4.10 
process 
Requirement (CE 85) 
Each electronic software data distribution sub process should have one process owner. 
 
 
1.5. Business Process (To Provide Software (LSAP) Resource) 
To provide software (LSAP) resource 
1.5.1. Work process To receive serviceable software (LSAP) 
 
Commented [S-IMPERAT211]: should 
 number: S-128 
Commented [W-Subject212]: as possible 
 number: W-27 
Commented [S-IMPERAT213]: should 
 number: S-129 
Commented [S-CONTINU214]: and 
 number: S-249 
Commented [S-IMPERAT215]: should 
 number: S-130 
Commented [S-IMPERAT216]: should 
 number: S-131 
Commented [S-CONTINU217]: and 
 number: S-250 
Commented [W-Subject218]: as possible 
 number: W-28 
Commented [S-IMPERAT219]: should 
 number: S-132 
Commented [S-CONTINU220]: and 
 number: S-251 
Commented [W-Subject221]: each 
 number: W-20 
Commented [S-IMPERAT222]: should 
 number: S-133 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.8.1.1 Requirement (CE 1) 
Only software supplied by vendors on the approved vendor list will be accepted by KLM.  
 
Note:  
The proposed process or IT solution should be able to test against an approved vendor list.   
3.8.1.2 
process 
Requirement (CE 3) 
Supplier deliverables consist of: 
   3A The LSAP, including  LSAP certificate 
             (COC, FAA 8130-3 form, EASA Form 1,   
              etc.)  
  3B Service Bulletin documentation 
             conform S1000D issued by the S1000D  
            Council which consists of Aerospace and  
            Defense Industries Association of Europe  
            (ASD), Aerospace Industries Association  
            (AIA) and ATA e-Business Program.  
 Description of LSAP purpose 
 Description of the content & functionality of the LSAP 
 Technical approval 
 Instructions for continued airworthiness 
 
Applicable airplane/ LRU part number effectivity 
3.8.1.3 
process 
Requirement (CE 4) 
Documents related to LSAPs should be received preferred in an electronically format 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.8.1.4 
IT 
Requirement (CE 5) 
Distribution of LSAPs from the supplier should be electronically through KLM DDM-PE.   Received LSAPs will be uncrated by use of a CSCT 




Requirement (CE 2D) 
Backup procedure for delivery of LSAPs. 
 
3.8.1.6 
IT + process 
Requirement (CE 6) 
LSAPs received on hardware media must be electronically signed for inspection incoming goods in CSCT, or by other means protected 
against unauthorized changes. 
3.8.1.7 
process 
Requirement (CE 7) 
LSAPs received on hardware media should be part marked (identified) in accordance with industry standards and regulations. 
3.8.1.8 
process 
Requirement (CE 8) 
Distribution of software on hardware media should be shipped in accordance with the standard requirements for part shipment.  
3.8.1.9 
Process/ IT 
Requirement (CE 45) 
After the inspection incoming goods have been accomplished satisfactory out of CSCT, a confirmation receipt should be 
handed over to the PO system in order to close the LSAP purchase order.  
3.8.1.10 
IT 
Requirement (CE 46) 
DDM-PE must be autonomous / fully automatic for the user (CSCT operator) 
3.8.1.11 
IT 
Requirement (CE 47) 
The KLM DDM-PE should be suitable for receiving LSAPs of multiple software suppliers (e.g. Boeing, Honeywell etc.) 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.8.1.12 
Process 
Requirement (CE 48) 
LSAPs should be delivered in a format compatible with CSCT. 
3.8.1.13 
IT 
Requirement (CE 49) 
User should be able to configure the LSAP received notification function in the DDM-PE. 
3.8.1.14 
IT 
Requirement (CE 50) 
The DDM-PE storage location should have: 
 Sufficient storage capacity. 
 Role based access. 
 High availability (Incl. support 7X24). 
 Backup/ Restore process. 
3.8.1.15 
IT 
Requirement (CE 51) 
The CSCT should have: 
 Sufficient storage capacity 
 Role based access 
 High availability (Incl. support 7X24). 
 Backup/ Restore process 
3.8.1.16 
Process 
Requirement (CE 53) 




Requirement (CE 54) 
Backup Incoming Goods Inspection process must be in place in case the CSCT is not available or usable 
3.8.1.18 
IT 
Requirement (CE 56) 
The integrity of LSAP transfer from the DDM-PE to the CSCT should be guaranteed. 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.8.1.19 
IT 
Requirement (CE 57) 
The integrity of LSAP transfer from the CSCT to the LSAP Librarian should be guaranteed. 
3.8.1.20 
IT 
Requirement (CE 58) 
The LSAP librarian repository should meet the legal requirements for storage of to LSAP related maintenance records (FAA 8130-3, EASA 
form 1 etc.). 
Note ref source KLM MOE 2.14.45 
Retention period 
A copy of all records is retained for a minimum of three years from the date the aircraft, engine or component was released to 
service.   
 
 
1.6. Business Process (ESDD Configuration Management & Maintenance)  
 
1.6.1. Work process ESDD Configuration Management & Maintenance 
 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.9.1.1 
IT + process  
Requirement (CE 69) 
The maintenance laptop should be configured in accordance with EASA/ Boeing requirements and recommendations.  
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.9.1.2 
IT + process 
Requirement (CE 70) 
The maintenance laptop should be used and managed in accordance with FAA/ EASA requirements and requirements and 
recommendations as specified in the ANSOG document.  
 
Note: To be specified which EASA requirements,my understanding is the EASA will follow the FAA requirements and recommendations 
as specified in the ANSOG   
3.9.1.3 Requirement (LM 1.4)  
The maintenance laptop should be available based on the planned demand. 
3.9.1.4 Requirement  (LM 1.4.1) 
The maintenance laptops  should be available according ARIS and HLID process descriptions 
3.9.1.5 Requirement (LM 1.4.2) 
The amount of maintenance laptops should be based on availability and reliability (tool failure should not lead to process 
disturbance) 
3.9.1.6 Requirement (LM 3.1) 
The maintenance laptop should have acceptable startup and response times. 
 
Note: 
Refer to JIRA item SWLOADING 101 
3.9.1.7 Requirement (LM 3.2) 
The maintenance laptops should be able to load all required software on all KLM 787 aircraft registrations. 
3.9.1.8 Requirement (LM 3.4) 
The s/w distribution tool should prevent the distribution of s/w on another then the selected aircraft type and registration. 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.9.1.9 Requirement (LM 3.6) 
The maintenance laptop should be able to report its health status in a centralized manner.  
3.9.1.10 Requirement (LM 3.7) 
The maintenance laptop should be able to report its status of distributed (staged) s/w parts to the maintenance laptop in a 
centralized manner. 
 
3.9.1.11 Requirement (LM 3.7.1) 
 
Smart description pending 
Refer to Jira item SWLOADING 99   
 
3.9.1.12 
Requirement (LM 3.8) 
The GUI of the maintenance laptop must be user friendly. 
 
Maintenance laptop = COTS Boeing not to be influenced by KLM 
3.9.1.13  Requirement (LM 3.8.1) 
The GUI of the maintenance laptop must provide a 
clear information about the health status. 
3.9.1.14 Requirement (LM 3.8.2) 
The GUI of the maintenance laptop must provide clear information about the loaded s/w parts per tail. 
3.9.1.15 Requirement (LM 3.8.3) 
The GUI of the maintenance laptop should sort parts on type (e.g. Part 25 & Part 121) and/ or aircraft registration. 
3.9.1.16 Requirement (LM 3.8.4) 
The GUI of the maintenance laptop should be able to filter on applicable s/w parts per aircraft registration selection. 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.9.1.17 Requirement (LM 3.8.5) 
The GUI of the maintenance laptop should provide the ability to sort s/w parts in a logical order.  
3.9.1.18 Requirement (LM 3.8.5.1) 
The GUI of the maintenance laptop should provide the ability to select s/w parts in a logical order (e.g per LRU and/ or ATA) 
3.9.1.19 
IT 
Requirement (IMO 1) 
A/C IT operation (Software loading etc) is fully independent from any other AF/KLM IT operation. Both in function and 
hardware. 
 
Note: The risk of virtualization and running it as regular IT is that is no separation of concerns when push comes to shove. Think of 
downtime of servers or the long and complex escalation chain in regular IT for incidents and the fact that support it outsourced to 
support desks that have no intimate knowledge of A/C. A/C IT needs a direct, hands-on support. A/C need to fly, they are our most 
expensive assets.  
This is in line with Boeing recommendation. 
3.9.1.20 
IT 
Requirement (IMO 2) 
IT security should stay to the level of mitigating reasonable risks and not be more stringent than advised by Boeing. 
Note: Boeing puts in the airline in service experience, which should be sufficient for save operations of the A/C. If we are not really 
careful, we could go overboard.  
 
 
1.7. Business Process (ANSOG requirements ) 
 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.12.1 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 1) 
It should be possible to retain airplane system CIS-MS File Server Module (FSM) System log files for at least 90 days. 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.12.2 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 2) 
It should be possible to retain airplane system Crew Server Module “Controller Server Module Reports” for at least 90 days.  
3.12.3 
IT req 
Requirement  (ANSOG 3) 




Requirement (ANSOG 4) 
 (Optional) It should be possible to retain  
  airplane system Airplane File Server Module 




Requirement (ANSOG 5)  
It should be possible to retrieve airplane system CIS-MS File Server Module (FSM) System log files for at least 90 days. 
3.12.6 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 6) 
It should be possible to retrieve airplane system Crew Server Module “Controller Server Module Reports” for at least 90 days. 
3.12.7 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 7) 




Requirement (ANSOG 8) 
(Optional) It should be possible to retrieve airplane system Airplane File Server Module “Controller Server Module Reports” for 
at least 90 days. 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.12.9 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 9) 
It should be possible to save retrieved airplane system CIS-MS File Server Module (FSM) System log files in a protected area 
for a retention period of at least 90 days.  
3.12.10 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 10) 
It should be possible to save retrieved airplane system Crew Server Module “Controller Server Module Reports” in a protected 
area for a retention period of at least 90 days. 
3.12.11 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 11) 
It should be possible to save retrieved airplane system Network Interface Module “Controller Server Module Reports” in a 
protected area for a retention period of at least 90 days.  
3.12.12 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 12) 
(Optional) It should be possible to save retrieved airplane system Airplane File Server Module “Controller Server Module 
Reports” in a protected area for a retention period of at least 90 days.  
3.12.13 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 13) 
From the airplane received log file crates should be stored in a protected area in their digitally signed crated state. 
3.12.14 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 14) 
From the airplane received report crates should be stored in a protected area in their digitally signed crated state.  
3.12.15 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 15) 




Requirement (ANSOG 16) 
The file naming convention of stored CIS Crew Server Module “Controller Server Module Reports” crates should be 
TailID_CMS_Security_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS+0000.zip 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.12.17 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 17) 




Requirement (ANSOG 18) 




1.8. Business Process (ANSOG recommendations) 
 
1.8.1. Work Process Control Access to Airport wired and wireless service network (recommendation 2) 
 
Req.# Requirement description 
3.13.7.1 
procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 43) 
Access to airport wired and wireless service network should be physical controlled. 
3.13.7.2 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 44) 
Authentication of personnel and devices should be established in order to acquire access to airport wired and wireless 
service network.  
3.13.7.3 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 45) 
Authorization to only permitted assets should be established in order to acquire access to airport wired and wireless service 
network. 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.13.7.4 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 46) 
Intrusions on the airport wireless service network should be detected. 
3.13.7.5 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 47) 
Intrusions on the airport wireless service network should be prevented. 
3.13.7.6 
procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 48) 
Procedures on changes on the wired and wireless service network design should be in place. 
3.13.7.7 
procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 49) 
Procedures for handling unwanted security events on the wired and wireless service network should be in place.  
3.13.7.8 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 50) 
Security events on the wired and wireless network should be logged. 
3.13.7.9 
Procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 51) 
Specific wireless network instructions should be in place. 
3.13.7.10 
Procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 52) 
A process of exchange of airport wireless service and airplane certificate information between the 787 operator and the airport 
wireless service provider should be in place. 
 
 
1.8.2. Work Process Create Secure Part Signing Process, and Control Access to Private keys (recommendation 4) 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.13.9.1 
Process 
Requirement (ANSOG 56) 
A process should be in place for validating the manufacturer’s digital signature on received software parts. 
3.13.9.2 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 57) 
It should be possible to apply an own unique digital signature to received parts once the parts successfully have passed the 
inspection incoming goods criteria.  
3.13.9.3 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 58) 




Requirement (ANSOG 59) 
The CSCT tool should only be accessible to authorized personnel. 
3.13.9.5 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 60) 
Access to the CSCT should have: 
1. Limited log ins  
2. Require a password to be entered to activate the signing keys in order to sign the parts. 
3.13.9.6 
IT req + 
procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 61) 
Private cryptographic keys may be stored in a hardware-based, cryptographically secure keystore.   
3.13.9.7 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 62) 
The CSCT tool should be segregated from other applications and be installed on a special hardware platform. 
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Req.# Requirement description 
3.13.9.8 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 63) 
The GBST tool should only be accessible to authorized personnel. 
3.13.9.9 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 64) 
Access to the GBST should have: 
1. Limited log ins  
2. Require a password to be entered to activate the signing keys in order to sign the parts. 
3.13.9.10 
IT req 
Requirement (ANSOG 65) 
The GBST tool should be segregated from other applications and be installed on a special hardware platform. 
3.13.9.11 
procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 66) 
Trusted certificates must be controlled by authorized personnel. 
3.13.9.12 
Process 
Requirement (ANSOG 67) 
Updates of trusted certificates may only be done by authorized personnel. 
 
Note:  The GBST tool will collect the certificates into an OAS AMI LSAP, which then is signed by the CSCT, and provisioned 
to the airplane.  
3.13.9.13 
procedure 
Requirement (ANSOG 68) 
Optional: in case an Airplane File Server Module will be installed on the airplane a policy should be defined on how often the 
IFE/ AFSM security keys should be refreshed.    
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Tactile Check Analysis Template CMS+ 
1 Procedure 
6. Copy requirements to Error! Reference source not found. placeholder 
 
7. Run Analyze Weak phrases 
Analyze Weak phrases
 
Creates comments for each Weak phrase found in the text. 
Export all comments to excel by “Copy notes to Excel” 
 
8. Run Analyze strong phrases 
Analyze Strong phrases
 
creates comments for each Strong phrase found in the text. 
Export all comments to excel by “Copy notes to Excel” 
 
 
9. Export Strong and Weak phrases to Excel template for further analysis 
Copy Notes to Excel
 
 
10. Export Strong and Weak phrases to Excel template for further analysis 
Count Tables and Rows
 
   
 1.1 Table#1 holds the Weak and Subjective phrases. 
 
Weak phrases  Incompleteness  Subjective Language  Negative Statements  Non-verifiable Terms  Loopholes  
adequate 0 TBD 0 user friendly 0 cannot 0 provide support 0 if possible 0 
as appropriate 0 TBS 0 easy to use 0 can't 5 but not limited 0 as far as possible 0 
be able to 0 TBE 0 cost effective 0   sufficient 0 possibly 0 
be capable of 0 TBC 0 simple and efficient 0   Clear 0 eventually 0 
capability of 0 TBR 0 each 0   Easy 0 if case 0 
capability to 0 not defined 0 all 6   Strong 0 if appropriate 0 
effective 0 not determined 0 never 0   Good 0 if needed 0 
as required 0 but not limited to 0 always 1   Bad 0 if practical 0 
normal 0 as a minimum 0 similar 0   useful 0   
provide for 0   similarly 0   significant 0   
timely 0   having in mind 0   recent 0   
easy to 0   take into account 0   Support 2   
    as possible 0   Etc. 0   
    Minimize 0   And/Or 0   
    Maximize 0   almost always 0   
    Rapid 0   can 6   
    User-friendly 0   may 0   
    Quick 0   Optionally 0   




1.2 Table#2 holds the Strong phrases. 
 
IMPERATIVE Count CONTINUANCE Count DIRECTIVE Count 
shall 0 below: 0 e.g. 0 
must 0 as follows: 0 i.e. 0 
is required to 0 following: 0 For example 0 
are applicable 0 listed: 0 Figure 0 
are to 0 in particular: 0 Table 3 
responsible for 0 support: 0 Note: 0 
will 3 and 51   
should 10     
      
 
  
 2 Requirements 






The following business event list is the result of using business events to partition the work of requesting allowed part number(s) into 16 Business functions. 
The events are the same as in the CMS design, but with other users (Availability Controller and Warehouse Employee) 
Nr Event name input output Business use case summary 
1 Engineering wants to maintain 
allowed parts  
 Request to create/update allowed part   Allowed part maintain Ensure that the engineer is authorized  
to search known parts and maintain 
them as  allowed Part   
2 AMT/AMM/TS wants to create a 
fault with a part requirement 
 Started work package 
 Allowed Part 
 
 Created Fault  
 Part request (created)  
Ensure that the AMT/AMM is authorized  
to create a fault, adds a part 
requirement, resulting in a part request 
that contains allowed parts, qty, 
requested location, tail)   
3 Availability Controller wants to 
process a request for a part (or 
other allowed parts) 
 Part request (created)  Part is reserved 
 
Integration reserves a part and informs 
the requestor about ETA, From Location 
and supplied Part + Serial number.  
4 Warehouse Employee wants to 
issue reserved Part  
 Part is reserved  Part is issued Warehouse Employee processes the 
reservation into a pick and issue and 
makes the requested part ready for 
transport 
5 Logistic Employee wants to deliver 
the Part to the requested location 
 Part is issued  Part is delivered (at the requested 
location) 
Logistic Employee transports the part  
from the expedition to the requested 
location 
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6 AMT/AMM completes the fault  Part is delivered  Installed part 
 Fault Completed 
 Removed part 
AMT/AMM picks the delivered, removes 
the part from AC and installs the 
delivered/ seriviceable  part. Then 
completes the fault 
7 AMT/AMM turns in 
removed part 
 Removed Part  Removed part turned in AMT/AMM turns in the removed 
/unserviceable part with the removal 
administration 
8 
Availability Controller can’t 
(automatically) process a request 
for a part  
 Part request (created, updated)  Source part 
 
The requested quantity is not available 
(Reason and status is OPEN). 
Availability controller is informed to 
source the part 
9 AMT defers the fault from the work 
package 
 Part NOT reserved 
 
 Part is reserved 
 Part request  (updated, without a 
location) 
 Deferred fault 
 
 
AMT defers the fault with assigned 
part(s) and un-assigns the fault from 
the work package. Resulting in an 
updated part request without a location 
10 Availability Controller sources 
part(s)  
 Part request (created or updated) 
 Source part 
 Part is reserved  
 Request to create/update allowed part 
Availability Controller sources the 
allowed part serial number and 
arranges that stock is reserved at the 
requested location 
11 Warehouse Employee (physically) 
changes the location of the 
reserved part  
 Part request (updated) 
 Part is reserved 
 Part is reserved 
 Part delivered (at requested location) 
Warehouse Employee changes the 
location of a reserved part and 
delivers the part at the  new requested 
location 
12 Aircraft Maintenance planner 
assigns Fault to a work package 
 Part is delivered (at requested location)  Deferred Fault assigned to a work 
package 
 Part request (updated with a new 
location) 
Aircraft maintenance planner assigns 
Fault with reserved part to a work 
package, resulting in a update part 
request with a new location 
13 AMT/AMM wants to adjust a 
request for a part  
 Part request (created) 
 
 Part request (updated) AMT/AMM adjusts a request for a part 
examples: cancel request, quantity 
update, change allowed part(s) 
14 AMT/AMM-Lead or Aircraft 
Maintenance Planner wants to 
adjust the Work package  
 Work Package created  Part request (updated) 
 Adjusted Work package 
AMT/AMM-Lead or Aircraft 
Maintenance Planner is able to adjusts 
the location or date/time of a Work 
package 
15 Availability Controller wants to 
process an update part request 
 Part request (updated)  Part is reserved 
 Source part 
Integration is able to adjust the request 
for a reserved part Or  Integration is 
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 NOT able to adjust the request for a 
reserved part 
16 Warehouse Employee want to 
cancel a picking request (reserved 
PN) 
 Part is reserved 
 
 Part reservation is canceled 
 Part NOT reserved 
Warehouse Employee is able to cancel 
a reserved request (in case of missing/ 
damaged pn) and the requestor 
should be informed that the request 
is adjusted from RESERVE to OPEN 
 
Business use case scenarios 
NR Business case scenario 
1 Business event 1: Engineering wants to maintain allowed part  
Business use case: Define allowed part  
Trigger: Request to create/update allowed part  
Precondition: Engineer is authorized to create/ update Part Groups 
Interested stakeholders: AMT/AMM and Logistic Employee 
- Engineer/ Logistic Employee or Mechanic sends a request to Engineering to create/ update the allowed part  
- Engineer checks if all necessary information is available 
- If all information is available  
Then 
- Engineer creates/ updates the allowed part (part group) and informs the requestor 
Otherwise 
- Engineer does not creates/ updates the allowed part (part group) and informs the requestor 
Outcome: Allowed part maintained 
2 Business event 2: AMT/AMM wants to create a fault with a part requirement 
Business use case:  Create a fault with a part requirement 
Trigger: Allowed part, Started work package  
Precondition: Allowed parts are maintained, started work package is available 
Interested stakeholders: AMT/AMM and Logistic Employee 
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- Mechanic creates a fault and adds a part requirement,  
- Resulting in a part request that contains allowed parts, qty, requested location, tail, a date/ time (Driving Deadline) and the check 
Outcome: Part request (created), created fault 
3 Business event 3: Availability Controller wants to process a request for a part (or other allowed parts) 
Business use case: Process a part request 
Trigger: Part request (created) 
Precondition: part request contains: all allowed part numbers, a date/ time, a location, the tail and the check 
Interested stakeholders: Availability controller and AMT/AMM 
- Logistic (system) processes the part request  
- a reservation is made and a message is send to the requestor (system) containing an PN+MFR, Serial number, ETA (based on SL table), 
Part provider/From location and External id/Crocos Code volgnr. 
Outcome: Part is reserved 
4 Business event 4: Warehouse Employee wants to issue reserved Part 
Business use case: Pick/issue the reserved pn’s 
Trigger: Part is reserved 
Precondition: Reservation (with a PN+SN) is automatically printed  
Interested stakeholders: Warehouse Employee 
- The automatic printed picking slip is processed by a Logistic Employee 
- Logistics Employee picks the part and make the shipment ready for transport to the requested location 
- The Logistic Employee administrates the picked part number (for Crocos TBA) 
Outcome: Part is issued 
5 Business event 5: Logistic Employee wants to deliver the Part to the requested location 
Business use case: PN’s are transported to the requested location 
Trigger: Part is issued 
Precondition: Part request is picked and issued 
Interested stakeholders: Logistic Employee 
- The shipment is transported from the expedition to the requested location 
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- The part is supplied at the requested location 
Outcome: Part is delivered (at the requested location) 
6 Business event 6: AMT/AMM completes the fault 
Business use case: Complete fault  
Trigger: Part is delivered 
Precondition: Work package is in Work, fault with part requirement  is created 
Interested stakeholders: AMT/AMM 
- AMT/AMM picks the delivered, removes the part from AC and installs the delivered part. Then completes the fault  
Outcome: Installed part, Fault completed, Removed part 
7 Business event 7: AMT/AMM turns in removed part 
Business use case: turn in part 
Trigger: Removed part 
Precondition: Part installed 
Interested stakeholders:  AMT/AMM and Warehouse employee/ availability controller 
- AMT/AMM turns in the removed part with the removal administration 
Outcome: Removed part turned in 
8 
Business event 8: Availability Controller can’t process a request for a part 
Business use case: inform part request can’t (automatically) be processed 
Trigger: Part request (created, updated) 
Precondition: part request contains: all allowed part numbers, a date/ time, a location, the tail and the check 
Interested stakeholders: Availability controller and AMT/AMM 
- Integration can’t reserve a part and informs the requestor (“Reason” and status is OPEN) 
- Inform the availability controller to start to source a part based on the part request info 
Outcome: Source part 
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9 Business event 9: AMT defers the fault from the work package 
Business use case: Defer fault with a part requirement 
Trigger: Part NOT reserved, Part is reserved 
Precondition: A fault with a part requirement in a (in work/started) work package 
Interested stakeholders: AMT and Logistic Employee 
- AMT defers the fault with assigned part(s) and un-assigns the fault from the work package. Resulting in an updated part request without a 
location  
- Part request status is (automatically) set back to OPEN 
- Reserved parts should be reassigned (see Business event 11) 
Outcome: Deferred fault, part request (updated) 
10 Business event 10: Availability Controller sources part(s) for deferred fault 
Business use case: Source part for deferred fault  
Trigger: Part request (created or updated), Source part 
Precondition: A fault with a part requirement is deferred, part NOT reserved  
Interested stakeholders: Availability controller and Aircraft Maintenance planner 
- Availability Controller sources the allowed part serial number and arranges that stock is reserved at the requested location 
- If location is not known, then it will be reserved at the default location which is the “hil bak” 
Outcome: Part is reserved, Request to create/update allowed part 
11 Business event 11: Warehouse Employee (physically) changes the location of the reserved part 
Business use case: Reserve part at requested location 
Trigger: Part is reserved, Part request (updated) 
Precondition: A fault with a part requirement is deferred, part reserved 
Interested stakeholders: Warehouse Employee, Availability controller and Aircraft Maintenance planner 
- Warehouse Employee changes the location of a reserved part and delivers the part at the  new requested location  
- If location is not known, then it will be reserved at the default location which is the “hil bak” 
Outcome: Part is reserved, Part is delivered 
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12 Business event 12: Aircraft Maintenance planner assigns Fault to a work package 
Business use case: Assign fault to a work package 
Trigger: Part delivered (at requested location) 
Precondition: A fault with a part requirement is deferred, part delivered 
Interested stakeholders: Aircraft Maintenance planner and AMT/AMM 
- Aircraft maintenance planner assigns Fault with reserved part to a work package, resulting in a update part request with a new location 
- Part request status is (automatically) set back to OPEN 
- Reserved parts should be reassigned (see Business event 11)  
Outcome: Part request (updated with a new location), Deferred Fault assigned to a work package 
13 Business event 13: AMT/AMM wants to adjust a request for a part 
Business use case: Adjust a part requirement 
Trigger: Part request (created) 
Precondition: A fault with a part requirement in a in work/started work package 
Interested stakeholders: Availability controller and AMT/AMM 
- AMT/AMM adjusts a request for a part  
examples:  
- cancel request  
- quantity update (not according procedure) 
- change allowed part(s) 
Outcome: Part request (updated) 
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14 Business event 14: AMT/AMM-Lead or Aircraft Maintenance Planner wants to adjust the Work package 
Business use case: Adjust work package 
Trigger: Work Package created 
Precondition: in work/ started Work Package  
Interested stakeholders: AMT/AMM-Lead or Aircraft Maintenance Planner and Availability controller 
- AMT/AMM-Lead or Aircraft Maintenance Planner is able to adjusts a Work package 
Examples: 
- the location  
- date/time  
Outcome: Part request (updated), Adjusted Work package 
15 Business event 15: Availability Controller wants to process an update part request 
Business use case: Process an update part request 
Trigger: Part request (updated) 
Precondition: Part was created in a in work/ started Work Package 
Interested stakeholders: Availability Controller and AMT/AMM 
- Integration is able to adjust the request for a reserved part (in case reserved part is not issued) 
Or   
- Integration is NOT able to adjust the request for a reserved part (in case reserved part is already issued), but part stays reserved 
Or 
- Integration is not able to reserve a part, source of the part should start 
Outcome: Part is reserved, Source part 
16 Business event 16: Warehouse Employee want to cancel a picking request (reserved PN) 
Business use case: Cancel a picking request 
Trigger: Part is reserved 
Precondition: Part request was reserved and picking slip was created 
Interested stakeholders:  Warehouse Employee, Availability Controller and AMT/AMM 
- Warehouse Employee is able to cancel a request for a reserved part / serial number  
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Examples: 
o Requested Part serial number is missing 
o Requested Part serial number is damaged  
- The requestor should be informed that the request is adjusted (from RESERVE to OPEN) 
Outcome: Part reservation is canceled, Part NOT reserved 
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Product use cases 
 
Nr PUC no. BUC no. Product Use Case Name 
1 5.2.1 2 - AMT/AMM wants to create a fault with 
a part requirement 
Part request created 
2 5.2.1.1  All allowed parts 
- The assigned part and all other allowed parts (not allowed parts are filtered out) 
- A Part is defined by a Part and Manufacturer Number 
3 5.2.1.2  Requested location 
- only locations at AMS are in scope 
4 5.2.1.3  Requested date time 
(Driving deadline) 
5 5.2.1.4  Requested tail 
- The AC registration. For CMS+ first phase only KL owned registrations are in scope 
6 5.2.1.5  The quantity  
- For tracked parts this is always 1 ea 
7 5.2.1.6  Part request status is OPEN 
8 5.2.2 3- Availability Controller wants to process 
a request for a part (or other allowed 
parts) 
Part is reserved 
See ch 13. Appendix Stock available 
9 5.2.2.1  ETA 
- In UTC time 
10 5.2.2.1.1  “From location” supplied by Crocos 
- Suppling warehouse is needed to determine the ETA 
11 5.2.2.1.2  SAP Table for ETA calculation  
See chapter 12. Appendix SL table for ETA calculation 
Determine ETA based on suppling warehouse and (requested) location 
12 5.2.2.2  Part based on Crocos reservation 
13 5.2.2.2.1  Reserved part is an allowed part serial number 
14 5.2.2.2.2  Part is reserved in the warehouse location nearest to the requested location 
15 5.2.2.3  Create MTX inventory based on PN+SN and location 
- Administrate which Part serial number is going to be supplied  
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16 5.2.2.4  Part provider (suppling warehouse) 
- The suppling warehouse based on Crocos data  
17 5.2.2.5  Part request status is RESERVE 
18 5.2.2.6  Send part request info (incl reserved)  to Availability controller  
19 5.2.3 4- Warehouse Employee wants to issue 
reserved Part 
Part is issued 
See ch 13. Appendix Stock available 
20 5.2.3.1  Administrate the issued part number + serial number in Crocos (TBA) 
21 5.2.3.2  Validate if administrated part + serial number is equal against reserved part + serial number 
22 5.2.4 5- Logistic Employee wants to deliver the 
Part to the requested location 
Part is delivered 
See ch 13. Appendix Stock available 
23 5.2.4.1  Part Serial number is delivered at the requested location 
The transport document (tracking sticker) should contain the (delivery) location 
24 5.2.5 6- AMT/AMM completes the fault Fault completed 
See ch 13. Appendix Stock available 
25 5.2.5.1  Execute the maintenance work 
26 5.2.5.2  Administrate installed and removed part 
27 5.2.6 7- AMT/AMM turns in Removed part Removed part is returned 
See ch 13. Appendix Stock available 
28 5.2.6.1  Turn in removed part (with administration)  
29 5.2.7 8- Availability Controller can’t process a 
request for a part 
Inform Availability controller 
30 5.2.7.1  Requested location is unknown (No Area) 
31 5.2.7.2  Part Unknown (No Code nr Found ) 
32 5.2.7.3  No stock available for the requested date/location 
33 5.2.7.4  Part request status stays OPEN and reason is send 
34 5.2.7.5  Send part request info (incl not processed)  to Availability controller to start sourcing process 
35 5.2.8 9- AMT defers the fault from the work 
package 
Defer fault 
36 5.2.8.1  Defer Fault from WP (with severity MEL) 
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37 5.2.8.1.1  Defer fault with a stock promise 
See ch 14. Appendix Defer fault with promised stock 
38 5.2.8.1.2  Defer fault without a stock promise 
See ch 15. Appendix Defer fault with No stock Promise 
39 5.2.9 10- Availability Controller sources part(s) Source part  
40 5.2.9.1  Source an allowed part, based on part request info from PUC 5.2.1 
41 5.2.9.2  Reserve the sourced part according PUC 5.2.2 
42 5.2.9.3  Vendor/OEM can supply a part that is not allowed according the request.  Request to create/update allowed part 
43 5.2.9.4  Inform about the expected ETA for  the sourced part 
44 5.2.10 11- Warehouse Employee (physically) 
changes the location of the reserved part 
Warehouse Employee changes the location of a reserved part and delivers/stores the part at the new requested location 
45 5.2.11 12- Aircraft Maintenance planner assigns 
Fault to a work package 
Assign Fault to a Work package 
46 5.2.11.1  Assign fault with reserved part to a work package 
 Ensure that the part request status stays RESERVED 
47 5.2.12 13- AMT/AMM wants to adjust a request 
for a part 
Adjust a part request 
48 5.2.12.1  Cancel request 
49 5.2.12.1.1  Cancel part request with a stock promise 
Logistics is not able to cancel an issued request. Part will be delivered and AMT/AMM has to return the not used part. 
Availability controller should be informed  
50 5.2.12.1.2  Cancel part request fault without a stock promise 
Availability controller should be informed and stop the sourcing process (PUC 5.2.9) 
51 5.2.12.2  Adjust allowed parts 
Adjust the allowed parts in the part group 
Availability controller should be informed to support the sourcing process 
52 5.2.12.3  Adjust quantity 
Availability controller should be informed to support the sourcing process 
53 5.2.13 14- AMT/AMM-Lead or Aircraft 
Maintenance Planner wants to adjust the 
Work package 
Adjust work package 
54 5.2.13.1.  Change location 
55 5.2.13.2.  Change date time 
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56 5.2.14 15- Availability Controller wants to process 
an update part request 
process an update part request 
57 5.2.14.1  Able to process the updated part request with a promise 
58 5.2.14.2  Able to process the updated part request without a promise. 
59 5.2.14.3  Not able to updated part request 
60 5.2.15 16- Warehouse Employee want to cancel 
a picking request (reserved PN) 
Cancel a picking request 
See ch16. Appendix Logistics cancels picking request  
61 5.2.15.1.  Cancel based on Crocos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
